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Introduction 
E L I Z A B E T H  W .  S T O N E  
A MAJOR  DILEMMA,  one we can no longer afford 
to ignore, faces all librarians. The dilemma is: How can we optimally 
integrate the technical and human resources that we manage toward 
achieving the library's service mission and, at the same time, manage 
working arrangements and role relationships so that people's needs 
for self-worth, growth, and development are significantly met in our 
libraries? 
This issue of Library Trends addresses itself to this dilemma in 
various ways. An increasing amount of vigorous, quantitative research 
in the behavioral sciences provides stable evidence that when emphasis 
is placed on developing the potential represented by the human re- 
sources in organizations, an inevitable by-product is an increase in 
productivity.1 The problem dealt with here is to discover to what 
extent libraries have used personnel development and continuing edu- 
cation as a means of bringing about the full utilization of talent, and 
of creating an organizational climate conducive to human growth. 
The intent of the issue, through a professional survey and assessment, 
is to create an awareness of some of the things that have been done, 
that are being done, and that are yet to be done. If all the suggestions 
offered for meeting this challenge have not been as widely accepted 
into practice as might be wished, it is hoped that this issue will stimu- 
late meaningful action. 
This issue of Library Trends is (perhaps) unique in that the idea 
for it was conceived by a committee, two of the presentations were 
prepared through long hours of discussion and revision by members 
of the committee, and other members served as readers of the papers. 
In a very real sense, all of the thirty members of the Staff Develop- 
ment Committee of the Personnel Section of the Library Administra- 
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tion Division of the American Library Association, in varying degrees, 
served as "issue editor." So that communication links can be established 
between these committee members and readers who may live in their 
geographical areas and wish to correspond with them, all members and 
their positions are listed at the close of this introduction. 
Perhaps it should also be added that this is but one of the activities 
of this committee in the area of personnel development and continuing 
education. Others include: the initiation and implementation of a staff 
development micro-workshop on the opening day of each ALA annual 
conference (starting with Detroit in 1970); preparation of the papers 
from these workshops for publication; initiation of a pilot abstract 
publication, Clips and Quotes on Staff Development for Librarians, 
which covers applicable literature from other disciplines in the area 
of personnel development; and, most recently, planning for a series 
of staff development workshops at six regional library conferences. 
The question arises: Why do the members of this committee give 
so much of their time, energy, and resources to the planning, imple- 
menting and evaluating of such projects? It  shows their commitment 
to the belief that increased social responsibility and professional de- 
velopment are demanded of librarians at this time. The committee 
recognizes the need for improved, dynamic concepts, plans, and pro- 
grams for the development of the library's most important resource- 
its personnel. Members of the committee feel, in common with such 
authors as Beckhard: that current changingB e n n i ~ , ~  and W a l t ~ n , ~  
conditions-the knowledge, technology and communication explosions; 
affluent societies; and values held by youth, ethnic and other minori- 
ties-have produced a completely new set of expectations of the con- 
tract between employer and employee from those which existed a few 
years ago. Some values in relation to man and his work place which 
are becoming increasingly recognized across national, ethnic, and 
economic boundaries are: 
Man has a right to be free and independent. 
Man wants to be a whole person in relation to his job- 

he no longer wants to be just an extension of someone else. 

Man should have choices in where he works (he is not bound to any 
one organization ) . 
If man's needs are in conflict with organization requirements and/or 
mission, it is relevant and appropriate for him to move toward 
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meeting his own needs before he moves toward meeting organiza- 
tion requirements. 
I t  is not only an employer's responsibility to meet survival and se- 
curity needs (economical and psychological), but also to col- 
laborate actively in meeting individual employee's needs for 
achievement, self-esteem, and growth. 
Power is seen not as a set quantity, but like capital, is susceptible 
to indefinite growth as it is shared. Participative management Is 
emerging in which administrator and worker share powers of 
decision on the matters that directly affect the employee in his job 
situation, not only his welfare, but the use of his talents. 
In fact, according to Walton, we are in the midst of a minor social 
revolution in which "a new equity is being developed which will 
change the perimeters within which the administrator functions." 
Today, if managers are not in tune with these new values and expec- 
tations, not only will they have difficulty in bringing in new, young 
talent to their organizations, but they will also find incidence of mid- 
career employees becoming dissatisfied and wishing to leave for other 
institutions or occupations. The committee notes with some alarm 
the recent findings by Robert Presthus in his 1970 study, Technological 
Change and Occupational Response: A Study of Librarians, particu-
larly the discovery that there was only a marginal degree of job satis- 
faction among the librarian respondents. In fact, fully two-thirds of 
them indicated that, given another chance, they would not choose 
librarianship as a profe~sion.~ 
This set of values and conditions raises critical questions for library 
leaders. For example, how willing are we to consciously work toward 
a state of human relationships in libraries that will catch up with the 
state of the development of our hardware? It  seems it has become 
easier to computerize a library than to cope with the employees 
involved in the process.8 In the efficient and sometimes clinical en- 
vironment of some libraries, employees are apt to lose their feeling of 
personal value in the overall effort of the library to meet its objectives. 
And that brings us back to the dilemma with which we opened: How 
can we have efficient knowledge systems that will not have the effect 
of depersonalizing and dehumanizing personal relationships? 
The Staff Development Committee believes it is a matter of high 
priority for all who manage libraries to find answers to such questions, 
conditions and issues. That is the reason they have committed their 
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energies to the work of the committee. That is the reason they have 
invited qualified leaders to contribute to an issue of Librarg Trends 
on "Personnel Development and Continuing Education." These au-
thors, in this issue, suggest some approaches to solutions. 
Now, without going into very much detail, it will be helpful to 
review briefly the basic plan of the issue, to note some of the chief 
points made by its authors, and to identify common concepts and 
conclusions that seem to emanate from the articles. The organizational 
plan of this issue centers around three concepts intimately related to 
the development of the human resources represented in our libraries- 
personnel development, training, and continuing education. As these 
terms are defined, the articles related to them will be identified. 
The term "personnel development" is equated in this issue with the 
term "staff development," and refers to effectively meeting the needs 
for self-worth, growth, satisfaction, and self-realization of all personnel 
within a library system, while at the same time optimally achieving 
the library's objectives. As it is uscd here it is more than a maze of 
development programs and activities. That is not to say that courses, 
orientation programs, institutes, and inservice programs are not im- 
portant, but rather to emphasize that in themselves they do not con- 
stitute the total means for the development of a library's human 
resources. Personnel development is not carried out in a vacuum. It  
functions in an environment of policies, procedures, standards, and 
institutional objectives and is intimately related to the style of the 
management system operative in the library and to organizational 
structure. Personnel development is fully possible only in an environ- 
ment which not only permits, but actively encourages individuals to 
develop their potential. Therefore the first four chapters of the issue 
deal with conditions and practices which recent research in the be- 
havioral sciences seems to indicate have a direct relationship to the 
releasing of human energies to accomplish both the library's and the 
individual's objectives. 
The first statement, prepared by Robert Lee, University Chief 
Librarian, Western Ontario Library, Canada, and his wife, Charlene 
Swarthout Lee, presents an overview of the nature of the library's 
personnel planning system which is concerned with the management 
of all the human resources in the library system. As summed up by 
the authors: 
Good personnel planning evolves from the manpower plan, the 
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personnel development plan, and the recruitment plan, all of which 
have systematic in-depth approaches to developing and nurturing 
human resources. When emphasis is placed on developing the 
human potential, an inevitable by-product is an increase in produc-
tivity. When the individual is a participator in a process integrally 
related to his own development as a human being, that process 
illuminates both his contribution to and his interdependence with 
mankind. 
The criterion they offer for measurement of a personnel develop- 
ment plan follows: "success in developing human resources must 
be considered in terms of the organization's ability to satisfy the per- 
sonal goals of those persons in the organization." 
Since, as the Lees point out, people are the main ingredient in 
personncl management, the personnel development plan should take 
into account the information available from motivation research. Moti- 
vation is dealt with in the second chapter by Charles Goodman, Associ- 
ate Dean of the School of Government and Public Administration of 
American University. He stresses the uniqueness of the individual in 
the organization, especially his "needs system" as defined by Maslow. 
Factors and conditions that tend to motivate an individual are dis- 
cussed: involvement through participation, job enrichment, target- 
setting conferences, and high performance goals set by the supervisor 
and the employees. 
In the next chapter, Maurice P. Marchant, of the library science 
faculty of Brigham Young University, reports-from both his own 
extended research and that available from the behavioral sciences- 
that participative management and group decision-making have im- 
portant implications for staff development. Yet, he found that the 
theory and practices regarding patterns of decision-making in libraries 
have been largely neglected aspects of library administration. In fact, 
prior to his research no study of library staff participation had been 
reported in library literature, and he finds that most books dealing with 
library administration are still bureaucratically oriented. In his re-
search he has found that university library personnel tend to be more 
satisfied with opportunities for professional growth under a partici- 
pative management system. To those who are afraid that managers 
will lose their influence if they adopt this style, Marchant points out 
that the group method of decision-making holds the supervisor fully 
accountable for all decisions and for their execution and results. The 
supervisor is responsible for building his subordinates into a group 
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which makes the best decisions and carries them out well. He empha- 
sizes: "Participative management is not the abdicating of responsibility 
by top management and allowing staff members to do whatever they 
wish. That pattern is more a description of anarchy. Participative 
management forces decisions down to the level best suited to deter- 
mine them by virtue of availability of relevant information and the 
effect of the decision on the operation." 
Evaluation is vital to all programs for personnel development, but, 
according to Ernest DeProspo of the faculty of the Rutgers Graduate 
School of Library Service it is a concept and practice which is neither 
understood nor practiced in a manner which will aid personnel de- 
velopment; in current practice it adheres chiefly to trait methods of 
performance appraisal, which are generally dehumanizing. 
He concludes: "The changing life style so obvious today, as with 
the clear distrust of authority and power, especially the arbitrary uses 
of either, calls for some dramatic changes in the way individuals are 
treated and used in the organization. It would be to the interest of 
the profession to incorporate rapidly a goals method approach to 
evaluating personnel. At the very least such an approach would pro- 
vide great impetus to staff development and growth." 
As the personnel development plan is designed to achieve effective 
utilization of existing staff, it may be found in the process of matching 
persons to positions that additional training may be necessary for 
certain personnel based on the identification of their individual needs. 
The next chapters are concerned with training which, in this issue, is 
viewed as one means of personnel development, referring more directly 
to methodology. In the words of Scott, as quoted in the chapter on 
"Guidelines," "The immediate goals of training aim at improving 
individual job effectiveness and the climate of interpersonal relations 
in organizations. By necessity, training must be oriented toward 
organizational objectives." 
The presentation by David Kaser, Director of the Cornell University 
Libraries, offers a general view of the training subsystem and its 
elements, the degree to which training is systematically provided 
for in library systems, and the extent of library resources that are 
being regularly budgeted for training. His discussion is based on a 
survey that he conducted of 145 of the largest libraries in the nation 
late in 1970. He concludes that although the American library com- 
munity is becoming increasingly aware of the need for training pro- 
grams for and continuing education of personnel, and that although 
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substantial resources are being devoted to the effort, there is no 
systematic approach being made to the problem; managers are playing 
an essentially passive role in this area of personnel development. 
The next chapter offers a systematic approach to one of the most 
fundamental concerns of that training subsystem-the development of 
a library staff effectively interrelating with colleagues and clients and 
working toward organizational goals. The nature of the need for 
social interaction skills grows from the fact that the library is a human 
organization. Findings of applied behavioral science are explored, and 
a sample model of team building illustrates the methods found by 
the authors to be most effective in this area. Lawrence Allen and 
Barbara Conroy have drawn from their extensive experience in con- 
ducting institutes, workshops and seminars throughout the country. 
They have found repeatedly that a st& working smoothly and coop- 
eratively together makes the achievement of both organizational and 
personal goals more possible. 
The following chapter, prepared by members of the Staff Develop- 
ment Committee, presents a model for use by librarians in analyzing 
and defining basic needs and problems, and in developing the frame- 
work for a program of personnel development or continuing education 
which will facilitate the application of managerial techniques. It is 
flexible enough so that it can be implemented in any size or type of 
library or library system, or group of cooperating libraries. 
The "Guidelines for Human Resource Development" chapter, also 
written by the Staff Development Committee, takes the point of view 
that an individual library system can strengthen its role in the develop- 
ment of human resources by 1) developing from a systems point of 
view, a philosophy, policies, and programs in the area of human 
resources development; and 2) making sure they are known and 
practiced throughout the system. 
A considerable portion of this chapter discusses a rationale based on 
current behavioral science research because the committee believes 
that the human side of libraries is "all of a piece"-that the theoretical 
assumptions management holds about the development of its human 
resources determine the whole character of the library. The human 
resources approach in action emphasizes the motivation and develop- 
ment of people, high performance goals, participation in problem 
solving or decision-making, and the encouragement of innovation. It 
also emphasizes that the extent to which human resources will be 
developed in any given library system will largely be dependent on 
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the management perspective and leadership style of the chief admin- 
istrator, for he, more than anyone else, sets the tone and philosophy 
of a library. Believing that personnel developn~ent and continuing 
education are shared responsibilities in the profession, the committee 
makes some suggestions for action to other relevant groups-state and 
federal agencies, library schools, and professional associations. 
Finally, there are three articles on continuing education which, in 
this issue, is conceived of as being a lifelong process through which 
individuals maintain themselves as competent people and grow to 
meet the challenges of change. Continuing education refers to all 
activities and efforts by the individual to upgrade his knowledge, 
abilities, competencies or understanding in his work field or specializa- 
tion. Often the scope of continuing education is divided for the 
purpose of discussion or study into formal study and informal learning 
activities. The former category would include formal course work in 
credit or non-credit courses. The latter would include a wide spectrum 
of activities such as attending conferences, workshops, professional 
meetings; reading, writing, and editing; consultation, teaching, and 
speaking to groups; membership in informal study groups; research 
participation in inservice, on-the-job training programs, etc. 
In a recent paper, Houle has emphasized a concept which is 
incorporated into the use of the term here. He defines continuing 
education as "that learning which clearly, in the mind of the learner 
or teacher, advances from some previously established base to extend 
and amplify awareness or capacity-and does so during the years of 
adulthood. . . . In continuing education, as here considered, it is 
always necessary to look to the immediate situation. Somewhere earlier 
a base has been established; now that base is being built upon." lo 
Thus, the term "the educational third dimension" seemed an ap- 
propriate one for an umbrella heading for our papers on continuing 
education, for, as explained by James E. Allen, Jr., when he used the 
phrase as the subject of an address at the Galaxy Conference on 
Adult and Continuing Education in 1969, it is built on the proposition 
that education is a lifelong process, and that after basic elementary 
and secondary education, followed by post-secondary training, there 
must be concern with a third dimension-the lifelong learning of 
adults. He  emphasized the importance of continuing education when 
he stated: 
We need lifelong learning-that is, the repeated return of the 
experienced and developed adult to the learning process so that 
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new knowledge can continually be applied to living and working. 
I t  is increasingly accepted that all workers must be retrained 
periodically to keep abreast of the knowledge explosion. Experience 
alone has only limited value in modern work-life. Using knowledge 
makes change and personal growth inevitable. For knowledge by 
definition innovates, searches, questions, and changes.ll 
As presented here, a basic philosophy for any continuing education 
program is the necessity of building into the program a strategy for 
planned change. 
In the first of three articles on continuing education, Mary Gaver 
reports on her questionnaire to a non-random sample of "librarian 
achievers" to discover what motivates them toward continuing educa- 
tion activities; to find out the kinds of continuing education that had 
been most effective with them; and to learn what strategies they would 
recommend to the young professional just starting his career. In addi- 
tion to a thorough analysis of the returns to these questions, the 
author concludes that "current efforts of the associations are frag-
mented, lacking in continuity, with no culmination but rather a taper- 
ing off, and little of sequential learning resulting in many cases. A 
strong recommendation has been made to the American Library 
Association for a more structured approach. . . . in this paper, by 
Rothstein five years ago, and as one of the suggestions derived from 
Stone's research." I t  is interesting to note that this same suggestion 
reappears in the last chapter of this issue. 
John Harvey, former Dean of the Drexel Library School which for 
many years has made a significant contribution in continuing profes- 
sional education programming for librarians, emphasizes in his article 
problems inherent in keeping professional librarians up-to-date after 
their professional degree and suggests approaches to solving these 
problems. A survey of types of programs is presented along with an 
innovative list of "Fifteen Ideas for Dissemination." 
The final presentation is authored by Peter Hiatt, Director of the 
Continuing Education Program for Library Personnel for the Western 
Interstate Commission for Higher Education (WICHE). He opens 
with several important assumptions: 1) the continuing education of 
librarians is one of the most important problems facing the profession 
today; 2)  the task of continuing education is not only passing on the 
wisdom, experience, and knowledge of the past, but it is also preparing 
librarians for change in themselves and their institutions; 3)  ultimately 
the individual is himself primarily responsible for his own education 
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and most of his learning efforts must be self-directed; 4 )  continuing 
education-formal and informal-is essential for all people employed 
in libraries, not just the "librarians" who constitute the professional 
segment of the library community; and 5) the fragmented elements 
of present continuing education programs have not been put together 
in any pattern. 
This brings us to his thesis, that the pieces should be put together 
in an organized whole through the development of a practical, well 
organized national plan so that continuing education, utilizing all 
available methods and technologies, would efficiently meet the life- 
long learning needs of all library personnel. He  suggests that "such 
experimentation is most likely to occur when a broad, regional view 
is taken, and seems even more probable on the national level." As a 
backdrop to his proposal for a national plan, he describes the work 
that has been done in WICHE on a regional basis. Not everyone 
may agree with his particular version of what the national plan should 
be or with his suggestion that the location of the profession's national 
program for continuing education should be within the American 
Library Association structure, but most would agree with his position 
that "professional associations and library schools must share responsi- 
bility for continuing education." 
In this connection, it should be noted that an idea for another 
national plan is in the recently published work, A Study of Needs for 
Research in  Library and Information Science Education, in which 
James J. Kortendick suggests as a high ranking priority "A Feasibility 
Study of a National Program of Continuing Education for Librari- 
ans."12 This outline proposal differs from Hiatt's in that it suggests 
that the problem be initially approached through a study of alternative 
structures and operational guides by a committee representative of all 
the various interests and segments of the profession concerned with 
continuing education. The objective as stated is more personalized 
than Hiatt's, namely a conceptual and practical plan for provision of 
equal, coordinated educational opportunities throughout the country 
for all library personnel who wish to continue their lifetime of learning. 
Several conclusions might be drawn from reading at one sitting 
the articles which make up this issue of Library Trends. First, the 
contributors seem to agree with the forthright statements by Kaser, 
based on his survey of 145 of the largest libraries in the country, that 
although there is more concern for and talk about training and con- 
tinuing education than ever before in the history of librarianship, 
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actually not much is being done about it in any organized or con- 
certed way-objectives are not clear, there is a lack of planning 
(short-range as well as long-range), and there is little evidence of a 
systems approach to personnel development, training, and continuing 
education. The reader receives the impression that generally, as con- 
cluded by Kaser, library managers take a passive, almost indifferent 
role toward continuing education. 
The issue authors were generally in agreement that the degree to 
which personnel development and continuing education can be used 
effectively in any library organization is, to a large extent, dependent 
on the management perspective of the chief administrator. However, 
as a group, the authors reported that they had found little evidence 
in the literature, from the surveys, or from experience up to this point 
in time to indicate that many chief administrators or managers had: 
1) reexamined work and moved it toward being concerned with meet- 
ing individual needs for achievement and recognition (as through 
job enrichment) while at the same time meeting the library objectives, 
2)  reexamined the organizational structures with a willingness to 
change them as needed (only one example had been found of a matrix 
structure with shared responsibility), 3) consciously worked toward 
building a climate of confidence and trust throughout the library, or 
4)  experimented with the use of participative decision-making as a 
means of personnel development or with a goals-oriented approach to 
personnel evaluation. 
On the positive side, however, a number of encouraging signs 
emerge. The Kaser survey revealed that there are now substantial 
amounts of funds being used for training and continuing education. 
There seems to be a growing recognition of the advantages of ap- 
proaching manpower development from a systems point of view, even 
though implementation of the concept seems minimal to date. The 
same would seem to hold true for the use of educational technology 
in developing training and continuing education programs-concep- 
tually it is recognized as important, but not too many libraries or 
individuals are making optimal use of the potential, as represented 
by recent articles in the literature.13 
But most important of all, it would appear that throughout the 
profession there is a great awakening to the fact that personnel 
development and continuing education constitute one of the most 
urgent problems facing librarianship today and that this realization 
in itself may provide an impetus to change what Presthus has termed 
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"the challenge now facing conventional libraries." l q n d e e d  from 
the response to surveys conducted and reported in these chapters, it 
seems there is realization of the necessity of building into the person- 
nel development plan a strategy for planned change. At least there is 
evident a willingness and openness to look beyond librarianship to 
other professions and disciplines for new ideas and innovations. 
Finally, there seems to be the recognition that proposed change should 
be based on actual needs-needs of the library personnel and needs 
of the user (and many of these will relate to the user's continuing edu- 
cation needs). 
One of the problems the committee faced in planning this issue was 
to decide on the breadth or scope possible within the limits of a 
Library Trends issue. There are a myriad of ways to approach such 
a broad subject as personnel development and continuing education 
in libraries, and whatever the final decision there are sure to be omis- 
sions. To answer questions of omission, a word is in order on them. 
First, the content dealt with in the majority of these articles is 
limited because of the size of the issue and because the emphasis here 
is on the development of the human resources of the individual as 
related to the work situation. Basically it is in but one of four areas 
that Bone and Hartz suggest to librarians in their recent article, "Tak- 
ing the Full Ride: A Librarian's Routes to Continuing Education"; l5 
that is, understand the principles of management and make intelligent 
application of those principles-an area also singled out for priority 
attention in continuing education programs in other recent studies.la 
The other three areas Bone and Hartz list are con~n~unications, the 
new media, and understanding communities. Judging by the findings 
from two recent studies, by Presthus l4 and Kortendick and Stone,17 
a fifth would be related to automation and technological change 
necessary in libraries. The committee feels that the topic, "The Role of 
Educational Technology in Human Resources Development," is very 
important, but that to do the subject justice would take another entire 
issue of Library Trends. (The committee has chosen this as the topic 
for the staff development micro-workshop at the annual ALA Confer- 
ence in 1972.) 
Another area not covered which is being talked and written about 
by leaders in continuing education is the concept of inter-professional 
cooperation. The recommendation here by Houle l8 and others l9 is 
that members of each profession should not act as though they alone 
had any need to learn and should drop the assumption that their pro- 
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cesses are wholly unique. According to Houle such inter-professional 
efforts to learn would lead to important consequences and provide a 
whole new range of insights. However, as the intent of a Library 
Trends issue is to learn where we stand in relation to practice, there 
seemed to be so little evidence of such inter-professional cooperation 
in continuing education at this time in librarianship that it did not 
seem to warrant a chapter devoted to it. 
A third area not dealt with is a detailed analysis of what the library 
schools have offered and are offering in continuing education pro- 
grams, but the committee felt this was beyond the scope of their 
emphasis, namely the development of the individual in relation to the 
job situation. This field would also take a whole issue to present ade- 
quately. Furthermore it has just been covered in the 1971 study by J. 
Periam Danton, Between M.L.S. and Ph.D.2Q 
Finally, a chapter reviewing the literature in personnel development 
and continuing education seemed in the end not to be necessary 
because the individual authors in the present issue have covered in 
their reference lists and bibliographical suggestions most of the re- 
search and writing in the field. Also a very complete sixteen-page 
bibliography is already available in the study cited earlier by Korten- 
d i ~ k , ~ l  the ERIC Clearinghouse for Library and Information and 
Science is currently preparing an extensive review of related continu- 
ing education literature for release in the summer of 1971. 
Presthus, in closing his 1970 report on Technological Change and 
Occupational Response: A Study of Librarians, states in the last two 
paragraphs : 
Substantial change often has to be imposed from outside a given 
occupation or institution, and some of the values of some of our 
librarians are, as we have seen, somewhat inapposite to demands 
now impinging upon their field. In this sense, it would be neither 
surprising nor unusual if the major thrust for automation and sys- 
tems concepts would have to wait for a new generation of librarians, 
trained in schools that have fully incorporated the skills and con- 
cepts of a new librarianship into their teaching programmes. 
Another alternative is that librarianship may by default allow the 
emerging "information specialist" groups to determine the condi- 
tions of participation in the changing library occupation. Certainly 
this consequence would be one way of accommodating to the exist- 
ing situation, but it would probably mean the end of librarianship's 
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aspirations for the independence and prestige that come with 
profe~sionalization.~~ 
In sum, the theme of this issue is: A rapidly changing age is forcing 
libraries and all the individuals who work in them to attach a new 
importance to personnel development and continuing education. Its 
thesis is that to meet effectively the technological change which 
Presthus states is demanded of conventional libraries, it is necessary at 
the same time to pay attention to individual needs. If this challenge is 
not given high and immediate priority and hopes for a productive 
response to individual as well as institutional needs are not met con- 
currently, the words of Presthus are apt to have, in future years, a 
strongly prophetic ring to them. 
Members of the Staff Development Committee are: Elizabeth W. 
Stone (Chairman), Assistant to the Chairman, Associate Professor, 
Graduate Department of Library Science, The Catholic University of 
of America, Washington, D.C.; Alice Appell, Assistant Librarian/ 
Branches, Public Library, Long Beach, California; Helen Bennett, 
School of Library Science, Department of Public Instruction, Dover, 
Delaware; Frank R. Birmingham, Associate Professor, Mankato State 
College, Department of Library Science, Mankato, Minnesota; Fay 
M. Blake, with the University of California Library, Los Angeles; 
Thomas H. Cahalan, Assistant Librarian, Acquisitions, Northeastern 
University, Boston; Dale Canelas, Program Director, Northwestern 
University Library, Evanston, Illinois; Barbara Conroy, Director, 
Washington Seminar, The Catholic University of America, Washing- 
ton, D.C.; F. Kurt Cylke, Executive Secretary, Federal Library Com- 
mittee, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.; Mary Chambers 
Jones, Dean, John Marshall High School, Portland, Oregon; Bernard 
J. Denham, Stanford University Libraries, Stanford, California; Norma 
Dolezal, Personnel Department, Cleveland Public Library; Frederick 
Duda, Assistant Director of Libraries for Administrative Services, 
Columbia University Libraries; Mary L. Dyar, Associate Director, 
Minneapolis Public Library; Roberto Esteves, San Francisco Public 
Library; Y. T. Feng, Assistant Director for Research Services, Boston 
Public Library; Edward J. Fontenette, Librarian, Southern University, 
Baton Rouge; Anthony Greco, Assistant Librarian, University of Cali- 
fornia at Los Angeles; Mary A. Heneghan, Consultant, Arthur D. 
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Little, Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts; William E. HinchlifT, Associ- 
ate Director, Media Services, Federal City College, Washington, D.C.; 
Joseph I. Howey, Director, Troy Public Library, Troy, Michigan; 
Katherine Magraw, Bureau of Naval Personnel, LSB, US. Navy 
Department, Washington, D.C.; Edward C. Mapp, Chief Librarian, 
New York City Community College, Brooklyn; Ursula Meyer, 
Consultant, State Education Department, Albany, New York; Karen 
Nelson, Assistant Personnel Librarian, Harvard University Library; 
Murvis Odom, Supervisor of Library Services, Tucson Public Schools; 
Peggy Sullivan, Assistant Professor Designate, Graduate School 
of Library and Information Sciences, the University of Pittsburgh; 
Frank Van Zanten, Director, Tucson Public Library; Thomas H. 
Walker, Supervisor, Division of Libraries, State Department of 
Education, Baltimore, Maryland; Christina Carr Young, Librarian, 
D.C. Public Schools, Washington, D.C.; Martha Jane Zachert, Associ- 
ate Professor, Florida State University, Tallahassee; Eileen Cooke, 
Deputy Director, Washington ALA Office (Resource Committee 
Member); LAD Personnel: Ruth Frame (Executive Secretary) ; 
Barbara Manchak (Personnel Assistant ) ; W. J. Kimbrough (Chair-
man, Personnel Administration Section). 
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LIBRARY TRENDS 
Personnel Planning for a Library 
Manpower System 
ROBERT  LEE  
A N D  
CHARLENE  SWARTHOUT  L E E  
WHATIS PERSONNEL PLANNING?HOW is per- 
sonnel planning approached in a library manpower system? What con- 
ceptual framework can be utilized to develop a manpower system 
within an individual library? 
A search of library literature uncovers only isolated instances of 
attempts to deal with personnel planning; relevant suggestions for 
effective library personnel planning have therefore been sought from 
the research literature of business and industry. 
The intent of this paper is to review the most typical, pertinent and 
significant research which indicates the directions being taken in 
personnel utilization. No attempt is made to provide a "how-to-do-it" 
recipe; the aim is to provide an overview of the major aspects of per- 
sonnel planning. The other papers in this issue discuss various aspects 
of personnel planning, management and development in more detail. 
Personnel planning is concerned with the management of human 
resources. It is explicit planning; it is planning with such clarity and 
distinctness that all the elements in a library manpower system are 
apparent. Since it is planning for human resources, it must place 
particular emphasis on assisting each individual, according to his 
background, to achieve his career values, desires, and expectations. 
Since it is planning for the use of human  resources for effective 
organizational operation, personnel planning must include a statement 
of what kinds of qualities are desired, at what places, and at what 
times. I t  is planning which includes all personnel within the system. 
Robert Lee is the University Chief Librarian and Professor, School of Library and 
Information Science, Western Ontario University; and Charlene Swarthout Lee 
holds an Ed.D. 
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I t  is planning with emphasis on both preparing for the future and 
providing knowledge necessary for effective day-to-day utilization of 
manpower. 
A personnel research orientation is important in a manpower system 
because it offers a way of thinking-based upon data-about the uti- 
lization of human resources. I t  is a basis for resolving current organiza- 
tional problems and for introducing innovative approaches that may 
help avert future problems. The traditional organizational chart and 
staff manual are not useful as analytical tools. The organizational chart 
is only a static picture of an organization and not a schematic design 
of organizational activity. While it is important to know how the 
organization is functionally structured for the purpose of communica- 
tion and information, it is also vitally important for the purpose of 
analysis and planning to know how the organization 0perates.l 
An organization operates as a system. The systems concept or 
viewpoint is based on the notion that any organization is made up of 
interrelated segments, or subsystems, each of which has its own goals. 
The systems approach to organization and management of human 
and material resources includes these basic ideas: 
a )  an organization is composed of many subsystems; 
b )  the organization is not an entity in itself; it must interface with 
other groups; 
c )  subordinates are only a part of the organization which also 
includes peers and colleagues; 
d )  the organization may be built around a specific project so 
diagonal and horizontal contacts are required; 
e )  individuals in an organization have a mixture of roles, not a 
narrow specialization; and 
f )  management must understand the relationship between the parts 
of the s y ~ t em . ~  
"Systems analysis [as applied to personnel planning] in the business 
environment . . . proceeds by the same process as scientific method 
in the physical sciences: data collection, formulation of tentative 
hypothesis, testing, and the formulation of a conclusion or informed 
professional opinion. Consequently, personnel systems analysis is an 
adaptation of scientific methodology to the personnel environment." 
A systems approach to the human aspect of management is not to 
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be equated with programming in a computer sense. There are four 
roles of the systems approach: 
1) to appraise limitations, needs and opportunities in order to state 
overall goals and give them priorities, 
2 )  to determine alternative potential solutions and develop meas- 
ures of their relative effectiveness, 
3) to distinguish between what is known and what needs to be 
known about goals and alternative solutions, and 
4) to select and develop the most promising combinations of prob- 
lems and ~olutions.~ 
A conceptual framework is essential in developing a manpower 
system whether the organization be business, industry or a library. 
Current literature describes various frameworks for manpower plan- 
ning. Although the terminology designating each step may differ, the 
frameworks are similar. The initial step is concerned with the de- 
termination of organizational objectives which are needed in every 
area of activity where performance and results directly and vitally 
affect the survival of an organization. The succeeding component 
parts of personnel planning are the manpower plan, the personnel 
development plan, and the recruiting plan. The manpower plan is 
concerned with an analysis and forecast of organizational needs as 
well as an assessment and inventory of the skills and abilities of the 
existing staff. The personnel development plan is concerned with the 
effective utilization of the existing staff. The recruitment plan is 
concerned with locating personnel to fill unmet and specific needs.5 
THE MANPOWER PLAN 
The manpower plan is an employment forecast. It is the complex 
task of forecasting and planning for the right numbers and the right 
kinds of people, at the right places and the right times, to perform 
activities that will benefit both the organization and the individuals 
involved. The effectiveness and quality of the manpower plan depend 
upon establishing communication with all aspects of the organization 
and integrating this communication into a plan. 
Barnard has stated that "the first executive function is to develop 
and maintain a system of communication." Effective communication 
is obviously a vital aspect of the job of every member of the organiza- 
tion. All management personnel in the organization must be aware of 
feeding manpower planning "tidbits" into a central point and of de- 
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veloping specific instructions on what to ~vatch for in the way of in- 
formation. The chief executive, however, inevitably sets the general 
tone and attitude about communications and should hold every de- 
partment head and supervisor accountable for effective two-way com- 
munication. 
Since the key to manpower planning is communication, a myriad of 
complex methods are available to provide an immense and instantane- 
ous amount of information which management may use in its forecast- 
ing: cost accounting, electronic data processing, computers, operations 
research, systems and procedures, wages and salary administration, 
motivation research, statistical quality control, and organization plan- 
ning methods. These tools can give management a better understand- 
ing of the individual, of his skills and potential, plus some measure of 
his progress and his job satisfactions. 
This information, however, must be combined with a comprehensive 
profile of existing skills, an assessment of the promotable individuals 
within the organization, training or retraining requirements and capa- 
bilities, detailed turnover statistics and analysis, knowledge of current 
and expected salary levels and pertinent information about the labor 
supply. All of this information must be refined and a continuous feed- 
back loop established for comparison and verification of the resulting 
data. 
Basic data are needed to develop a manpower plan. In the develop- 
ment of the manpower plan an organization must utilize not only the 
generalized data from within its organization but it must consider the 
data available from the broad field in which it operates. 
What generalized data are available in the broad field of library 
management? Recognizing that the library and information fields 
should be concerned with their manpower resources, a full-scale search 
for information has been undertaken in the research blueprint, Man-
power for the Library and Information Professions in the 1970's; An 
Inquiry into Fundamental Problems.7 Librarianship is faced with the 
fundamental question of what persons-for what purpose and with 
what training-will be needed to foster, encourage and support the 
further development of the field. Librarianship has not had an adequate 
basis for predicting, with any degree of precision, where, how many, 
at  what level of sophistication, and for what particular purposes per- 
sonnel will be required. It  is imperative to have data concerning an 
individual's psychological orientation, academic background, and edu- 
cational content in order to fit him for a career in library information 
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service in the 1970s. This full-scale manpower investigation of Wasser- 
man and Bundy seeks to identify and illuminate these and other 
shadowy areas of obscurity. 
In the inquiry eight major aspects were selected for research 
analysis: 
1) the economics of the library and information profession, 
2 )  the image and status of librarians and information workers, 
3) factors influencing choice of a career in library and information 
work, 
4 )  concepts and attitudes toward authority among librarians and 
information workers, 
5) the role of the library and information executive, 
6) the sociology of the infonnation profession, 
7)  education and training patterns in the information field, and 
8) environmental factors influencing library and information de- 
velopment. 
The research seeks, in effect, to identify and estimate library man- 
power requirements. Reports of some of the pilot studies will soon be 
available through ERIC. 
These studies are basic, with the questions and hypotheses derived 
from theory and knowledge drawn from the behavioral sciences. They 
are designed to determine what type of human beings, with what kinds 
of educational preparation, working in what types of organizational 
settings, under which terms of leadership are necessary and will be 
necessary in library information activities in the decade ahead. The 
manpower situation in librarianship is particularly complicated by the 
state of change in the field, and these studies offer great promise of 
rich basic data for personnel planning in the libraly organization. 
The Maryland Manpower Research Study will provide only the 
generalized intelligence upon which library administrators may begin 
to develop their manpower plan. While there has been much discus- 
sion of efficient allocation and utilization of manpower in our economy, 
to date it has had little relevance for managerial decisions. The influ- 
ence of this major study of library personnel will be measured, ulti- 
mately, by the extent to which those in the field-practitioners, educa-
tors, administrators, as well as those who support and rely upon 
information services-are disposed to make use of the evidence to 
advance the field. 
Another characteristic of the manpower plan, in addition to a profile 
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of existing personnel and data from the broad field of management, is 
organizational relationships. What is the best organizational form for 
the effective use of human resources? The traditional formal charting 
of organizational relationships offers little in the way of indicating 
effective utilization of human resources. Organizational relationships 
must be conceived as meeting manpower management needs. 
Should these relationships be organized around functions or prod- 
ucts? More specifically, should all specialists in a given function be 
grouped under a common head, or should the various functional 
specialists working on a single product be grouped together under the 
same superior? Traditional practice indicates specialization in terms 
of grouping of functions, i.e., similar activities or skills, without con- 
sideration of psychological and social consequences. More recently, 
behavioral scientists have found that there is an important relationship 
between a unit's or individual's assigned activities and the unit mem- 
bers' patterns of thought and behavior. 
A recent study conducted in two manufacturing plants-one organ-
ized on a product basis, the other on a functional basis-describes in 
detail the significance of both approaches to organizational structuring. 
The conclusion of the study indicated that functional organization 
seems to lead to better results in a situation where a stable perform- 
ance of a routine task is desired, while product organization leads to 
better results in a situation where the task is less predictable and it re- 
quires innovative problem-so1ving.s 
The findings of this study may have relevance to library organiza- 
tional structure. An insistent problem within libraries has always been 
the integration of the aspects of library service-selection, acquisition, 
cataloging and circulation. In most instances the specializations are 
grouped under a functional rather than a product structure; that is, 
rather than a mingling of these subsystems under the library product 
-service to its public-they are usually separated by functional con- 
cerns. Consequently, library management is constantly plagued with 
the problem of communication between these functional subsystems. 
In the functional versus the product organization study, the lack of 
communication within the functional subsystems was emphasized. The 
integration of these specializations for optimum communication in the 
development of the library's product-service-has major implications 
for the organization of library personnel. 
To make an appropriate choice between the functional or product 
structure for organizational relationships, it is essential to identify the 
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demands of the task confronting the library. Is it a routine, repetitive 
task? Is it possible there is a task so routine that there is no need to 
explain to the worker how his work is integrated with the work of the 
other people in the organization? If library management is satisfied 
with this view of a task, then the functional organization is quite 
appropriate. 
On the other hand, if the task is concerned with problem-solving, 
or if management defines it this way, the product organization seems 
to be more appropriate. This is especially true where there is a need 
for tight integration among specialists. To give a high order of public 
service, there can be little argument that library specialists must be 
integrated. To collaborate effectively, they must deal constructively 
with conflict, communicate directly and openly with each other, and 
confront their differences. The product organization seems to en-
courage this type of behavior among staff members. A research study 
conducted by the Stanford University Graduate School of Business 
concludes: "If a trend toward any one type may be regarded as dis- 
cernible, based upon the thirty-one companies studied, it is perhaps in 
the direction of the product-division plan." 
A specific recommendation has been made for library organization 
that is in the direction of product structure. It is a gridlike organiza- 
tional form. In adapting this model to libraries, Sager suggests that 
"the public service functions such as reference services can be con- 
ceived as forming the grid components located on the X axis, and the 
supportive functions, such as technical services, on the Y axis. The ad- 
ministrator's position on the grid would be on the Y axis, since his role 
is supportive; he functions as a coordinator or consultant." lo Sager 
appears to be in agreement with Drucker's conception of the role of the 
administrator in a social institution, i.e., as coordinator of the operation. 
The administrator is the person who creates the organizational frame- 
work in which the institution functions, and he becomes a specialist in 
relating one operation to another so as to avoid waste. This requires 
staff involvement, familiarity with the organization's goals, and effec- 
tive communication throughout the organization. 
Another suggestion for change in library organizational relationships 
has been described by Kaser.ll He notes the historical failure of li- 
brary administrators to allow for widespread participation by profes- 
sionals in the organization's total goal determination. This runs counter 
to the increasing attempt to build the concept of librarianship as a high 
order profession. In commenting on university libraries, he states that 
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a traditional pyramidal structure will have to be maintained for sup- 
port staff but suggests the possibility of a parallel professional peer 
group structure, with responsibility for the following: 
1) the determination of standards of service, both institutional and 
personal, and the monitoring of those standards; 
2 )  the drafting of broad policies concerning the service thrust of 
librarianship at the university level; and 
3)  the design of appropriate governance methodology. 
He suggests that the relationship of the director of libraries to the pro- 
fessional group should be similar to that of a dean to his faculty. 
The first component of personnel planning-the manpower plan- 
assesses basic data on existing personnel as well as in the total field, 
explores organizational relationships, and forecasts changes in the 
utilization of human resources. Within the framework of a research 
orientation which tests, measures, evaluates and modifies, the man- 
power plan seeks the development of a desirable or "proper" form 
which is related to growth in a social institution. 
PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
The overall planning represented by the manpower plan should be 
well under way when the second component of personnel planning- 
the personnel development plan-is launched. The personnel develop- 
ment plan is designed to achieve effective utilization of existing staff. 
The study of existing staff should identify key individuals within the 
organization, regardless of level, whose contributions are considered 
essential to meeting the objectives of the area in which they work, and 
determine if these individuals are making the maximum contributions 
of which they are capable. 
The manpower supply for libraries is drawn from the personnel 
group that Drucker describes as 'Icnowledge" workers.12 The knowl- 
edge worker needs a challenge. He needs to know that he contributes. 
He respects knowledge and demands that it become the basis of 
measuring his accomplishment. "Knowledge workers also require that 
the demands be made on them by knowledge rather than by bosses, 
that is, by objectives rather than by people. They require a perfom-
ance-oriented organization rather than an authority-oriented organiza- 
tion." l3 The knowledge worker expects the organizational structure 
to identify where final decisions and ultimate responsibility rest, but 
knowledge work itself knows no hierarchy. The task decides who is in 
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charge. Drucker suggests that to make knowledge work productive 
will be the major task of management during this decade. 
Knowledge workers must be considered as assets and be included 
in the balance sheet to optimize the use of scarce resources, human as 
well as physical. A method of valuing human resources is needed 
which will be consistent with the valuation of physical resources. This 
concept, if implemented, could contribute to job satisfaction and de- 
velop organizations where "manpower, like materials and facilities, 
should be considered as an investment alternative subject to similar 
cost, return, allocation, and control considerations given to other 
resources." l4 
An interesting observation about the effective utilization of support 
staff has been made by Hersey and Blanchard.15 Since people who 
occupy high level positions in an organization tend to be more "ma- 
ture" and therefore need less supervision than people who occupy 
lower level jobs, it is assumed that top managers should be able to 
supervise more subordinates than their supervising counterparts at 
lower levels. 
Unquestionably, the largest "management gap" is now in the area 
of personnel managemental6 As organizations have grown in size they 
have utilized professional personnel management. This is becoming 
increasingly important to the development of the library organization. 
The role of the library personnel officer is to develop "total manage- 
ment information systems." The design, implementation and operation 
of a total management information system is an extremely complex 
"people problem." I t  is necessary to measure the degree of challenge, 
the degree to which goals are satisfied, and the degree to which 
personnel participate in decision-making, "The measurement that is 
needed is not some psychological probing into the mental recesses of 
the individual, but some objective test of the degree to which the 
individual possesses potentialities, within the corporation, for the 
satisfaction of his personal goals, and his capacity to capitalize on 
those potentialities." l7 I t  is important to accumulate data concerning 
the needs and interests of current employees and to synthesize this 
information into more effective functioning of the organization. The 
steps necessary for the analysis and synthesis of this information are 
1) recognizing all the sources of possible planning intelligence, 2 )  
establishing coordination with these sources to insure full and timely 
inputs of information, and 3) evaluating and integrating the data for 
expression in curves and detailed specifications. 
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Success in developing human resources must be considered in terms 
of the organization's ability to satisfy the personal goals of those per- 
sons in the organization. This success may be achieved by plans or 
designs directed to the efficiency sought, and there must be adequate 
means for testing the success of the planning. "The successful creation 
of opportunities by and for all who participate and the satisfactory use 
of those opportunities is the business efficiency which must be sought. 
To seek it rationally the ends to be served must be identified, the 
means to achieve them must be made specific, and methods of measur- 
ing the degree of business efficiency must be found. This is a program 
of staggering and challenging proportions." l7 
To satisfy the high demand for programs that produce effective 
participation, personnel officers must be well informed about each 
member in the organization. Basic types of personnel information as 
well as definitions of detailed personal needs are necessary. Hinrichs l8 
outlines several types of inventories that are useful in developing the 
basic type of personnel information. Neuendorf16 provides a syste-
matic approach to the definition of detailed personal needs which aid 
personnel to identify and list their needs. He maintains that only those 
people directly involved can define their own needs. Delegating 
responsibility for need identification to brain trusters or outside con- 
sultants dooms the effort at its conception, or, at best, produces limited 
results. Neuendorf has designed a step-by-step approach which per- 
sonnel managers may use to help individuals identify their own needs. 
As the data about all personnel accumulate and are analyzed, the 
personnel development plan can be activated. The matching of 
persons to positions may begin, additional work experience and train- 
ing may be planned around the needs identified, and a program of 
evaluation may be instituted. It is likely that programs for increasing 
effectiveness on the job, for developing managerial skills and for team 
building will be outgrowths of the demands indicated from the in- 
formation compiled on personal needs. To give direction to these 
programs it is important to consider research relating to personnel 
organization and management. 
Since people are the main ingredient in personnel management, 
the personnel development plan should take into account the informa- 
tion available from behavior and motivation research. While people 
differ they have in common certain basic needs which are the origins 
of human motivation. "Man is a perpetually wanting animal." l9 He 
has basic needs to be developed in a hierarchy of prepotency-the 
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physiological needs, the safety needs, the belonging and love needs, 
the need for self-esteem and the esteem of others, the need for self- 
actualization, the need to know and understand, and the aesthetic 
needs. P~ r t e r , ~Q  in a review of research in the satisfaction factor in 
industrial and business organizations, states that, in terms of motiva- 
tional theory, the modern American business enterprise has succeeded 
in providing adequate basic need satisfaction but still has a consider- 
able way to go in providing satisfaction of higher order types of 
psychological needs. If this is so, it means that organizations must 
focus on these higher order needs if they wish to apply increased 
motivational leverage. 
The most salient and crucial higher order needs are those for 
autonomy and self-realization. These appear to be the needs that are 
important and yet are the least satisfied. A study 21 of two hundred 
engineers and accountants in Pittsburgh who were interviewed on 
events which had increased or decreased their job satisfaction reports 
that the satisfiers in terms of job satisfaction were achievement, recog- 
nition, the work itself, responsibility and advancement. The major 
dissatisfiers were company policy and administration, supervision, 
salary, interpersonal relations and working conditions. What is sig- 
nificant about the report is that these factors are not opposite; that is, 
it is not enough to alleviate dissatisfaction, but satisfaction must be 
developed. 
A study 22 in management by participation concludes that concern 
for individual workers, democratic management and participation in 
decision-making are significantly more effective than were the authori- 
tarian methods of a previous management. During the period of the 
study the earnings of the workers increased, turnover decreased, 
absenteeism decreased and the return on capital invested increased 
from minus 15 percent to plus 17 percent. While the review of re-
search on management systems indicates many times that productivity 
grows with participation, it is also often true that when faced with a 
crisis, management returns to a mistrustful attitude and depends on 
some form of authority-exploitive or benevolent. In the area of 
management and labor relations, however, we can see a shift toward 
participatory behavior. Effective problem-solving has often replaced 
irreconcilable conflict. 
How is participatory management developed? Some of the principles 
of participatory management are: 
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1) All manpower will view their experiences as supportive. The work 
experience is one which builds and maintains a sense of ~ersonal  
worth and importance. I t  is important that not only the super- 
visor's intentions are supportive but that the subordinate's per- 
ceptions of them are positive and that the work experience is 
arrived at  through a group process which encompasses the 
supervisor and the reporting subordinates. 
2)  	The supervisor is accountable for all decisions, for their execu- 
tion and for their results. While goals are set through decision- 
making and multiple, overlapping group structure, the super- 
visor is responsible for the quality of decisions and their 
implementation. 
3) 	Each member of the work force has high performance aspirations. 
Group objectives must represent an optimum integration of the 
needs and desires of the members of the organization. An ab- 
sence of such goals represents a deficiency in the interaction 
process and a failure .to recognize situational requirement^.^^ 
If these principles are positively met, it is suggested that peer 
group loyalty develops, coordination improves and there is effective 
interaction which influences the work experience. A time variable- 
usually longer than expected-may be anticipated in attaining par- 
ticipatory management systems. However, the growth which does 
come about is substantial and enduring. 
If participation on the job is conducive to developing effectiveness 
on the job, team building can often lead to more satisfying participa- 
tion and rewards in productivity. McGregor 24 cites Eric Trist's Socio-
Technical Systems in a description of a group of forty-one coal miners 
who were experimentally encouraged to organize themselves into a 
team. While the other miners continued to work individually for 
individual pay on an assigned task, members of the test group worked 
as a team, restructuring itself and redefining tasks when breakdowns 
occurred. The resulting record indicates a significant increase in 
productivity and a decline in work stoppages, absenteeism, and acci- 
dents. 
McGregor also reports on a detailed case study 2Vnvolving the 
reorganization of a major public utility. The intent was to encourage 
the development of general managerial skills and a concern for the 
business as a whole. A multi-level task force was developed to direct 
the organization of a new geographic subdivision. The managerial 
team was encouraged to study the proposals of the task force and 
then to organize itself. While the objectives were management de- 
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velopment and improved customer service, later interviews indicated 
that those on the managerial staff were working harder and getting 
more satisfaction out of their jobs. 
Crockett 2G reports the experiences shared by a group of workers in 
the Department of State as they participated in a program designed 
to develop team skills. This was not a research program but an 
exercise in individual development in building skills useful in team 
work. 
The lesson that was most impressive to us all was that the so- 
called Theory Y Style of management-management by participa- 
tion-is neither softheaded nor "easy." It is much easier to sit in 
the big office and issue directives. It is much easier to avoid con- 
frontation by issuing orders. It is easier to avoid personal involve- 
ment and conflict by smoothing over the surface. Theory Y manage-
ment is not for the executive who likes surface serenity and 
obsequiousness. Theory Y management is for those managers who 
are willing to take the gut punishment of a truly tough-minded 
approach to management. It is for those who believe that conflict 
can be handled best by confronting it openly and for those who 
understand that real commitment of their people can be secured 
only by their continuing participation in making plans and setting 
objectives. 
Organizational development is not a panacea but a style-a 
tough-minded management style-and it works! 27 
While working toward management by participation in the library 
organization, it might be useful to consider soille findings as to needs 
among library personnel that may have to be satisfied in order to 
encourage individual motivation. Roe 28 has noted that an important 
relationship exists between occupations and need satisfactions. It is 
the task of the organization to provide a working environment which 
meets basic human needs but also to match personality types with 
work roles. Brophy and G a ~ d a ~ ~  or libraryquestion whether not 
administrators, as well as librarians, may not be intolerant of char- 
acteristics which do not fit the bureaucratic mold. Enforcement of a 
working milieu which strives for congeniality, homogeneity, and con- 
formity may exclude the innovator and the change agent. 
A current research study 30 reports that male library science students 
at one midwestern university were found to have mean scores on the 
femininity scale of the California Psychological Inventory (C.P.I.) 
that were significantly greater than norms established by unselected 
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samples of American men. High scorers on the C.P.I.'s femininity scale 
typically manifest characteristics that can be described as patient, 
sympathetic, and appreciative. These may be the traits which people 
most want to find in library workers. However, while a willingness to 
serve is important and a kindly spirit is appreciated, the demands on 
the library in a knowledge economy will probably require personnel 
who manifest more aggressiveness and less nurturance than were 
exhibited in the students in this investigation. 
The Maryland Manpower Research Study 31 describes the changing 
library profession and refers to it as the information profession, repre- 
senting a merger of librarianship with newer information fields and 
with branches in subject areas and technical spheres. A central core 
of identity will evolve and gain societal recognition for the professional 
in information service functioning in the many varied settings and 
sharing a common educational experience. As this development to- 
ward an information profession increases, it is likely that the char- 
acteristics and psychological needs of personnel in the "library" 
organization will also be more varied. 
Evaluation is vital to all programs for organizational and personnel 
development. Assessment must be made of the degree to which pro- 
grams succeed or fall short of their goals. Individuals within the 
programs, as well as the program itself, must be evaluated. A new 
approach to evaluation that fits into a framework of management by 
objectives and is consistent with this philosophy has been suggested. 
"This approach calls on the subordinate to establish short-term per- 
formance goals for himself. The superior enters the process actively 
only after the subordinate has ( a )  done a good deal of thinking about 
his job, ( b )  made a careful assessment of his own strengths and 
weaknesses, and ( c )  formulated some specific plans to accomplish his 
goals. The superior's role is to help the man relate his self appraisal, 
his 'target,' and his plans for the ensuing period to the realities of the 
organization."32 
McGregor 33 also reports on the effectiveness of a typical evaluation 
completed along these lines. More than 90 percent of employees 
answering questionnaires approved the idea of the appraisals. They 
wanted to know where they stood. 
A survey 34 of governmental employee performance evaluation 
plans mentions several problems with this form of personnel appraisal. 
Some of the sample criticisms were inadequate supervisory training, a 
time-consuming process, inconsistency among supervisors, supervisors 
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fearing unpopularity, supervisors rating too high, and the instruments 
used which attempted to do too many things. 
A recent trend in performance rating has been to evaluate the 
results that personnel achieve rather than rating the individuals in 
terms of their qualities or traits. This approach appears to take on 
added respectability from its apparent closeness to the concept of 
management by objectives. However, measuring by results and manag- 
ing by objectives are not the same thing. Gellerman35 suggests that 
an effective system of performance evaluation has at least three char- 
acteristics : 
1) ratings have to be based on specific, varifiable events; 
2) these events have to be demonstrably significant; and 
3) the scale used for rating each of these events must be firmly 
anchored in specific, easily recognizable behavioral descriptions, 
not in ambiguous terms like "average." 
While performance appraisals are a step forward from the tradi- 
tional supervisory rating, they leave much to be desired in evaluation. 
Performance appraisals are instruments that must be handled with 
delicacy and considerable insight. I t  is not surprising that the literature 
on the effectiveness of performance appraisals indicates much dis- 
agreement; however, evaluation must accompany performance. Per- 
haps it is possible to find a better way-a way less potentially damag- 
ing to human dignity. Though a major departure from the traditional 
judgmental forms, the "research orientation attitude" is an approach to 
individual evaluation which can be considerably more objective. 
The adoption of the research orientation attitude can provide useful 
and objective assessment. As personnel develop their own programs 
and work through the successive steps of their programs, they in- 
evitably come to the evaluation stage and can see not only the effects 
of the total program but the part they as individuals have played in 
its success or shortcomings. A further advantage of the research 
orientation attitude is that it shifts the emphasis from appraisal to 
analysis. When all aspects of the program come under scrutiny 
and are examined for weaknesses as well as strengths, the individual 
becomes an active agent who can take responsibility for developing 
his own potentialities, planning for himself and learning from putting 
his plans into action. He is utilizing his own capabilities to achieve 
both his objectives and those of the organization. When this relation- 
ship exists, personnel development becomes more than a euphemism. 
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The effective personnel development plan is concerned with in- 
dividuals; it is specific where the manpower plan was general. Its 
specificity lies in its understanding the uniqueness of an individual's 
career aspirations, providing him with opportunities for participation 
and decision-making, and increasing his potential for growth. When 
the plan is operational and has accounted for the potentialities and 
talents of existing manpower, desirable promotions and transfers will 
be planned and, in some cases, executed; key personnel will have 
been identified and plans made to prepare them for future assign- 
ments; and appropriate training programs will have been devised for 
trainees from the current work force. In its totality the personnel de- 
velopment plan is a studied, deliberate design to collect career data 
and program work experience for the nurturance of productive hu- 
mans. 
THE RECRUIThlENT PLAN 
Though careful consideration has been given to the existing man- 
power within an organization, inevitably there comes a time when it 
is necessary to consider recruitment to fill specific needs. The recruit- 
ment ~ l a n ,  like the manpower plan and the personnel development 
plan, should have a research orientation. However, the recruitment 
plan relies heavily upon experience data gleaned from previous recruit- 
ing efforts. "There are three basic dimensions of recruitment which 
determine whether or not it is effective: 1) It must bring in enough 
talent to meet the organization's current and continuing needs. 2)  I t  
must bring in the right kinds of talent. 3)  I t  must bring in talent in 
such a way that it continues to make a sustained contribution to the 
organization's objectives." 36 
The lifeblood of any organization is its talent, and it follows that 
the process of recruiting this talent is a critical one. I t  is important 
that the individual recruit is convinced that the job which the organiza- 
tion can offer him will mesh with his personal goals. The fact that a 
significant proportion of college graduates enroll in graduate school 
immediately after undergraduate study indicates that by the time they 
are available they have a strong vocational commitment, and their 
career goals are considerably refined. 
A of the career goals of 629 graduates in engineering, 
business and physical science provides a listing of the factors which 
top-talent recruits rate as most important to them in their job choices. 
The goals of these individuals were oriented largely around the work 
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itself, the intrinsic satisfactions of the work, and the potentials for 
personal growth and advancement in the organization. This suggests 
that recruits are seeking a challenge in their assignments. 
Gellerman 38 points out that when an organization offers a combina- 
tion of high security and low challenge it tends to screen out the more 
enterprising and vigorous sort of person and to attract and hold the 
steady, methodical types. This can be fatal for an organization faced 
with technological or economic changes. The optimum reward system 
within any given organization would probably be when its people are 
provided with as much security as they need and as much challenge 
as they can handle. 
The library profession is faced with the demands of technological 
and economic changes. The needed recruits should be individuals 
who are adaptable to careers in innovating organizations; who are 
oriented to machine applications, systems analysis, and science and 
social science disciplines; and who are characterized by an ability to 
function in more fluid and flexible organizations. Many of these recruits 
will have to be sought not only from library schools but also from 
other professions. Can the library as an organization offer the chal- 
lenge that such recruits may be seeking? Will such recruits be able 
to mesh their personal goals with the goals of the library organization? 
Recruiting leads to selection and selection is a rather ill-defined 
area of management in which there is a need for a firm "yes" or "no" 
decision about people. Selection, in the abstract, is the science-or 
art--of decision-making about people which "(1) Assimilates, sorts, 
and evaluates a wide range of information about potential job candi- 
dates from many different sources. ( 2 )  Examines this information in 
the light of future requirements of the organization; that is, simultane- 
ously extrapolates the best guess about the organization's manpower 
and skill requirements, as well as personal data about John Doe, 
candidate. (3 )  Makes a decision about whether the probable future 
job requirements mesh sufficiently with the probable future skill and 
ability level of John Doe." 39 
This idealized sequence of logic is rarely applied to the selection 
decision, however. Hinrichs 40 suggests that a combination of the sta- 
tistical approach and the clinical approach will lead to the most re- 
liable selection. Certain criteria need to be developed and evaluated 
in the selection prediction: what the candidate has done, i.e., his prior 
accomplishments at work, in school, with his family, and in his extra 
curricular activities; his knowledge, i.e., his education, training, ex-
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perience, self-assimilated knowledge; his capucity to  learn and grow, 
i.e., his intelligence and aptitudes; his motives and drives, his interests, 
his physical and mental health and stamina. Because of limited time 
and limited resources and because of the complexity of the hiring de- 
cision, it is most important that the input be systematically and pur- 
posefully collected and evaluated. 
The recruiter himself is a vital element in the recruitment process. 
He is a personal link between the manpower market and the needs 
of the organization. The recruiter must have a responsiveness to 
organizational needs and a high degree of interpersonal competence. 
This competence requires sensitivity to people, the ability to establish 
rapport, the ability to listen, self-confidence, patience and t ~ l e r a n c e . ~ ~  
Perhaps the most important aspect of the recruitment plan is that it, 
like the manpower plan and the personnel development plan, is a long- 
range endeavor. Knowing the organization's need and filling it on de- 
mand require early planning. "Science" can bring some specific under- 
standing to the desirable qualities to be sought in a recruit but "Art" 
in human understanding supplies the added element in recruitment. 
Good personnel planning evolves from the manpower plan, the 
personnel developn~ent plan, and the recruitment plan, all of which 
have systematic in-depth approaches to developing and nurturing 
human resources. When emphasis is placed on developing the human 
potential, an inevitable by-product is an increase in productivity. When 
the individual is a participator in a process integrally related to his 
own development as a human being, that process illuminates both his 
contribution to and his interdependence with mankind. 
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C H A R L E S  H .  G O ODMAN  
THE PROBLEM OF MOTIVATING other people is 
probably as old as the history of man himself, or at least as old as that 
point in time when man found he could only accomplish certain tasks 
by combining his efforts or abilities with those of other individuals. 
With the onset of this realization of the value and need for cooperative 
effort, the problem was further compounded when larger numbers of 
people were needed to accomplish a task. The situation then arose of 
providing direction to such a multiple effort; and with direction, i.e., 
someone telling others what to do or overseeing the effort, there came 
the matter of how to motivate these people. The old saying, one can 
lead a horse to water but one cannot make him drink, was and remains 
the crux of the motivation problem. 
The whip, the lash, cajolery, persuasion, bribery, promises, pleadings, 
and numerous other techniques have been and are still being used in 
an attempt to motivate others. Yet, despite our long confrontation with 
this problem, we are still far from understanding or knowing how to 
motivate others. Motivation is a matter further complicated by the 
particular period of time, the particular circumstances and the par- 
ticular economic conditions surrounding an act. Under conditions of 
prosperity and full employment, such as the U.S.A. has experienced, 
the problem of motivating others may become a far more difficult task, 
particularly in a free society. I t  is not uncommon today to hear em- 
ployers ask: How does one get his employees to be genuinely con-
cerned about their work, to take real interest in what they are doing, 
to accept challenges, to take pride in what they are doing, to want to 
accomplish at a high level, to want to assume responsibility? 
While the questions asked are simple, straightforward and real, the 
answers are inversely complex and contaminated by factors little 
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understood or even known. While the questions raised are known to 
be related to the area of motivation, this is an area which has received 
some systematic psychological study only in the past seventy years. I t  
will be the purpose of this article to explore and examine some of the 
knowledge that has been acquired and to see how this knowledge may 
be applied to the matter at hand. 
Let us begin by examining the problem of motivation in an organi- 
zational setting, for it is here that our particular interests are most 
concerned. Analytically and for simplicity's sake, one can discern five 
key elements which play a major role in motivation. These are the 
employer, the employee, the work environment, the goals of the em- 
ployer and the goals of the other members of the organization (the 
workers, supervisors, and managers). I t  is the interplay of these factors 
that influences the problem of motivation and determines the outcome. 
Let us then make some quick observations of this organizational 
setting for it is here, within these bounds, that the drama is played. If 
one observes the work place, one can see people engaged in a variety 
of activities. Some of these activities may seem to be related to the 
activities of others, while others may seem to be quite independent. 
One catches a glimpse of a particular individual who appears to be tell- 
ing others what to do, or of other people near each other engaged in 
conversation, while carrying on some activity. The total effect is one 
of much activity about the scene. This activity-whether similar or 
different; whether it is writing, talking or making machines function; 
or whether it is unobservable activity of thought-all has purpose. The 
purpose or purposes may be different for different organizations, but 
one basic fact emerges regardless of the kind of organization it may 
be-all organizations have purpose, and all of the activities that take 
place within the organization are deemed essential by someone to 
accomplish the organization's purpose. 
In seeking to accomplish these purposes or goals, the manager has 
at his command the following resources or tools: ideas, money, ma- 
terials, time and people. In using these resources, he will eventually 
find that it is the individual, the worker, who must put these resources 
to work for him, and that the best and most effective use of these re- 
sources will depend upon how these workers use them. The condition 
which emerges is that one can only get things done with people, with 
one's workers: unfortunately it is a fact overlooked by too many super- 
visors or managers. While this may be overlooked, another factor 
emerges which is widely noticed; that is, this worker can be highly 
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variable, inconsistent and unpredictable. How well the job is per- 
formed is affected by this variability and depends upon how well the 
worker is self-motivated or how well the supervisor can motivate 
him. 
Lest one gain from this description a picture of uncertainty and un- 
predictability of output, it is important to add that management cannot 
function or accept such a condition and, therefore, imposes standards 
of productivity or output. In the factory these are most readily known 
in terms of piece rates or units of production. Despite these require- 
ments by management, it is well known that workers withhold produc- 
tion; that is, workers may well have the ability to produce more than 
that required of them. This problem of level of production is far more 
amorphous in the work situation where the professional person is en- 
gaged. How does one measure output in these situations and by what 
standards? One looks in vain for answers. Attempts have been made 
and will continue to be made to find solutions, but most of the attempts 
so far have crumbled or floundered because of the subjectivity in- 
volved in establishing such criteria. To date no precise mathematical 
formulae for determining such standards have been found, and even 
if they were, it is highly questionable whether they would be equally 
acceptable to managers and workers. At best, in the business and in- 
dustrial situation, the worker is considered as a cost factor in the grand 
total of production costs. Successful companies approximate or de- 
termine some level of productivity needed from the worker to con- 
sider this element a profitable aspect of the overall operation. In state, 
national or urban governmental work where services are rendered to 
the public, even the cost concept of the worker as he relates to pro- 
ductivity or profitability becomes lost. 
One must add an additional factor to this sketch of the organizational 
habitat. First, some psychological studies have shown that people of 
ability can generally perform better than those of lesser ability at a 
ratio of two to one, and in some instances, even at a ratio far higher 
than two to one. Yet, empirical evidence in the work place will tend 
to show most workers functioning at some overall average level of per- 
formance despite their levels of ability. We are charged by some writ- 
ers as having become a society of average mediocrity, of organization 
men, and of individuals who have lost their identity and individuality. 
Social pressures within the work groups or unions, individual attitudes, 
individual levels of motivation and aspiration, and other elements all 
play their role in this leveling effect. Many studies of workers have 
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disclosed that only a small percentage of workers feel they work near 
their full capacity. 
What then are some of the factors that lead to this situation and 
what can be done to motivate people? Earlier five factors were men- 
tioned as playing a key role in the motivation area. At this point, I 
mention two of the vital ones-the supervisor and the employee. 
First, let us repeat quickly some points already made. All organiza- 
tions have purpose. A library is an organization having the purpose or 
purposes of providing a professional service to the public or to special 
publics. All of its employees are then the means by which this service 
will be provided. How well this service will be rendered will depend 
upon how well the various activities are carried out by the employees 
of the library. How adequately these employees will perform will de- 
pend upon their own self-motivation or how well they have been 
motivated by their supervisors. 
Even if there is satisfaction with the work being done today, it is 
only momentary for the accomplishments of today merely become the 
base for the improvements of tomorrow. The overwhelming character- 
istic of work in our time is change, and the only instruments capable 
of making these changes are the managers, the supervisors and the 
workers. There is only one effective way to get these changes made 
and that is to influence employees to want to make them. 
How do we do this? What are some of the factors involved? First, 
it is important that we never forget that it is the individual, the worker, 
who is being asked to make this change and that it is the employee who 
is in control of the situation. I t  is the worker who must make the final 
decision to make this change and he will determine how much or how 
little he will do. The supervisor, in the extreme position, can fire the 
worker, but the question then arises as to what this will accomplish. 
A second point that must be made is the point so well stated by 
Drucker: "In hiring a worker one cannot hire a hand; its owner always 
comes with it . . . one can hire only a whole man rather than any part 
thereof." l And when one hires this whole man or woman, one has 
hired a personality, attitudes, motives, levels of aspiration, goals, am- 
bitions, needs, egos, roles, abilities, interests, values and many other 
factors. 
If supervisors are to be effective in motivating their workers they 
must have some understanding of these factors. Gage feels that the 
better one understands people the better one can get along with them 
and the better one can motivate them.2 The supervisor who wants to 
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be able to understand his people must first seek some understanding 
of himself. What are his own ~roblems, his worries, his ambitions, 
his prejudices? How do these factors affect his own behavior and 
in turn so vitally affect his workers? Is he conscious of the possi- 
bility that it may be his own behavior which is producing the kind of 
response from his workers which he does not like or want? Unless we 
seek some understanding of ourselves in terms of how we affect our 
workers, we may experience considerable difficulty in motivating them. 
Now let us briefly consider the other half of this duality of the 
supervisor motivating the employee. This worker has a personality 
which is defined in Menninger's words as "all that a man has been- 
is-and hopes to be." This is the total person-the way he thinks and 
feels, his likes and hates, his abilities and interests, his values, and his 
hopes and desires. It is here in this work place where his hopes and 
ambitions may be fuElled or smashed. It is here where his aspirations 
may be achieved and challenged or where he may develop frustration, 
aggression, hostility, and apathy. It is this work place which consumes 
so large a part of his life and either provides fulfillment of his needs 
or miserably fails to meet them. 
Searching deeper to understand this worker, one can see him as a 
"needs system" seeking to satisfy his wants. Maslow sees the individual 
in our society and culture as one having a hierarchy of needs.4 These 
move from a base of meeting physiological requirements for survival 
to the apex of self-accomplishments in one's own right. Between these 
bounds he traces the need for safety and protection from bodily harms 
and the next level of dependence, the need to feel secure and to be 
able to depend upon others. This is followed by the need for inde- 
pendence, to be able to stand on one's own two feet, to be respected, to 
have self-esteem. And lastly this need hierarchy is capped by the need 
for self-realization, the need to achieve and accomplish. Gratification of 
our basic needs frees us to move on to the next higher level. In this con- 
cept one moves from the area of physiological requirements to the 
psychological needs. McGregor points this up clearly when he states, 
"Man lives by bread alone, when there is no bread." He points to 
this area of higher needs as the place where managers and supervisors 
fail to motivate their ~ o r k e r s . ~  He points out that today most em- 
ployees can generally fulfill their basic physiological needs, whereupon 
they attempt to seek fulfillment of their needs in the areas of self- 
expression, recognition, having some voice in job affairs, doing some- 
thing worthwhile, and demanding a chance to grow. Often these needs 
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are largely overlooked by the supervisor and the result is frustration 
for the worker. 
Fundamentally, the problem can be raised in question form as fol- 
lows: How can we apply the knowledge we have gained to the prob- 
lem of motivating people? In posing this question, certain conditions 
must be recognized: 1) One cannot blanket all workers by a general 
formula. Motivation is an individual matter, and one needs to know 
and understand as best one can the individual who is to be motivated. 
2 )  One will not be able to motivate others for any length of time if 
such motivation is used for personal or selfish reasons, i.e., if people 
are being used for one's own gain. 3) A most important condition, one 
that cannot be overlooked, is that individuals have their own goals, 
objectives and aspirations. Unfortunately and all too frequently, only 
the organization's goals are considered. True, these are important, but 
equally important is the need to help the individual seek to achieve his 
goals within the context of the organization's goals. I t  is a concept of 
integration, of the realization of individual goals within the larger 
framework of the organization. It  is possible, and it becomes an es- 
sential element in motivating others. 
Now let us bear in mind a concept set forth earlier, namely, that 
when a need is satisfied, it is no longer a motivating force. Employers 
will frequently say, "I pay my people good wages, they have good 
benefits. Why don't they produce better, and why aren't they more 
interested in their work?" Essentially what has happened is that their 
physiological needs are satisfied, and the problem becomes one of 
meeting the higher social and psychological needs: the needs of as- 
sociation, acceptance by one's fellow workers, of belonging, as well 
as the needs of his ego-self-confidence, self-esteem, the need for 
status, accomplishment and respect. These needs, unlike the lower level 
needs, are rarely fulfilled. Most organizations today, designed on the 
basic scientific management concepts of direction and control, rarely 
provide for meeting such needs. I t  is here then that attention must be 
directed if we are to be able to motivate with any degree of success. 
While employers cannot provide these higher level needs to employees 
in the same sense as they provide salaries or income for the physio- 
logical needs, they can provide the climate wherein the employee can 
seek to satisfy these needs. 
Let us now turn to some specifics. First, let us look at a psychological 
law called the Law of Active Participation. Essentially, it states that 
when a person actively participates in a learning situation, he tends to 
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acquire the response far more rapidly, and that these response patterns 
tend to be more stably formed than when he remains passive. By 
participation, we mean the person is "task involved." But the question 
comes to the fore-is he ego involved? That is, are his talents involved, 
does he understand his work, is he working well with his group? If he 
is, then there will be identification with his job. He will be absorbed, 
he will be an active participant. If, on the other hand, he does not find 
his work meaningful and he is not actively participating, he becomes 
reactive and hostility, aggression, and apathy will follow. Allport has 
stated that "people must have a hand in saving themselves; they can- 
not and will not be saved from the outside." What is being considered 
here is the factor getting the employee involved and participating in 
seeking to accomplish objectives. This does not imply, as some would 
suggest, that employees are involved in all decision-making. I t  does 
imply the involvement of employees in decision-making where the out- 
come involves them as a group or individually. This principle of ego 
involvement is brilliantly shown by Coch and French in their study 
of the Harwood Manufacturing Company. Their experiment was well 
designed and controlled and it demonstrated how a "failure group" 
can, by the method of ego involvement and participation, become a 
success group. In this area of ego involvement and participation lies 
one of the most important tools of motivation which the supervisor 
needs to use actively and vigorously. 
Along with the above concept flows the process of giving greater 
freedom and responsibility to the individual to direct his own activities 
for the accomplishment of organizational objectives. At the same time, 
this will provide the individual with the opportunity to meet his own 
egoistic needs. Along with this one can allow the individual to enlarge 
his job responsibilities and more fully to utilize his abilities. Here one 
is providing the opportunity of challenge, and the environment for 
accomplishment, and again one sees conditions being provided for the 
meeting of higher level needs. 
Now let us explore one last set of factors in the problem of applica- 
tion of our knowledge to motivation. Let us examine the role and 
impact of the supervisor on what takes place in the work situation. 
Likert, reporting on the studies made by the University of Michigan 
on worker produ~tivi ty,~ found that the workers of units having high 
levels of productivity reacted differently to their supervisor than did 
the members of low producing units. How did these higher producing 
workers see their supervisor? They saw their supervisor as helpful, 
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supportive, and friendly to them. They found him a kind, but also a 
firm person. They saw him as a just person who was equally con-
cerned about the company and his workers. He had confidence in their 
motives and looked upon them as individuals of integrity; he treated 
them with trust rather than with suspicion. He had high expectations 
of their performance, he expected much and was confident they would 
not disappoint him. He endeavored to train them well for their jobs 
and help them become proficient for jobs at the next level. He assisted 
employees not performing at expected standards. He was a good 
planner and scheduled work well for the group. He developed his 
workers into a team with high levels of group loyalty by using group 
participation methods. He was interested in their ideas and was pre- 
pared to do something about them. 
Finally there is the matter of appraisal. Ratings and evaluations of 
workers have long been in use. In general, they have not been very 
successful, and much of the cause is related to the fact that they have 
been used critically, destructively, and with little sound data to sup- 
port the evaluation. Within this process of appraisal, however, there 
lies good potential for motivation of the worker. But first, it becomes 
necessary that we reverse the attitude that the appraisal process is 
destructive. It must be used to allow the employee to set objectives 
or goals for himself and his work. It can be used to allow the individual 
to evaluate himself, or, as in the case of General Electric, IBM, Gen- 
eral Mills, and others, it can be used as a process of self-evaluation by 
the employee as well as his supervisor. This is then followed by a dis- 
cussion with both parties and a plan of action for both supervisor and 
employee. Regardless of specific technique, the fundamental factor is 
that evaluations become a constructive developmental approach which 
can be vitally effective in the motivational process. 
In conclusion, one can see the supervisor as one of the prime forces 
in the n~otivational process. His prime role is one of developing people 
who want to participate spontaneously and cooperatively in reaching 
both organizational and personal goals. 
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Participative Management as Related to 
Personnel Development 
M A U R I C E  P .  M A R C H A N T  
THEORY regarding patterns of de- AXD  PRACTICE  
cision-making in libraries have been relatively neglected aspects of li- 
brary administration. Yet the decisions by which a library attempts to 
control its operations are of major importance to its welfare and ef- 
fectiveness. Recent theories in management and social psychology have 
addressed themselves to the implications of participative management 
and group decision-making, and their findings appear to have im- 
portant applications to libraries, not the least of which is personnel 
development. 
Likert has described in some detail the implications of group de- 
cision-making on productivity. Not only does it affect the quality of 
decisions, but their implications as wel1.l If the involvement of the li- 
brary staff in determining the library's objectives and its means of 
attaining them is reflected in thc service the library provides, this factor 
should be considered as libraries and those responsible for the libraries' 
operation search for means of improving library service. 
Research into the power of group influences upon the functioning of 
organizations has provided increasing evidence of its effect on the 
achievement of the organization's objectives. One of the behavioral 
aspects of group influence is participative decision-making, The find- 
ings indicate that group decision-making has two major advantages 
over decision-making imposed unilaterally by management; these are 
that group decisions tend to be of superior quality and they tend to 
be more readily accepted by the group. While group decision-making 
alone appears to be neither adequate nor necessary to assure high 
productivity, it has been found to be generally characteristic of high 
production organizations.? Decisions are found to be superior especially 
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if the group is composed of individuals with differing areas of expertise 
and points of view, but with a common need for a solutions3 These 
characteristics appear to typify professional librarians, especially those 
in academic libraries, who routinely have undergraduate majors in a 
wide spectrum of academic and professional areas in addition to their 
professional library degrees and many of whom have master's and 
doctoral degrees in non-library science discipline^.^ As a consequence, 
it would appear that their involvement in the library decision-making 
process might improve library service. 
Generalized from the Likert theory of participative management 
has come the open system theory of organization^.^ Implicit within it 
is the concept that an organization has several subsystems with varying 
characteristics which include the production, maintenance, adaptive, 
and managerial subsystem^.^ 
The open system theory of organizations recognizes a cyclical char- 
acter in organizational behavior. Within its construct, continuing cycler 
of production occur which are related to the broader environment. A 
major relationship is the processing of production and informational 
inputs which results in some product which can be utilized by the 
environment and whose acceptance triggers the acquisition of new 
inputs. 
Specialized structures such as maintenance and adaptive subsystems 
are developed to give support to the organization's well-being. Main- 
tenance activities are directed not at the end product but at the equip- 
ment for getting the work done. Usually this equipment consists of 
patterned human behavior, and the effectiveness of maintenance ac- 
tivities can be measured in terms of the extent to which personnel are 
tied into the system as functioning parts. Adaptive subsystems are 
concerned with sensing relevant changes in the environment, translat- 
ing the meaning of those changes for the organization, and designing 
new patterns of behavior. While neither of these subsystems is part 
of the production subsystem, their effectiveness can be expected to 
affect end-product performance measurements. 
The process of staff development belongs to the maintenance sub- 
system, but its effects might be felt in any subsystem, depending upon 
the direction taken by the developmental program. 
A search of library literature reveals that no study of library staff 
participation in decision-making had been reported prior to this 
author's research. The standard texts on academic library administra- 
tion tend to assume a bureaucratic structure wherein decisions are made 
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by supervisors and carried out at lower levels, although the texts may 
suggest the expediency of good communications concerning them and 
provision for staff reaction to tentative decisions prior to their enact- 
ment7 
Traditionally, libraries have been administered as bureaucracies. 
Directors have a high degree of authority and responsibility regarding 
the general activities of the library which they derive from their posi- 
tions. The operation is broken down into simple, component tasks 
where possible. Authority and responsibility are delegated downward 
as appropriate to the supervision and function of those specific tasks. 
People are hired according to their aptitudes and skills in performing 
the tasks assigned and are trained to do their respective tasks in the 
specified way. Decisions are made at the supervisory level and imposed 
on all lower levels. This was the general pattern characterizing business 
administration at the beginning of the twentieth century when many 
public and academic libraries were being developed and expanded as 
service systems, and when library schools were just being instituted. 
As a result, the authoritarian system of administration was adopted 
widely in libraries as being the most appropriate to their purposes and 
functions. 
Most of the recent books on library administration are still bureau- 
cratically oriented. Mohrhardt's 1966 revision of Stebbins's Personnel 
Administration in Librarks describes the traditional chain of command 
in which all authority resides in the chief admini~trator.~ The 1968 
edition of a manual on personnel organization and procedures for col- 
lege and university libraries takes a Within this similar pos i t i~n .~  
framework, however, it recommends staff participation in formulating 
policies and procedures and the establishment of an effective and 
systematic communication system; and these recommendations appear 
to reflect a general, slow change in library administration toward 
participative management. Wheeler and Goldhor, in their text on 
public library administration, speak in support of democratic ad- 
ministration, which is characterized by a sharing of decision-making 
with the staff.1° 
Increasingly, rank-and-£ile librarians are demanding greater oppor- 
tunity for participation in decision-making through which they can im- 
prove services and at the same time restructure the library organiza- 
tion to better actualize their aspirations.ll 
Research into library decision-making as a process has had little 
consideration paid to it in terms of modern administrative theory. An 
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exception is Bundy's paper on the relationships between three de- 
cisions (selecting a book, cataloging a book, and helping a user) and 
the broader considerations of library objectives.12 
Related to decision-making is Kemper's dissertation on strategic 
planning. He looked at library planning from a true systems perspec- 
tive and established a model for developing the broad plan which 
should control development of operational procedures.13 His research 
indicated that librarians have substantial room for improvement in the 
area of decision-making. 
This author's doctoral research was designed to test the application 
of Likert's participative management theory within academic libraries. 
Implicit within the model was the open system theory, within which 
the value of the library's end product is determined in the library's 
environment.I4 The purpose of this study is to determine the relation- 
ship between the involvement of the professional librarians on the 
staff in the decision-making process of the library and selected per- 
formance characteristics. Performance characteristics were drawn not 
only from the production subsystem but from the adaptive and main- 
tenance subsystems as well. As a result, the findings are applicable to 
the study of staff development. The model is presented as table 1. 
TABLE 1 
RESEARCH MODEL 
Independent Variables 	 Perfo~mance Measurements 
1. Decision-making.. ............ 

. . . . . . . . . . . . .Faculty evaluation 

2. 	 Organizational profile. . . . . . . . . .  . . .Circulation 
. . .Long-range planning 
. . .Unifor~nity of evaluation 
. . .Staff satisfaction 
Control Variables 
1. Doctoral degrees granted 
2. Perquisites available to librarians 
3. Library expenditures 
4. Decentralization of collection 
5. Library autonomy 
6. Beginning librarian salary 
7. Staff size and composition 
8. Collection size and growth 
9. Staff breadth of education 
10. Service time 
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To achieve the research purpose, the investigation was designed to 
measure professional librarian participation in decision-making as the 
independent variable, the performance measurements as dependent 
variables, and those control variables thought to be significant. Data 
were collected from twenty-two universities. Using appropriate sta- 
tistical procedures, regression and correlation analysis, vari- 
ations in the performance measurements related to variations in par- 
ticipativeness were examined. 
Two independent variables were measured. The first was an index 
of the extent to which the professional library staff perceives of itself 
as involved in the decision-making process. The second was an index 
of their perception of the participative nature of the library's man-
agerial style in general. Data used in developing the indexes were 
collected by the use of Likert's research instrument, "Profile of Organ- 
izational Characteristics." l5 In the study, they were differentiated by 
naming the first one of the Decision-Making Index and the second one 
the Profile Index. 
There were five dependent variables: 1)faculty evaluation of library 
services, facilities, and resources; 2 )  circulation of materials for home 
use; 3 )  extent of libra~y long-range planning; 4 )  library staff uni- 
formity in libraiy evaluations; and 5 )  staff satisfaction with their jobs. 
The first two are production measurements, the first qualitative and 
the second quantitative. The third is an adaptive measurement. The 
fourth includes both adaptive and maintenance elements. The fifth is a 
maintenance variable and most directly related to staff development. 
Control variables included variables thought to affect one or more 
of the dependent variables. Some emanate from the broader environ- 
ment of the university, some reflect organizational factors within the 
library, and some are variations in staff personnel. They include 
1 )  doctoral degrees granted, 2 )  perquisites available to the library 
staff, 3) library staff, collection, and total expenditures per full-time 
equivalent student and per full-time equivalent faculty, 4 )  index of 
the physical decentralization of library collection, 5 )  index of library 
autonomy from control by university administration and faculty, 6) 
beginning librarian salary, 7) number of professional librarians, 
8)  ratio of librarians to total library staff, to students, and to faculty, 
9) size of collection, 10) acquisitions rate of library materials, 11) 
serial titles received, 12) breadth of education index of the profes- 
sional library staff, and 13) percent of librarians who have been 
members of their present staff for at least three years. 
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The results were essentially as predicted, though not quite as strong 
in all areas as originally anticipated. Table 2 gives the partial correla- 
tions relating the independent and dependent variables. The relation- 
ships were significant with staff satisfaction, uniformity of staff evalua- 
tion of quality, and uniformity of evaluation between top management 
and faculty. There was a near significant relationship with uniformity 
of staff evaluation of importance and an indirect relationship through 
staff satisfaction to faculty evaluation. Moreover, all these relationships 
were in the predicted direction. Long-range planning was an excep- 
tion. While the correlations related to it did not reach a significant 
level, they approached it from the direction opposite that predicted. 
TABLE 2 
PARTIAL CORRELATIOA-S BETWEEN MANAGERIAL STYLE VARIABLES AND 
Decision-




Staff evaluation of inlportance 
Staff evaluation of quality 
Staff vs. top management 
Staff vs, faculty 
Top management vs. faculty 
Circulation per student 
Circulation per faculty 
Faculty evaluation 
" Significant at the .10 level 
f Significant a t  the .05 level 
$ Significant a t  the .01 level 
I t  would appear that the staff's job satisfaction is highly affected by 
managerial style and the opportunity to participate in the decision- 
making process. Moreover, the group interaction associated with 
participative management helps the staff unify its value system regard- 
ing both the relative importance of various aspects of the library and 
the quality of those aspects in a given library. 
While top management tends to think of staff involvement basically 
as a morale booster, it is in fact a distinct asset to them in improving 
feedback from the faculty through the staff. Also as a result of staff 
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involvement, the faculty is better satisfied with the library. In the 
libraries studied, this action appears to flow primarily through im- 
proved staff satisfaction. 
From the data acquired, the beginning of an organizational model 
for university libraries has been constructed and is presented as figure 
1.Six variables are included and their direction of influence indicated. 
X6 is faculty evaluation and is the end product. The primary variables 
influencing it are staff satisfaction and collection size. Wealth is shown 
as affecting both of these. In addition, staff satisfaction is affected by 
staff breadth of education l6 and managerial style. Further work can 
be expected to modify and expand this model, and for this reason it is 
labeled as preliminary. 
XI =managerial style 
Xz =wealth 
X1 =breadth of education 
Xa = collection size 
Xa = staff satisfaction 
Xe = faculty evaluation 
Predictions Actual Estimated 
r16.23= r15.23r56.4 .z3 .26 = (.52) (.50) 
= r25.13rs6.*+ rz4 r46.5 .50 .54=(63)(.50)+(.51)(.44) 
r36.12= r35.12~ s G . ~  -.lo .22 = (.44)(.50) 
Partial correlations entering into the prediction equations 
r15.23= '52" r25.13= .63t r36.12= -.lo 
r16.23= 2.3 r26.13= .50Y r46.5= '44" 
rZ4= .51X r35.12= .44* r56.4= .50x 
" Significant at the .05level. 
f Significant a t  the .01 level. 
Fig. 1. Preliminary model of causality expluiizzng faculty emluation 
Included with the figure is a test of prediction formulae implicit 
in the model.17 The correlations given are partial correlations where 
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appropriate. The tests validate satisfactorily the relationships projected 
of faculty evaluation with the wealth and managerial style variables, 
but leaves open to question the relationship with breadth of education. 
Staff members were queried not only about their overall satisfaction 
with their jobs, but about nine specific factors of satisfaction as well. 
Specific variables included satisfaction with superiors, peers, subordi- 
nates, clientele, university administration, opportunity for promotion, 
salary increases, professional growth and currently assigned duties. 
The one most clearly related to staff development was satisfaction with 
opportunity for professional growth. This variable had a simple cor- 
relation with overall staff satisfaction of .68, which is significant at 
the .001 level. Moreover, when it was used as a dependent variable 
in a regression and correlation analysis partialling out the effect of 
wealth and breadth of education, the partial correlation with the 
decision-making index was .46, significant at the .05 level, and with 
the profile index was .57, significant at the .O1 level. I t  is apparent that 
the staffs in university libraries in which the managerial style is par- 
ticipative are more satisfied with their opportunities for professional 
growth than those in which the style is authoritarian. The reasons for 
this were not gathered from the staff participants but are apparent 
from an understanding of participative management. 
Participative management is not the abdicating of responsibility by 
top management and allowing staff members to do whatever they 
wish. That pattern is more a description of anarchy. Participative man- 
agement forces decisions down to the level best suited to determine 
them by virtue of availability of relevant information and the effect 
of the decision on the operation. There the problems will be discussed, 
and the recommendations made by use of small group interactions. 
The group works cooperatively on problems of mutual concern, shar- 
ing ideas and information. Any ideas may be put forth but must run 
the gamut of group evaluation. When the ideas are finally approved, 
they belong to the group, not just the instigator, and all participate 
in the rewards for good work. In that way, cooperation replaces com- 
petition in the value system. 
Because several people work together, there is room for incompe- 
tency and inexperience at the discussion level. The group can filter 
out poor ideas, and in the process can provide a successful model for 
the novice to build on. Modeling is the most powerful teaching pro- 
cedure known for behavioral learning, thus the process is educational 
in nature. 
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One person from the group, called the linking pin, is chosen to 
represent them and their position in the next higher echelon. He may 
be the supervisor or he may be just one of the group. His responsibility 
is to represent the group's attitudes and to communicate in both 
directions. There is a linking pin for each hierarchical level.18 
The level at which decisions are made depends on whose work will 
be affected by them and where the relevant information is most avail- 
able. Generally, this means that decisions are made at lower levels of 
the organization than in the traditional authoritarian organization. 
As a result, higher level personnel are freed from making operational 
decisions and can concern themselves with long-range planning and 
relationships outside the library, areas of concern that have previously 
been identified as inadequately served by library executives partially 
because of lack of time.lg If top management allows lower level 
personnel to take care of lower level decisions, it should have the 
time for more important matters. 
Involvement of the staff in the decision-making process is a major 
strength of participative management. Simon has pointed out that a 
basic feature of organizations is that the division of labor along the 
spectrum of hierarchy occurs in terms of decision-making.20 Therefore, 
preparation for advancement, especially in administration, requires 
developing the capacity to make good decisions. Since participative 
management pushes decision-making down to lower levels, the experi- 
ence needed for developing the competence required at higher levels 
is provided, and in such a way as to provide one with an evaluation of 
his competence in an unthreatening atmosphere. 
Such evaluation is part of the control process through which the 
organization reviews its performance and its personnel. In authori- 
tarian organizations reliance is placed on policing procedures and re- 
ward and punishment incentives. Participative management empha- 
sizes group evaluation and self-guidance to improve awareness which 
is directed toward readjustment; it rejects punishment as a tool of 
control. The group is supportive of the individuals comprising it, and 
criticisms of their performance are directed toward helping them im- 
prove rather than chastising them. As a result, they are better able to 
recognize the need and opportunity for personal change and to acquire 
help in making it. The involvement of threat and reward as means to 
staff motivation to readjust carries dangers of misinterpretation, im- 
proper perception of reality, and manipulation not consonant with 
organizational objectives. This is less likely when group consideration 
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is directed specifically at improving performance. Under participative 
management the staff is taught to pay attention to the realities of 
organizational fact related to the specific matter at hand, rather than 
hazarding a measure of confusion by interjecting spurious emotional 
considerations introduced by reward and punishment mechanisms. 
Under participative management the learning which occurs has a 
better chance of being internalized with greater retention as a result of 
the process. 
Leadership qualities under participative management are not the 
same as those appropriate in a bureaucracy. The need turns more 
toward the ability to get people to interact and to focus that interaction 
on the subject at hand. The capacity to mediate is very important, and 
the ability to plan and analyze feedback is emphasized. The leader's 
role is not diminished but it is changed in nature. 
The decisions made in this way have two advantages over autocratic 
decisions. One is the commitment of the group to the decisions because 
of their involvement in the decision-making process; the other is the 
relative excellence of decisions made by groups over those made by 
individuals when the decisions are concerned with organizational 
behavior. 
Factors accounting for the superiority of decisions by groups over 
those made by individuals are as follows: 1)there is an increase in the 
cues available; 2 )  the availability of immediate feedback regarding 
suggestions allows faster recognition of potential mistakes; 3) the 
greater formulation of ideas by people in groups as compared to 
people acting separately favors group decisions; 4)  the increasing 
division of labor favors group decisions by utilizing to greater advan- 
tage the group's cumulative expertise; 5) there is less inhibition be- 
cause of mitigation of personal responsibility for failure; 6 )  pooling 
ideas provides an opportunity for identifying and removing errors; 
and 7) objectivity is enhanced by lack of identification with the group 
if the group is short term. All of these are appropriate to participative 
management. 
It is apparent from the data that the flow of information regarding 
faculty attitudes toward their libraries moves upward with greater 
ease and accuracy under participative management than under au-
thoritarian procedures. The greater magnitude of threat experienced 
by the individual, especially at the lower levels, inhibits that flow and 
encourages the transmission of whatever is thought will please the 
boss, even if it is inaccurate or misleading. The result of the upward 
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flow of accurate information is an improved service program. 
Similarly, staff aspirations for their own professional development 
can be expected to flow upward more freely and to be given greater 
consideration under participative management than in a bureaucracy. 
Stone's research into continuing education for librarians demon- 
strates relationships between several variables which are appropriately 
discussed here.21 She discovered that professional librarians with the 
highest professional index are the least satisfied with their jobs. Char- 
acteristic of librarians with high professional indexes are a commit- 
ment to serve, a drive toward the mastely of knowledge relevant to 
their work, involvement in writing and research activities, involvement 
in professional associations, a healthy capacity to change, and in- 
volvement in activities and ideas outside as well as inside library 
science. These are characteristics needed by libraries in the present 
age, and libraries should want to encourage their development within 
their staffs. Yet librarians report that administrators resist rather than 
support their accomplishment. Much of the dissatisfaction in librarians 
with high professional indexes is related to top management's failure 
to respond to their aspirations for professional growth and improve- 
ment in their libraries. These are precisely the types of changes that 
are encouraged by participative management, and, likewise, these are 
the types of personnel which are most appropriate to the satisfactory 
functioning of participative management. 
In summary, active staff development programs and participative 
management in libraries appear well suited for each other; they ought 
to be getting together. Perhaps they are, but there is substantial room 
for improvement, 
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Personnel Evaluation 
as an Impetus to Growth 
E RN E S T  R .  D E P RO S PO  
THE PRACTICE OF analyzing the performance of 
individuals in organizations is one that has existed since man first 
began forming organizations. Clearly, some concept of "survival of the 
fittest" urged primitive man to consider past performance of his 
contemporaries in order to select the best leaders for his communities. 
However, it is equally obvious that man's progress in refining the 
techniques of performance evaluation has not kept pace with many 
other tools he uses for the management of his organizations, e.g., oper- 
ations research, PERT. Unfortunately, much of the literature on per- 
formance appraisal is bogged down in "how to" schemes, and has 
little to say on what is being measured, what factors in the evaluation 
must be controlled, and why past performance implies future success. 
It soon becomes apparent that the concept of performance evaluation 
is one of those ideas unclear enough to be clearly wrong. 
It is unfortunate that a profession which professes concern in the 
worth of the individual should generally adhere to a practice which 
is essentially dehumanizing. I am referring to that process which 
routinely assumes that the checking off of certain "traits," always by 
definition based on past performance, relates to how that individual 
is likely to perform in the future. More importantly, it is assumed that 
such a process is an adequate basis for determining the organization's 
reward system. Such assumptions are unwarranted, although there are 
numerous explanations for the persistence in maintaining the traits 
method approach. 
Part of the difficulty rests with the limited progress that has occurred 
in developing better approaches and with the human inclination to do 
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that which is most comfortable. But also, part of the problem rests 
with the almost rote agreement to the general statement that scarce 
resources need to be properly used. For one thing, the human element 
is often subconsciously forgotten as part and parcel of the scarce 
resource complex. For another, the overwhelming agreement tends to 
exclude serious analysis of how one ought to proceed in the difficult 
job of properly using people. In the final analysis we find management 
retreating behind the bureaucratic structure to justify its methods, 
the checking-off of traits, as the only pragmatic approach available. 
And after all it does the job, or does it? 
Librarians have tended, until very recently at least, to regard them- 
selves as unique in the field of personnel administration. The view 
typically held is one of being more personal and not bound to follow 
the guidance of personnel specialists, particularly in the case of 
libraries which are not part of a large system and have a small staff. 
It really was not until the 1960s that library personnel administration 
began to develop a definable body of literature which it could call its 
0wn.l 
Some have argued that since the library staff is critical to the success 
or failure in satisfying the client, its competence in dealing ably and 
fairly with the client is the determining factor. Such a competence, or 
lack of it, will be revealed repeatedly, and rapidly, in the day-to-day 
routines2 Whether or not these statements reflect reality in no way 
seems to influence the verbiage. Thus, we find the following statement 
typical of the literature: "No library can render effective service with- 
out adequate and competent personnel. The library's unique function 
of serving as the one unbiased, nonpartisan bureau of information for 
the people calls for personnel of the highest competence and integrity. 
The selection of qualified staff members as well as the organization 
and conditions under which they work, are basic considerations in an 
institution dedicated to public service." 
The literature abounds with suggestions on how to acquire and 
develop these adequate and competent people. We are told that the 
chief librarian will deal directly with persons on the staff in small 
libraries, i.e., twenty-five or less people. On the other hand the chief 
librarian should delegate this responsibility to the assistant chief li- 
brarian if the staff has twenty-five or more.4 The American Library 
Association recommends that if the staff exceeds 150, a full-time 
personnel director should be hired, and it uses this ratio as a standard 
in public library ~ervice .~  
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Typical of the suggestions offered in the literature are: 
1) All libraries should have a policy handbook and staff manual. 
Policy pertaining to personnel should be ~pecific.~ 
2) 	A position classification is essential to equitable personnel ad- 
ministration. Pay scale should be based on this plan. Also, tasks 
should be assigned to positions, not individuals. Salaries, qualifi- 
cations and standards should be according to the position, not 
the p e r ~ o n . ~  
3) 	It is the responsibility of the board of trustees to have the head 
librarian prepare a personnel policy giving job specifications, 
salary scales, the workday, coffee breaks, overtime, illness, vaca- 
tions, e t ~ . ~  
4 )  	Two-way communications are important, i.e., remember anni- 
versaries, have office chats, baby showers, etc? 
The suggestions along the above lines provide the norm for much, 
if not most, of the content one is apt to find in the library literature. 
There have been, of course, some important exceptions. In the light 
of existing practice, they remain almost weak cries in the wilderness.1° 
Standard methods of personnel evaluation-clearly in the practice if 
not the verbiage-underscore the accepted notion that for the most 
part library positions are ''task'' oriented. Such a notion justifies the 
reliance on the traits method approach, assuming that an evaluation 
of the task affects the efficiency (not to mention effectiveness) of the 
operation. Of course, if libraries typically functioned as efficient insti- 
tutions, one might be more inclined to accept the current mode of 
evaluating personnel! In any event, we find repeated efforts to improve 
the traits method of evaluation. In a paper prepared for a conference 
on in-training of library and information staff, K. Boodson writes about 
job evaluation: 
[it] may be defined as a method of systematically analysing the con- 
tent of a job, assessing the requirements of the tasks which comprise 
it, and using defined factors to grade the job against an established 
scale. It is based on the idea that a job can be broken down into a 
number of unit tasks, which can be treated as common units where 
jobs cannot. The assessment should be capable of establishing re- 
quirements analytically and precisely. At this stage it is concerned 
with a job and not a person; the ability of an individual to meet the 
requirements can then be considered separately.ll 
An excellent example of the traits method, and one which clearly 
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encompasses the above definition, is the "Personnel Services Rating 
Report," revised in 1970, offered by the American Library Association, 
Library Administration Division. There are two key points to be made: 
1 )  the rating report represents a model for use by many types of 
library work and presents a good example of the procedure typically 
employed, and 2) it reinforces an approach which has contributed to 
the dehumanizing process referred to earlier." 
An analysis of the form reveals the following: 
1 )  The emphasis is on traits, e.g., accuracy, memory, judgment, 
manners, poise, disposition. 
2)  	The emphasis is on qualitative judgments expressed in quanti-
tative terms, i.e., four-point scale which is clearly biased on the 
"positive" side. For example, under "Punctuality" the options to 
check are: a )  always ready for duty promptly, b )  always on 
time (Is this really different than a?),  c )  usually on time, and 
d )  frequently late. Of course the form provides the usual out 
with "no opportunity to observe" and "additional comments." 
3 )  The complete burden is placed on the supervisor. The subordi- 
nate's observed past performance is his only substantive con-
tribution to the appraisal, although supposedly the subordinate 
does have an opportunity to see the evaluation and react to it. 
It is important that the Personnel Administration Section Personnel 
Publication Committee on October 31, 1966 recommended that the 
ALA no longer publish and sell a rating form. The chairman was 
instructed to suggest that inquiries requesting rating forms be an-
swered by sending a reproduction of the pertinent chapters and forms 
from the newly revised personnel manuals. Note that the "Personnel 
Services Rating Report" referred to above is dated 1970. 
Again, if one looks at the forms used by some of our largest library 
systems, we can quickly see the influence of the ALA recommended 
form. Generally, for example, the same basic traits are used, but the 
check-off system is modified to include three choices: a )  superior, 
b) satisfactory, and c) unsatisfactory. A further modification is the 
considerable emphasis given to "additional" comments to be supplied 
by both the immediate supervisor and the appropriate second super- 
visor, e.g., branch librarian, community library manager, division chief. 
* I do not want to suggest purposeful intent for I am sure that is not the 
c a s e c a r e  is taken in the instructions on the most advantageous use of the form. 
Nevertheless, as a model which accepts the traits method it reflects and reinforces 
the current behavior in the field. 
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In spite of these improvements the same inherent weaknesses persist 
and the same basic assumptions are made. 
A review of the literature on the subject of performance evaluation 
reveals that the most definitive statements have thus far come from 
those with an orientation toward psychological explanations. The 
impetus provided by those concerned with the human consequence 
has offered us some exciting new dimensions of performance appraisal. 
Stanley Sloan and Alton Johnson, writing in the Harvard Business 
Reuiew, suggested that four major trends in the evolution of perform- 
ance evaluation are reflected in the literature: 
1) The traditional view has been enlarged to include how the indi- 
vidual functions as an integral part of the organization's system. 
2) Organizations are becoming more concerned with using the 
performance appraisal for planning and less as a method for 
controlling performance. 
3)  The changing composition of the labor force has produced a 
decrease in the formal evaluation of nonsupervisory personnel 
with a coincident increase in the formal evaluations of supervis- 
ory personnel. 
4 )  Theoretical research and developments in the social and be- 
havioral sciences have accelerated the growth of sophistication 
in performance appraisal.12 
These trends as reflected in the literature, if not in the way people 
are in fact evaluated, suggest a significant shift in purpose. Research 
findings indicate that indiscriminate use and undue confidence and 
reliance on quantitative measures of performance result from insuf- 
ficient knowledge of their potential and limitations.13 Judicious use 
of a tool requires awareness of possible side effects and reactions. 
McGregor argues that the traditional techniques of performance evalu- 
ation tend to place the superior in the position of "playing G o d  in 
judging his subordinates. Most men find such a role intolerable and 
they usually reject it. This fact of life, McGregor insists, explains the 
failure of most management appraisal schemes.14 
According to McGregor's Theory Y, management's task is to create 
an organizational environment in which the employee can achieve his 
personal goals in consonance with those of the organization.16 Mc- 
Gregor indicates that a professional's work should be managed by 
establishing desirable results as objectives and by obtaining the in- 
dividual's commitment to them. Of course, McGregor assumes the 
existence of measurable objectives. This type of management en-
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courages the professional to bring his talent, training, and creativity 
to bear on his job. The logical conclusion of this argument is that the 
professional ought to be evaluated by the degree to which he achieves 
the given objectives. In essence this type of evaluation procedure is 
nearly equivalent to self-evaluation, inasmuch as it is based on a system 
of self-direction and self-control. McGregor believes that such an 
appraisal provides the only fruitful opportunity for the superior to 
realize the full potential represented by professional resources. 
In a study concerning the professional development of librarians, 
Elizabeth Stone found that the consensus of librarians responding to 
her questionnaire felt that administrators are trying to run the library 
with outdated methods and outdated attitudes.'"he notes, correctly 
I believe, that if the library administrator fails to meet the aspirations 
of his employees, he must or ought to admit to the reality of having 
someone else take his place in the key administrative positions of the 
library. Stone then forcibly observes: 
Clearly the library administrator and the library manager have 
been unwilling to accept the philosophy that what is good for the 
employee is good for the library-that is, the prime objective of 
rendering maximum service to society with full respect for the 
dignity of man. For this reason few library managements keep up 
with the changes suggested by research in the behavioral sciences. 
Fewer administrators chart an imaginative course in the manage- 
ment of employee assets or try to ascertain the needs of their em- 
ployees in order to create an environment which will realize the 
potential they have recruited for the profession.17 
In essence, Stone describes a management attitude that is remark- 
ably close to McGregor's Theoly X, i.e., conventional organizational 
structures and management policies designed to direct and control 
employee behavior to suit the needs of the organization. The Theory 
X approach to management assumes that employees naturally resist 
the influence and demands of the organization and that the supervisor 
must cajole, reward, and punish to make the employees work and 
cooperate. The traditional (and for the most part current) approaches 
to personnel evaluation reflect this notion of management by direction 
and control.18 
After all is said and done, a fundamental purpose of personnel 
evaluation is to improve performance. To accomplish that purpose we 
need to make some estimate of future capabilities. The evaluation then 
can only succeed, by definition, when it differentiates performance. 
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The evidence is clear, though, that the traits rating approach usually 
does not discriminate one individual's performance from that of an- 
other. For one thing employees and their supervisors often find it im- 
possible to tell each other the truth during performance appraisals: to 
avoid conflict, they tell little white lies. If the concern is with the 
improvement of performance, the process needs to be related to work 
goals and the act of assessing an employee's performance needs to be 
related to achieving these goals, i.e., a "goals method" approach. 
In the goals method approach the subordinate creates short-term 
performance goals for himself. The subordinate's goals are to be in the 
form of concrete actions he plans to accon~plish. I t  then becomes the 
supervisor's responsibility to assist the subordinate in integrating his 
plans with the needs of the organization.19 
Following the many implications of the goals method, a test of 
"better" and "less effective" supervisors was undertaken to see if differ- 
ent qualities in subordinates were looked for by the supe rv i~or s .~~  The 
results of the experiment indicated that the "better" supervisors dis- 
criminate more between the high rated and low rated subordinates. 
The "less effective" supervisors were more "lenient," especially with 
the low rated subordinates. I t  was found that the "better" supervisors 
placed more importance on initiative, persistence, positive and con- 
structive action, and on anticipating and planning ahead. By contrast, 
the "less effective" supervisors placed greater emphasis on following 
orders, tact, good team efforts, getting along with others, and loyalty 
to the company. The study concluded that mediocre supervisors were 
more likely to encourage and reward mediocre performance. Since a 
basic objective of personnel evaluation is to differentiate performance, 
the "better" supervisors seem to be doing the more effective job. 
Acting as a middle man or mediator, the supervisor then must use 
his position to personalize simultaneously the employee and the organ- 
ization. He can do this only if he seeks out and understands the 
employee as an individual and, more importantly, guides the employee 
to participate in his own evaluation. 
What are some of the positive suggestions which can be offered to 
improve the process of evaluating personnel? As a first step, library 
administrators must explicitly recognize the existence of a "personnel 
problem." The human personality is a complex and highly abstract 
concept. Psychologists commonly disagree on how it should be defined 
or approached. Personality traits themselves are difficult to define. 
Any attempt to judge the individual in terms of his personality is 
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likely to induce hostility and block further communication. The ab- 
sence of effective communication is not likely to increase the capacity 
of the organization to reach its objectives. 
Some personnel specialists believe that the basic objectives of 
performance appraisal should be: 1 )  the preparation of some plan for 
future action based on what has been learned from the past, and 2)  
answers to the questions "How am I doing?" and "Where do I go from 
here?" Kindall and Gatza suggest a five-step program to achieve such 
objectives: 
Step #1: the individual discusses his job description with his 
superior and they agree on the content of his job and the relative 
importance of his major duties-the things he is paid to do and is 
accountable for. 
Step #2: the individual establishes performance targets for each 
of his responsibilities for the forthcoming period. 
Step #3: he meets with his superior to discuss his target program. 
Step #4: checkpoints are established for the evaluation of his pro- 
gress; ways of measuring progress are selected. 
Step #5: the superior and subordinate meet at the end of the period 
to discuss the results of the subordinate's efforts to meet the targets 
he had previously e~tabl ished.~~ 
While the five-step approach suggested above is a time-consuming 
one, that argument alone can only mean that the superior is really 
saying that he has no time to manage. But, more/equalIy as important, 
there are at least six distinct advantages gained from the process: 
1 )  The subordinate knows in advance the basis on which he is 
going to be judged. 
2) The superior and subordinate both agree on what the subordi- 
nate's job really is. 
3) The program takes place within the superior-subordinate rela- 
tionship and should strengthen this relationship. 
4 )  The program has a self-correcting characteristic which tends 
to help people set targets that are both challenging and reach- 
able. 
5)  The program provides a method of spotting training needs. 
6) 	The appraisal approach treats as a total process a person's ability 
to see an organizational problem, devise ways of attacking it, 
translate his ideas into action, incorporate new information as it 
arises, and carry his plans through to results.22 
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As a caution, the authors strongly urge the recognition of two caveats 
if an organization plans to implement the five-step program: 1) do 
not rush it-announce it early and give everyone plenty of time to 
think through his ideas about the relative importance of various parts 
of his job, and 2 )  do not force it-it would be logically inconsistent 
to force a person to adopt against his wishes a program built around 
the notion that a manager should have a strong voice in planning the 
co~lductof his job. 
I11 an equally thought-provoking article Paul Strauss suggests some 
similar pragmatic steps which should be undertaken to improve the 
process and thereby improve communication in the o r g an i z a t i ~n .~~  
Strauss believes that the performance appraisal interview can and 
should be an opportunity for the supervisor to induce a change in 
the behavior of his subordinates. Often, though, to the supervisor this 
change means manipulating the employee through the reward system, 
is . ,  salary. But, Strauss asks: "Could it be that the supervisor and 
employee are not communicating at this critical time because the 
employee is looking for more than just a raise based on past perfoim- 
ance or future promises? Isn't it possible that what the man really 
wants is support for his inner motivation to grow-professionally, 
intellectually, psychologically-and to be recognized as contributing 
to the system as a full-fledged member?q4 
Effective management is not accomplished by avoiding its basic 
responsibility. Clearly there are decisions which only the superior can 
and/or should make. Because of this truism, not in spite of it, effective 
management requires the full and effective use of people. The "what" 
-the decision to do or not do this or that-is quite often much less 
critical than the "how." I t  is precisely with the varied approaches 
available that the human input is so important. That evaluation process 
which does not incorporate the aspirations, uncertainties, and goals 
of the individual is unlikely to produce the quality of input so very 
essential in determining the ways in which decisions are made oper- 
ational. 
The approach I have taken in this article should clearly reveal some 
of my biases-hopefully balanced through an examination of the 
literature. It  seems to me that administrators have not faced up to a 
fundamental ambivalence-I am not at all sure the ambivalence is 
recognized in the first place-between the inherent conflict of what 
may be "effective" and what may be "efficient." The two do not 
necessarily coincide. The library as a service agency exists, in large 
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measure, because society has deemed the services it has to offer socially 
valuable, not necessarily because such services produce dollar profits. 
More specifically, as a socially valuable service institution, carried 
on within the context of a profession, there ought to exist a basic con- 
cern for the growth and development of the wliole person, not just 
that part which pertains to the task. 
The fact is that the library director has had historically almost 
unlimited opportunities, in the absence of profit motif and in the light 
of social value ascribed to the library, to tell us what is "effective." His 
failure to take advantage of this opportunity has led increasingly to 
the outside agency-be it a budget office or a labor union-dictating 
the terms of performance. The prospects are that these outside groups 
will take an increasing interest in the total operation of the library- 
clearly implied in the concept and execution of community control, 
be it the neighborhood center or student body. In any event, the 
already difficult life of the administrator is likely to be further compli- 
cated. 
The changing life style so obvious today, as with the clear distrust 
of authority and power, especially the arbitrary uses of either, calls for 
some dramatic changes in the way individuals are treated and used 
in the organization. I t  would be to the interest of the profession to 
incorporate rapidly a goals method approach in evaluating personnel. 
At the very least such an approach would provide great impetus to 
staff development and growth. 
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The Training Subsystem 
DAV ID  KASER 
WHATEVERELSE MAY  BE SAID ABOUT "continu-
ing education" in American libraries today, it may at least be accepted 
as fact that concern and deference are now directed toward it. It is 
encouraging, moreover, to be able to suggest that much of this concern 
and deference appears to be of relatively recent origin. Although, as 
so often in the library profession, there are no "base-line data" that 
would indicate relative levels of concern for the subject at any point 
in time, it seems reasonable to assert that the current level is vastly 
higher than it has ever been in the past. Conferences and workshops 
on staff development, articles in the library press, and speeches on the 
subject virtually abound, creating an impression that untold manlives 
of time are being devoted to it in the nation's libraries and library 
schools. 
Despite all of this new talk about continuing education, however, 
few libraries actually seem to be doing much about it in any organized 
or concerted way. Or at least this would seem to be a reasonable 
deduction to draw from replies to a query sent late in 1970, by the 
author, to 145 (69 public and 76 academic) of the largest libraries in 
the land. "Does the library carry a discrete budget line for continuing 
education?" the survey asked. Fifteen replied yes, ninety-one replied 
no, and the balance replied not at all. Of these fifteen affirmative 
replies, six institutions reported that the line amounted to less than 
$2,000 per year, an additional six reported spending less than $5,000, 
and the remainder spent between $5,000 and $12,000 annually. 
Perhaps it is too much to hope that large libraries could so quickly 
have adjusted their internal organization, and the budgetary reflection 
of that organization, to show by 1970 all costs of the continuing educa- 
tion of their staffs in a separate fiscal category. Accordingly the same 
survey asked other responding institutions to estimate the amount 
currently spent from all budget categories on continuing education; 
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only twenty-four found it possible to reply at all, of which fifteen 
estimated $2,000 per year or less; the balance furnished replies rang- 
ing up to $10,000. 
Clearly these uniinpressive figures reflect unfairly upon a substantial 
number of the nation's largest libraries. For a number of reasons, 
questions concerning the continuing education of staff can be difficult 
to answer. Among such reasons one must include: 
1 )  an unquestionable vagueness to the tenn "continuing education"; 
it can mean much or little depending upon local experience; 
2 )  vagaries of local budgeting law or practice, which may require 
that continuing education costs in effect be "buried as part of 
the cost of "travel" or of "general expense," or indeed prevent 
their being sho\vn at all; and 
3)  continuing education shades imperceptibly into the broader 
"system" of staff development generally, which in turn blends 
into the normal operation of a well run organization. 
In addition, of course, it must be observed that some libraries with 
remarkably advanccd recognition of the inexorable need for an ever- 
active upgrading of the expertise of their staffs have simply chosen 
other routes to fulfilling this requirement than by thinking of it and 
treating it as a single, discrete, "training subsystem." 
The paramount importance for tomorrow's services of continuing 
education today will not be dwelt upon here,l but its recognition 
manifests itself in a number of w7ays in America's larger libraries. In 
order to gain some sense of the degree to which such recognition 
shows itself, the author queried the same 145 large libraries concerning 
their present practices regarding: 1) orientation of new employees, 
2 )  in-house training offered, 3) high school or college level instruction 
made available, 4 )  out-of-house workshops utilized, 5 )  study or re- 
search leave opportunities, and 6 )  encouragement to participate in 
conference activities. Results of the responses to these inquiries are 
given here seriatim. 
Fifty-four of 117 responding libraries reported having some kind 
of formal orientation program for new staff members. The number of 
hours of class contact for such orientation ranged from a low of one to 
a high of twenty-one, but wit11 an unimpressive median of four. Fifty- 
six libraries furnished, in one way or another, formal courses of in- 
house, inservice training for staff members. Most frequently cited as 
examples were co-ilrses surrounding the general areas of human rela- 
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tions (e.g., supervision, sensitivity training, and personnel manage- 
ment generally) and skill training (e.g., typing, searching, storytelling, 
and languages ) . 
Seventy-three institutions responded affirmatively to this question: 
"Can employees take high school or college courses for credit on 
released time?" Clearly, however, there was some confusion as to the 
meaning of the qucstion, because eight of the affirmative respondents, 
when asked to define the conditions of such opportunities, replied, "If 
time is made up." Otherwise the major qualifier, stated in one way or 
another, was that courses so taken should somehow be calculated to 
improve library effectiveness. Thirty-seven institutions reported that 
they paid all or part of the expenses of courses so taken. Responding 
institutions indicated that a total of some 1,100 such courses had been 
taken by staff members during the previous year, ranging institution- 
to-institution from 1to 275, but with a median of only 4. 
In response to the query as to "out-of-house" seminars and work- 
shops utilized, 92 of 107 replying indicated that they did indeed pay 
staff members' expenses in attending formal training programs else- 
where. An estimated 850 staff members had availed themselves of 
such opportunities in total during the previous year, ranging from 
a low of one in each of two institutions to a high of forty in each of 
two institutions; the median per institution was six. Fully 104 institu- 
tions granted some kind of leave for study or research, twenty-four 
with pay. Most frequently observed practices here were one or another 
variation of the "sabbatical leave," primarily in academic libraries. 
Some libraries required guarantee of return upon completion of the 
leave. 
Substantial variation lies in the issue of reimbursement of costs in- 
curred by staff members in attending conferences. Ninety-three insti- 
tutions reported that they at least participated in paying the expenses 
of staff members at conferences, but these responses were hedged 
around by qualifications. Twenty-seven did so to the extent to which 
funds were available; twenty-four did so only when the staff member 
had official duties to perform. Ten required that the staff member be 
a member of the association, three paid for higher administrators only, 
and two limited the number of such trips per year. Given such oppor- 
tunities (or  restrictions, depending upon how one looks upon i t ) ,  an 
estimated 1,740 librarians from the libraries polled last year had at 
least part of their expenses to state conferences paid by their respective 
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institutions, 715 to regional conferences, and 1,430 to national confer- 
ences. 
As was pointed out earlier, it is patently unfair to state, or even 
imply, that the large libraries of the land should necessarily have 
organized their opportunities for the continuing education of staff into 
carefully coordinated and articulated systems, yet they should doubt- 
less have been at least thinking of it in those terms. Certainly the 
experience in some other industries * and in the library community as 
is that the most comprehensive and efficient programs of con-
tinuing education and professional growth of staff are those which 
have been systematically developed.* 
There has been wide recognition and considerable literature in the 
general management field of the desirability for large organizations 
with needs for the continuous upgrading of the expertise and self- 
fulfillment of staff to develop training subsystems in their personnel 
management units. There has, on the other hand, been practically no 
literature, and apparently only limited rccognition of the desirability 
of such a systemic approach to the problem in America's large libraries. 
I t  is probable that most continuing education opportunities in li- 
braries have come about in response to specific, individual, ad hoc 
staff requests received by management over a period of time. Acceded 
to once, of course, a particular activity thereafter carried with it the 
full force of precedent and was usually difficult rationally to deny the 
next time. I t  became an unplanned module in an unplanned system, a 
kind of alien pebble wrapped into a growing geologic accretion, the 
ultimate structure of which was known only to the Almighty. There 
must be a better way. 
The "nonsystem" of the past, however, in the eyes of current experts 
in the field, has had one substantial and persistent redeeming virtue: 
namely, much of the content has been determined in fact "from the 
ground up"-by the staff members who were to draw upon the oppor- 
tunities they sought-rather than being forced upon them from the top 
down. This essentially passive role of library management in continu- 
ing education understandably accounts for the present belief by many 
librarians that the major benefits from more active management par- 
ticipation in the future will accrue to libraries themselves more so even 
than to librarians. At any rate, it is perhaps obvious that the content 
and methodology of any training subsystem in libraries, as in any 
other industry, should represent the best and most prudent structured 
input from all segments of the organization, including student assis- 
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tants, clerical and technical employees, professional and subprofes- 
sional staff, lower, middle, and top management, and perhaps even 
patrons. Properly sought, each group will be able to present its own 
views of unique value to the total enterprise. 
A helpful yet simple example of the systemic approach to a training 
module resulted from a recent activity of the National Industrial 
Security Association; this example proposes the following series of 
possible steps toward the development of a training subsystem for any 
organization: 
1. 	State the real NEED you are trying to satisfy. 
2. 	Define the training OBJECTIVES which will contribute to satis- 
fying the real need. 
3. 	 Define those real world limiting CONSTRAINTS which any 
proposed system must satisfy. 
4. 	 Generate many different ALTERNATIVE systems. 
5. 	 SELECT the best alternative ( s )  by careful analysis. 
6. 	 IMPLEMENT the alternative(s) selected for testing. 
7. 	 Perform a thorough EVALUATION of the experimental system. 
8. 	 Based on experimental and real world results, FEEDBACK the 
required MODIFICATIONS and continue the cycle until the 
objectives have been attained.5 
These guidelines, which are fleshed out in some detail at their source, 
could well be adapted for use by a library planning team. 
The literature of management also contains helpful examples of 
planned and coordinated training modules from other industries. The 
training and education programs conducted for its personnel by the 
Mutual Life Insurance Company of New York are an e ~ a m p l e . ~  Pro-
grams are enumerated for each of several groups of employees: orien- 
tation and skill training for new appointees; supervisory training; and 
management development programs for junior, administrative, and 
executive officers. Both objectives sought and methods used are 
listed for each program. 
The Mutual Life Insurance Company of course is a huge corporation 
"where literally millions are spent on training each year." Libraries 
obviously must be more modest in the programs they devise for them- 
selves. Yet the self-actualization of an organization is just as important 
for a library as it is for an insurance company, and it can only be 
attained through the self-actualization of its individual staff members 
themselves. I t  would seem, therefore, to be worth at least a similar 
ratio of effort. Many, of course, would argue logically that since li- 
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brarianship is an education enterprise it is worth a great deal more 
effort. 
As indicated in the survey described at the opening of this paper, 
most libraries, even without benefit of systematically developed train- 
ing programs, are already spending some monies on staff development, 
continuing education, and professional growth, with costs distributed 
throughout the budget. Their rationalization, articulation, and in-
corporation into a single, coordinated module would therefore, even 
without expenditure of more money, seem to furnish the following 
benefits: 1) overlapping effort, if such exists, can be reduced or elimi- 
nated; 2 )  gaps in coverage can be readily identified for remedial ac- 
tion; 3) a fairer distribution of opportunity across the staff can be 
attained; 4)  efficiency is likely to result from the fact that all training 
activities will have been planned beforehand; 5) personal development 
opportunities mill be more readily understood by prospective new 
staff members; 6 )  there will be improved recognition of the value of 
training both to the individual and to the organization; and 7) greater 
visibility of training opportunities will spur wider staff participation in 
them. 
In addition, it appears likely that greater visibility of the library 
training program will help library managers to elicit increased support 
for the activity from the library's fund sources. I t  should also motivate 
the library administration to "sell" its fund sources more zealously than 
has often been true in the past on the necessity for increasing dollar 
support to the continuing education of staff. 
Although best practice seems to call for continuing education op- 
portunities to be planned and implemented centrally, it is desirable 
for at least three reasons that a kind of program budget accounting 
mechanism be utilized that can show the distribution of all costs of 
the program back to the beneficiary operating unitsa8 A first reason is 
that without it the large budget line for continuing education takes 
on an appearance of "administrative overhead which can too easily 
become a prime target for would-be budget reducers. Second, it places 
the responsibility for finding benefit in the program directly where it 
belongs-upon the shoulders of the middle-echelon line supervisors 
whose units are being charged for the system anyway. Third, it is only 
through such a system of "charge-backs" that any meaningful input/ 
output evaluations of the training subsystem can be accomplished. 
In summary, it appears that the American library community is be- 
coming increasingly aware of the need for attention to the continuing 
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education of staff and that substantial resources are being put to the 
purpose. It  is as yet, however, seldom thought of as a subsystem of 
the total library system. The possibility of coordinating all continuing 
education opportunities into a single, institution-wide training module 
is becoining increasingly attractive, and some experience exists which 
can show the way to others, although little of this experience exists in 
libraries. It  does, however, appear likely that such training subsystems 
will be much more widely in evidence in large libraries in the years 
just ahead than they are today. 
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Social Interaction Skills 
L AWR E N C E  A .  A L L E N  
A N D  
BARBARA  C ON ROY  
THIS ISSUE, by its theme and its contributors, 
strongly affirms the value of developing the human resources of the 
library organization. TVe endorse this attention to the "people" ap- 
proach. Specifically, our concern here is with the social interaction 
skills needed by those human resources for personal effectiveness 
within the library and in the relationship of the library with its client 
system, be that public, academic, or school system. 
The role we see for the library is based on the ability of that organi- 
zation, through the information and services provided by its staff, to 
support the thinkers and doers who enable our democratic society to 
define and meet its goals. Basically, this role is a linkage function. 
As libraries serve this role institutionally, librarians and library edu- 
cators are links in a more directly personal sense. Librarians are links 
in the sense of knowing and meeting the needs of their clientele 
through the resources and services of the library. Library educators 
are vital links in knowing and meeting the professional demands of 
the field through a relevant curriculum of pre-service education and 
continuing educational opportunities. 
To be effective, these human links require not only knowledge and 
expertise with regard to information organization and its distribution, 
but also with regard to the social interaction skills needed in inter- 
relating with colleagues and clients and the implementation of pro- 
grams both in and outside of the library. For our use here, we regard 
social interaction as "a generic term for the exchange of meanings 
between people . . . all the various ways in which people can and do 
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express themselves in face-to-face meetings." More specifically, we 
will be speaking of such competencies as communications, collabora- 
tion in shared decision-making, and problem-solving. 
Our purpose in this article is to briefly explore the nature of the 
need for social interaction skills, how that need grows out of the 
library as a human organization, what the behavioral sciences have 
to offer to our field in the development of social interaction skills, and 
to present a sample model to illustrate the laboratory method which 
the authors feel on the basis of their experience in creating learning 
climates to be the best means for learning social interaction skills. 
Awareness of the value of social interaction skills is usually given 
explicit acknowledgement as being a common sense ingredient of good 
leaders, educators, and administrators. But too often the awareness 
that some "have it" and some do not is regarded as the end point. We 
consider this more promising as a beginning point and will go in some 
depth into ways that these skills can be developed and suggest human 
relations training methods as a means by which libraries can become 
more effective organizations. We address ourselves equally to library 
administrators, library educators, and librarians in general. 
Whether or not libraries in our organizational society are effective 
depends in large measure on their ability to function and move toward 
their goals. The effectiveness of organizations is primarily dependent 
upon their ability to integrate the talent and skills of their members 
into a team working toward viable and understood goals. Goals are 
the very raison d'&tre of the organization. Yet, Etzioni points out that 
in achieving the goals of the organization it is imperative that the 
needs of the members of the organization, as well as the clients and 
the organization itself, be satisfieda2 
Argyris extends this and warns that unless needs and goals of both 
the organization and the individual are accommodated, the institu- 
tion will begin to falter.3 Thus i t  would seem that library administra- 
tors and staffs need to address themselves to a clear understanding of 
their goals as an institution and direct their attention to the goals of 
the individuals who are members of that organization as well as to 
those who are its clients. Library literature, insofar as it is representa- 
tive of the field, indicates that neither the goals of individuals nor 
those of libraries as institutions are very clearly articulated or com- 
monly understood. 
Several recent studies have pointed to the need of all levels of service 
in the library for sound social interaction skills-those needed in ad- 
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ministration and supervisory responsibilities, those needed in work 
groups, and those needed in serving present clients and in reaching 
out to broader clientele. Judging from these expressed needs, the de- 
velopment of these skills has apparently not been found to an adequate 
extent in the professional education curriculum or in staff development 
programs. Yet present trends in librarianship reveal the growing 
emergence toward participative management styles, emphasis on 
client-centered services, social consciousness and the need for ac-
countability to justify allocation of scarce (and ever scarcer) resources. 
These trends call for the increased ability of library staffs at  all levels 
to work together within their organizations and with their clients. This 
ability to work together effectively becomes even more crucial in the 
light of the ever increasing pressures for change in our institutions and 
our society. 
"Although a number of popular articles have discussed human re- 
lationships in libraries, there have been few basic studies." McCoy's 
comment in 1953 seems equally true today. But that should not be a 
limiting factor, for the literature of applied behavioral sciences is rich 
with research, analysis, and even handbooks for building social inter- 
action skills. Lopez and Rubacher point out that "Quick to adapt and 
adopt the advances of relevant technologies to Technical Services, 
librarians have been slightly less receptive to the advances made in the 
behavioral sciences. Such 'selectivity' can only be, in time, detrimental 
to the professional growth of the librarian, the library as an institution 
and to the patrons, for whom it exists." 
Surace is more specific as she foresees that libraries will be organized 
differently in the not-too-distant future. Signs of this are now being 
reported in the library literature on administration. She notes that 
"one of the reasons will be the continuing influence and application 
of the behavioral science methods and techniques in management-a 
human relations approach that clearly places the emphasis on human 
understanding, group organization, the responsibility of management 
to the worker, and fluid, task-oriented organizational structures." 
As librarians we must be  aware of our own responsibilities in this 
area, and not simply to hand over the responsibility to the "experts" 
as we seem to have done too often in the case of adopting modern 
computer processes in libraries. Gomersall says, "The manager should 
look to behavioral scientists not to solve his problems, but only to pro- 
vide needed information about them. To ask the scientists to do more 
robs the manager of his charter . . . the behavioral scientist is operating 
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within his proper realm of responsibility if he serves as a change agent 
by assisting managers in planning the application of theories and 
principles and by giving visibility to their achievements." 
Librarians in the field express their great need for more ability and 
knowledge in management skills and interpersonal relationships. The 
need for these skills in working with colleagues and clients is often 
greater than the need for those technical skills directly related to the 
processing of information. Thus it becomes essential that we, as li- 
brarians, look to resources beyond our own professional literature and 
research. Reluctance on the part of the library world to look to other 
disciplines for information and knowledge that could be utilized in 
the field of librarianship might prove fatal as well as foolhardy. 
Sound research developed in the behavioral sciences has significant 
implications, for libraries and library systems are complex organiza- 
tions working to serve a complex and changing society. Lippitt docu-
ments how management in all fields is turning increasingly to the be- 
havioral sciences to discover a deeper understanding of the human 
element within the increasingly complex organizations with which our 
society operates. This is also true of the service professions-health, 
education, social welfare, etc. Each of these fields is coming more and 
more not only to rely on the literature and research of the applied 
behavioral science field, but also to increasingly generate its own pro- 
fessionally oriented findings using concepts and methods now available 
from the behavioral sciences. Librarians need to use the behavioral 
scientists as they themselves seek to be used by their clients-as re-
sources in their own problem-solving processes. 
Although it may be stating the obvious, organizations are made up 
of people-not people in isolation from each other, but rather, people 
in groups. Social interaction occurs in several dimensions-two people 
interacting with each other, group members interacting within their 
group, groups interacting with other groups and with the total organi- 
zation including all its members and groups. The total organization is 
made up of many diverse groups which result in a complex mosaic of 
intergroup relationships. Social interaction skills are necessary in each 
of these dimensions. 
Homans9 points out that the relationship between one individual 
and another represents man's most natural attempt at socialization. 
This one-to-one relationship is inevitable and necessary in any organi- 
zation. A great deal of what is accomplished depends in large measure 
on the mutual effect each has on the other in the relationship. This is 
true in staff relationships, in librarian-client relationships, and in 
faculty-student contacts. 
One-to-one relationships are perhaps most frequent in most library 
organizations. However, much of the direction and work of any 
organization is done in groups. Studies of how a group behaves in 
terms of its leadership, goals, communications, and memberships have 
developed a substantial fund of knowledge in applied behavioral 
science for individual and organizational behavior.1° 
In addition to the one-to-one and within-group relationships, the 
behavioral sciences have recently begun research in the group-to- 
group relationship. I t  is here that much of the organization's decision- 
making and social interaction skills become so significant. Two promi- 
nent contributors in the area of groups working with groups are Chris 
Argyris l1 and Warren Bennis l2 who employ research in group con- 
cepts to bring about planned change in organizations. 
Since human relations training methods have been shown to be the 
most effective method of really learning about human relations and 
since they are not widely used in library education, we would like to 
make clear what we mean by human relations training, specfically, 
laboratory education. 
"Human relations research and training is very much interested in 
studying the processes of social influence and in helping individuals 
use such knowledge in building fuller and richer lives for themselves 
and their associates. I t  is equally interested in helping people develop 
skills in building more effective groups and organizations." l3 If human 
relations training is directed solely at personal growth objectives, it is 
not justifiably the responsibility of the organization to provide it. How- 
ever, when organizational objectives as well as personal objectives are 
tied together, it is justifiable for both the commitment of the indi- 
vidual and the organization. In connecting these two aims-personal 
and organizational-human relations training becomes most real for 
the individual lives within the organizational structure, and the organi- 
zational structure consists of individuals. To divorce the two is un- 
realistic and non-productive. Human relations training achieves most 
of its objectives best when it deliberately and carefully integrates 
organizational tasks and goals with individual tasks and goals. Our 
most successful workshops and institute programs over the past two 
years have shown the most definite impact where these two realms 
are brought together in design, programming, implementation and 
evaluation. 
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The most productive method for human relations training has been 
shown to be laboratory education. Laboratory education, very simply, 
is experiential learning. It is based on the adage that experience is the 
best teacher-learning by doing, in other words. Knowledge and skill 
in human relations become real and significant, not through lectures 
and books, though those might help, but through direct observation 
and participation in actual events. In laboratory training some of the 
learning comes from the educator, but most comes from the interaction 
of members. Thus direct laboratory learning enhances a person's ability 
and skill in working with others and includes a sharpening of the per- 
spective on his "growing edges" where he needs to find alternative 
modes of behavior which will enable him to more effectively fulfil1 
his objectives in working with others. It is learning which occurs 
through a process of interacting with others who are directly seen and 
related to by the person. 
Relationships are always present, so learning about human relations 
is a lifelong process. Laboratory learning is designed to help each indi- 
vidual recognize his own potential and to increase his ability to work 
more effectively with others in a variety of situations-not only im- 
mediately but as a continuously renewing experience. It relies on the 
most effective learning environment-one which encourages free ex- 
pression of thoughts, ideas and feelings and which contributes to 
understanding, insights and skills of individuals, groups and, ultimately, 
the organization.14 Programs involving laboratory training, as any other 
staff development programs, must address directly the specific purposes 
and needs of the organization as well as the individuals in the pro- 
gram. Schein and Bennis affirm that, in their opinion, "laboratory train- 
ing has come along at just that point in time when these twin needs 
of interpersonal competence of the individual and development of 
organizational effectiveness are at their peak. Not that laboratory train- 
ing is itself capable of solving these problems; but it is one tangible 
and vital method which can be applied to examining and diagnosing 
them." l5 
More specifically, the National Training Laboratories l6 pinpoints 
the learning objectives and outcomes of laboratory training as follows: 
INTERPERSONAL AND 
SELF GROUP RELATIONS ORGANIZATION 
Own feelings and Establishing meaning- Understanding 
motivations ful interpersonal organizational 
relationships complexities 
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Correctly perceiving Finding a satis- Developing and 
effects of behavior fying place in the inventing appro- 
on others group priate new patterns 
and procedures 
Correctly under- Understanding dynamic Helping to diagnose 
standing effect of complexities in group and solve problems 
others' behavior on behavior between units of 
self the organization 
Hearing others and Developing diagnostic Working as a member 
accepting helpful skills to understand and as a leader 
criticism group problems and 
processes 
Appropriately inter- 	 Acquiring skills of 
acting with others 	 helping the group on 





The aim in designing learning experiences is to apply those methods 
that best accomplish the goals of the program. Typical methods drawn 
from various sources and used in laboratory education usually in- 
volve the following: 
1) face-to-face grouping in some form of structured or unstructured 
group depending upon the goal to be achieved; 
2) planned activities involving interaction between individuals and 
groups; 
3)  	a systematic means of providing frequent "feedback" and analysis 
of information regarding what happened in the "here and now" 
and with what effect; 
4 )  a continuous means of evaluating the needs of the participants 
and a means of adjusting the program to meet those needs; and 
5 )  attempts to make generalizations and apply what is being learned 
to the 'lack-home" situation. 
As Knowles points out, this method of human relations training 
is the most effective approach to the learning of adults. Both profes- 
sional and continuing education concern themselves with the adult 
learner. Laboratory training as awareness of self and social processes 
has been with us for more than two decades. A good deal of research 
has centered on the effects of laboratory learning: there is no question 
that the approaches are diverse and that innovation continues in this 
developing methodology. However, the common goal of training staff 
and participants is to promote more effective action as individuals, in 
groups and in organizations. 
Social Interaction Skills 
Perhaps the most frequently asked question is "What are the lasting 
effects of laboratory education upon individual performance and 
interaction in the work setting?" Boyd and Ellis Is in their study report 
that not only are there more frequent changes of action but also more 
varieties of action on the part of the participants in laboratory learning 
after they have returned home. These findings are corroborated by 
Miles l9 in his experimental study concluding that laboratory partici- 
pants were seen to have changed much more significantly than the 
control subjects in perception by self and by others in a predicted 
direction. 
In two articles, Bunker 20 comes to somewhat the same conclusions 
but perhaps a bit more tentatively. He feels that although we have 
evidence that new perceptions and behavioral capacities gained 
through lab learning can be translated into adaptive behavior changes 
in the participant's home setting, it cannot be said that all persons 
learn in a laboratory or that more change, individual change, takes 
place in a laboratory setting. Participants are seen by co-workers as 
having increased significantly in cognitive openness, behavioral skills 
and understanding of social processes. Schutz and Allen 21 concluded 
that after a period of six months participants changed in a positive 
direction with respect to the participant's self-concepts and behavior 
and feelings toward other people, as well as behavior of others toward 
the participant. 
How does one go about developing more effective social interaction 
skills, or attempting to teach them to others? One of the ways it is not 
done is through the usual formal classroom technique. This is given 
eloquent testimony by McGregor who speaks about the crucial im- 
portance of these skills for effective managerial problem-solving and 
who notes that the relatively small amount of research evidence avail- 
able indicates two things : 
1) effective learning in this field requires the solution of some 
exceedingly complex problems, and 
2)  lasting changes in behavior as a result of conventional classroom 
methods are quite ~nlikely.~2 
He goes on to point out that most of us have been barraged by in- 
spirational lectures at conferences on human relations which give some 
new words and rationalizations that tend to defend or protect our 
present behavior rather than change it to become more effective. In 
McGregor's opinion there are two current educational methods which 
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appear to bring about significant improvement in the skills of social 
interaction-one of these is psychotherapy which is not only expensive 
but time-consuming and "the other method is a form of 'laboratory' 
training developed during the last dozen years."23 He points out, 
"One of the very real problems connected with this highly unconven- 
tional approach to education in the skills of social interaction is the 
difficulty which participants have in communicating meaningfully 
about the experience after it is over. They often succeed only in making 
the program sound highly mysterious and esoteric." 2' 
Since we agree with the behavioral scientists that lab learning is 
the best means of achieving the development of social interaction skills, 
we have sketched a sample model employing this method to develop 
the skill of co-operative work relationships. Employing the method of 
laboratory education, this model has been designed as a practical 
sample of ways professional librarians and library educators might 
implement a program to develop the skills of social interaction. 
Agreeing with Argyris that "the important human relationships are 
not only those related to achieving the organization's objectives but 
those related to maintaining the organization's internal system and 
adapting to the environment, as well," 2 j  we present on the following 
pages a model which seeks to fulfill three purposes simultaneously: 
1) build interpersonal competencies and social interaction skills in 
individual staff members; 
2)  strengthen the ability of the staff to work effectively as a col- 
laborative team on organizational problems; and 
3) initiate the managerial mode of democratic decision-making and 
provide a base for its continuation. 
The primary purpose of the model is the development of effective 
working relationships among organizational members. "Team building" 
is rapidly becoming one of the most effective techniques in developing 
social interaction and individual skills which contribute to organiza- 
tional effect ivene~s.~~ 
The methodology and approach used are as important to achieve 
the intended outcomes as is the content focus suggested. The concern 
for content is not eliminated, but the coverage of that content is built 
in such a way as to allow nlaximuin participant interaction since the 
primary goal is the development of effective relationships among 
organization members. 
The process of building soc i~l  interaction skills is most usefully 
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accomplished in the organization if they are developed simultaneously 
with other organizational activities. For instance, task groups (i.e., 
committees, departmental staffs, task forces) meeting their assigned 
responsibilities more effectively is a prime objective for training pro- 
cedures. Yet interaction skills such as the processes of communications, 
the helping relationship and group dynamics can be achieved at the 
same time and support, without impairing, the basic aim of the train- 
ing. The effective working relationship built by the team members 
can then be used for other tasks, and its members may be dispersed 
through the organization as an aid in facilitating other groups. 
Team building is a deliberate effort to provide structures that enable 
a work or task team to "experience the unique and indispensable part 
each plays in accomplishing the common task." 27 Its success depends 
on the real possibility of full, individual participation in designating 
responsibility and making consensual decisions. Each member speaks 
for himself through a process of mutual, open sharing, each acting and 
feeling shared responsibility for each other member and the group as 
a whole. The ideas and feelings of others on the team are heard and 
responded to. 
"The fundamental building block of an organization is the team. 
Any given organization team is composed of those who work together 
to discharge that part of the total organization's work for which they 
share responsibility. Such teams have the basic elements of all 
groups."28 Basic guidelines for a group engaged in team building 
consist of the following: a setting and climate lvllich facilitates com- 
munication, shared decisions made about group time and agenda, and 
shared responsibility for carrying out that agenda. The basic method 
is to plan and accomplish something together as a team, and then, 
continuing as a team, to discuss what happened and what was learned 
from what happened. 
All direct team building activities stem from the development of 
team objectives. This fundamental function facilitates the team build- 
ing process by engaging the team in the meaningful task of building 
its objectives-the essence of the laboratory method. Specific struc- 
tured activities enable this to happen. Activities would vary in accord 
with the nature and purpose of the group. Single suggestions are 
made as examples in three different situations-groups with assigned 
responsibility, self-directed groups with old and new members, and a 
self-directed new group. These show a sampling of the range of team 
building possibilities on a staff. 
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For a group with assigned responsibility, an important part of team 
building is the opportunity for all members to reach agreement about 
the way in which those members with spec& responsibilities carry 
them out. The individual (or individuals) with assigned responsibility 
clarifies in writing how he sees his responsibility and what he would 
like to do to carry it out. The group is then divided into smaller groups 
and they discuss what they would like him to do to fulfill his responsi- 
bility as they see it. These "mirror views" of role and responsibilities 
are then shared in a discussion exploring and resolving the areas of 
agreement and differences, concluding with a clear cut agreement 
between the group and the responsible individual about the most 
effective way they see to accomplish the assigned group task. 
In a self-directed group, without a specific assignment, initial objec- 
tives must be set jointly. If the group combines both old and new 
members, the initial task could be to evolve, through working in 
dyads which pair old members together and new members together, 
what they feel to be the most important objectives of the team. These 
results are then shared and discussed by the total group to explore 
the perceptual differences and evolve the objectives for the total 
group. 
A design for groups that know each other and have worked together 
before uses a basic triad structure. In each triad, two members tell 
the third what they think he believes is the most important objective 
of the group. H e  then clarifies his view of the group's objective. Each 
triad shares its agreed perceptions in discussion with the total group. 
This discussion considers what objectives appear most often and 
evolves which objectives are shared by the group. 
Each of these designed structures provides the group with a primary 
task function of any group-the establishment of clearly understood 
objectives to guide its work, and the primary process function of any 
group-learning how to work effectively together in their interaction. 
"Observations of its own group process and a diagnosis of its own 
effectiveness are . . . interwoven with the actual problem oriented 
work to facilitate learning about itself and how it can become more 
effective as a team." 
Initial team building efforts can be sustained and can continue to 
grow and be a learning experience if, at the end of each meeting the 
group looks at each team meeting evaluatively, identifying the feelings 
of members and the strengths and weaknesses of it and reflects on 
how the next meeting can be more effective. "A focus for looking at 
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their own group may be introduced in a variety of ways. One of the 
commonest is simply to ask the group, after a number of sessions, how 
they feel about their own progress as a group and what suggestions 
they might have for proceeding more effectively . . . . Most groups find 
a discussion of their own process fascinating and pursue it with vigor 
once the door is opened to this possibility." 30 
Models for developing social interaction skills lend themselves to 
use in a staff development program in a library, in formal library 
school courses or in continuing education opportunities offered by 
professional organizations and state agencies. We express a word of 
caution, however. Whether the models are used in an orientation, in- 
service, on-the-job training program, or a combination of these, or as 
a means of looking at the whole system, one should not attempt to 
implement them without some consultative help from people who 
have experience in the laboratory method. We underscore this caution 
to prevent any possible misapplication of the method and consequent 
deleterious results. 
In the final analysis what we have been really talking about is 
change and people. Within every organization the greatest resource, 
we feel, is its people. Consequently, it would follow that the develop- 
ment of this "people" resource would result in more effective organiza- 
tions. The development of interpersonal relationships in the form of 
social interaction skills is something that can be done and done now. 
We do not have to wait for huge money resources to do it. The re- 
search mentioned and our own experiences show it can be done effec- 
tively by what is suggested here. Most importantly, we stress that 
social interaction skills are best learned not by "manipulating" people 
and "teaching" them something, but rather it is more effective-and 
ethical we believe-to manipulate situations by creating environments 
wherein people "learn" at their own rate according to their own needs 
and learning style. 
The best means of developing these social skills is by the laboratory 
method. The classroom and formal lecture-type methods alone have 
not been able to develop these important skills. By means of laboratory 
learning we should be able to develop librarians in both pre-service 
and inservice education who will become more effective in achieving 
the service-oriented goals of the library. We have presented a model 
based upon the laboratory method and principles of adult learning 
and programming in the hope that they will stimulate action programs 
to implement the development of social interaction skills. A word of 
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caution was introduced not to implement these programs without some 
form of consulting help froin people experienced in the laboratory 
method. 
As we began so we conclude-our concern is with the people within 
organizations and their development. We believe that as social inter- 
action skills can be developed within the individual, his knowledge, 
skill and insight into group and intergroup behavior will be increased. 
This organization, in this case the library, can thus become a more 
effective social institution, As librarians we function within an organ- 
izational structure wherein there exists an ongoing social process with 
our colleagues and clients. To be more effective we need to develop 
our human skills in order to better understand ourselves, others, and 
our organizations. 
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A CONTINUING EDUCATION and personnel de-
velopment program set up to accomplish a number of specsc objec- 
tives is composed of many elements. For such a development program 
to be maximally effective, all these elements must be integrated into a 
system designed to accomplish the objectives within a cost effective 
framework. Various principles and techniques of learning must be 
applied in the development of the system. 
The principal objective is to design a model for use by librarians 
in analyzing and defining the basic problems and in developing the 
framework for a program of continuing education or personnel de- 
velopment which will facilitate the application of management tech- 
niques. The model should be flexible so that it can be implemented in 
any size or type of library or library system or in a group of cooperat- 
ing libraries. Therefore, provision should be made for the combination 
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of elements in a rational way to make up a complete system which 
would not only be affected by internal factors, but also by elements 
outside the specific program developed, such as the attitude and moti- 
vation of those participating in the programs, the climate of the library 
or library system in which the program takes place, and the attitude 
of the administration of the given system toward continuing education 
and staff development. 
The model should provide for an overall framework adaptable to 
any library. It should identify the major elements of the system which 
would: 1) include constraints that must limit the choices of the system 
designer, such as the ~olicies and attitudes of top management toward 
continuing education and a personnel development program, the 
nature of related systems in the library, cost ceilings, personnel ceil- 
ings, and facilities restrictions; 2) include the identification of staff 
development needs within the library system and the determination of 
priority needs; 3)  include the determination of behavioral objectives 
for each part of the program and the sequencing of these objectives; 
4)  include the development of program elements which would meet 
the behavioral objectives and develop strategies best calculated to 
implement the objectives and provide methods for adjusting to indi- 
vidual differences; 5) provide selection policies for programs estab- 
lished; 6) suggest areas of decision necessary in order to determine 
the feasibility of a given program at the local level; 7) detail the steps 
necessary to successfully implement a given program; and 8) provide 
for methods of quality control and evaluation, including a method of 
feedback of results of the program to the system designer and man- 
ager, procedures for taking appropriate action on the results, and 
provision for obtaining supervisory support for a given program. 
The program model which has been developed is shown in a flow 
chart arrangement as a part of this article. (See figure 1.) It is a 
comparatively simple flow chart, but even in its simplicity, some 
explanation is required before it can be implemented. 
Basic to the institution of a personnel development program is an 
analysis and identification of the basic problems facing the library and 
its community. The library's community should be considered as its 
personnel (including administrators), its users, and the individuals 
entitled to its services who are neither personnel nor users. The basic 
problems to be analyzed must be defined with personnel, users, and 
the participating community whenever possible. It is quite possible 
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that non-users can identify appropriate problems to be analyzed and 
defined more effectively than either users or staff. 
Once the problems are analyzed and defined, the library must be 
capable of organizing to solve or alleviate problems through staff 
development programs. This could involve training the staff to respond 
to currently unmet needs such as programs for the disadvantaged or 
liandicapped, and developing the staff to accept respo~lsibility to 
participate in management or to train individuals for more responsible 
positions within thc organization or within the profession. In order 
to organize, it is necessary to obtain approval to assign personnel for 
planning the program and to allocate time for planning. The planning 
need not involve a forty-hour week for several staff members for a 
period of months, but, depending upon the complexity of the problem 
and the number of people to be involved, it can be conducted in a 
comparatively short period of time with participation by a limited 
number of individuals. 
The individuals assigned to planning should be active participants 
in gathering all the relevant data and in validating it in relation to the 
proposed program. Data and background information should be col- 
lected from illany sources-reports and other documents, statistics, per- 
sonal intervie\vs, and reactions of individual staff members, users or 
other members of the community. 
Once the data have been collected and validated, the data need to 
be analyzed in relation to the total program of the library. For example, 
if it were decided that the library needed to provide services to a 
currently unserved segment of the community, all the information 
applicable to this segment of the community would be collected and 
validated. Once the validation was completed, the information would 
be analyzed and related to other appropriate activities within the 
library and the total community. I t  is most important that the staff 
actively participate in this phase of the planning because they will be 
involved in the total service program and concerned with the develop- 
ment of the individual staff members as well as the service program of 
the library. 
Because most libraries ~7ill  find that a number of programs will be 
identified as a result of the analysis of data, the needs must be ranked. 
NO single institution or group of institutions can be expected to meet 
all the needs identified in a comparatively short period of time. The 
ranking of needs cannot be an arbitrary measure but must be a result 
of a consensus of those participating in the planning process. This can 
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be done at a meeting of all participants where a list of needs is pre- 
sented for them to discuss. If no choice is immediately obvious then 
a simple selection process can be set up with everyone having a certain 
number of points to be assigned to a single item, or to be split among 
the group of items in order to produce a ranked order. 
Although this appears to be a long process, it should be understood 
that many of these activities can be completed in a very limited time 
period. They all have been detailed in this presentation in order to 
provide a guide for those organizing staff development programs for 
the first time or for institutions which have not been receptive to 
such programs. Some of these tasks will be completed without ever 
being formalized, but they are identified in the flow chart in order 
to insure a continuity in the development process. 
Once the program to be implemented has been selected the program 
must be organized, but only after support and personnel have been 
assigned for this activity. The program will need to be formulated in 
a way that will insure maximum participation of the staff. The steps 
to be followed in formulating the program will differ depending upon 
the program itself. For example, in the case of a development program 
for service to an unserved segment of the community, the program 
should allow for participation by representatives of the community as 
well as other agencies which actively serve the community. In a pro- 
gram to involve staff in the application of new technology perhaps 
the key participants should be representatives of the commercial firm 
supplying the computers and those at the library responsible for imple- 
menting the computer technology within the operating system. 
Each library implementing a staff development program will have 
to identify the actions to be taken for a successful program. We believe 
that the model program and these brief comments are sufficient for 
the individual librarian to begin implementing his own staff develop- 
ment program. 
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Guidelines to the Development of Human 
Resources in Libraries: Rationale, Policies, 
Programs and Recommnendations 
Guidelines Subcommittee of the Staff Development Committee, 

Personnel Administration Section, Library Administration Division, 

American Library Association 

IN  R E C E N T  Y E A R S  there has been a considerable 
increase in the attention given to personnel development in libraries. 
However, it is apparent from research-based studies in librarianship,' 
and from listening to librarians as they talk about their jobs-in daily 
conversation, in meetings, in the current literature 2-that there are 
still many roadblocks which prevent the release of the human potential 
that exists within our libraries today. These guidelines take the posi- 
tion that a great deal can be done in the work situation toward diag- 
nosing and removing these roadblocks by establishing and developing 
meaningful personnel development policies and programs. The need 
for such assistance-for guidelines-is implicit in the ALA Activities 
Committee on New Directions for ALA and Subcommittee Reports' 
demand to "develop and publish new personnel guides and tools which 
will assist library administrators in establishing better policies and 
procedures." 
Members of the Subcommittee of the Staff Development Committee who pro- 
duced the guidelines are: Elizabeth W. Stone, Associate Professor, Department 
of Library Science, The Catholic University of America, Washington, D.C., 
(Chairman of the Subcommittee); Dale B. Canelas, Budget and Planning Officer, 
Northwestern University Library, Evanston, Illinois; Barbara Conroy, Director, 
Washington Seminar: Library Career Development, The Catholic University of 
America, Washington, D.C.; Frederick Duda, Assistant Director of Libraries for 
Administrative Services, Columbia University Libraries, New York; Y. T. Feng, 
Assistant Director for Research Library Services, Boston Public Library, Boston, 
Massachusetts; Karen Nelson, Assistant University Librarian for Personnel, Harv- 
ard University Library, Cambridge, Massachusetts; Christina Carr Young, Li- 
brarian, Washington, D.C. Public Schools, Washington, D.C. 
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I t  is hoped that, taken as a whole, these guidelines will stimulate 
responsible librarians to match their concern for staff development 
with meaningful action directed to that end. 
RATIONALE AND SCOPE 
Personnel development, which is used synonymously with staff de- 
velopment, as presented here is more than development programs and 
activities. That is not to say that courses, orientation programs, insti- 
tutes, and inselvice programs are not important, but rather to empha- 
size that, in themselves, they do not constitute the total means for the 
development of a library's human resources. Personnel development is 
fully possible only in an environment which not only permits, but 
actively encourages individuals to develop their potential. 
These guidelines present some of the conditions that research in 
the behavioral sciences seems to indicate are necessary in an organiza- 
tion for the optimum effectiveness and growth of its human resources. 
Some ways in which managers may facilitate the implementation of 
these conditions are suggested. Because comparatively little research 
has been done that has specifically applied to libraries, many of the 
references are from other disciplines. One of the major findings 
emanating from behavioral science research has been the universality 
of those elements which apply to the development of human resources 
in any type of organization. Therefore, it is assumed, as Joeckel was 
advocating in 1940, Martin in 1945, Wasserman ti in 1958, Stone in 
1967, Harlow in 1969, and DeProspo and Huang in 1969, that these 
elements are generally applicable to the library organization. 
Definitions overlap in this field. As a result there is a lack of clear 
distinction between continuing education, personnel (or  staff) develop- 
ment, and training. In these guidelines, continuing education is con- 
ceived as being a lifelong process through which individuals maintain 
themselves as competent people and grow to meet the challenges of 
change. Asheim has suggested that perhaps it would be better if 
the operative word were "continuation education," implying that "it 
comes after or over and above . . . the fonnal period of schooling which 
has terminated when one has achieved the basic, the first entrance 
qualification, to his present occupation or profession." 
Staff or personnel development more narrowly restricts those compe- 
tencies to being job-related, yet broadly defines that term beyond only 
knowledge and skills to include attitudes and behavior which thus 
involve the total person as a worker and member of a library organiza- 
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tion. Training is viewed here as a means of personnel development, 
referring more directly to methodology. In the words of Scott, "The 
immediate goals of training aim at improving individual job effective- 
ness and the climate of interpersonal relations in organization. By 
necessity, training must be oriented toward organizational objec-
tives." l1 
For libraries to strive effectively toward their goals as viable organ- 
izations in a changing culture, it becomes important to view personnel 
developnlent with an "asset management approach," which is con-
cerned with the best allocations of resources.12 The overriding impor- 
tance of developing human resources in an organization has been 
forcefully stated by Likert: "Every aspect of a firm's activities is de- 
termined by the competence, motivation, and general effectiveness of 
its human organization. Of all the tasks of management, managing 
the human component is the central and most important task, because 
all else depends upon how well it is done." l3 
Two attitudes toward personnel development in libraries point to 
the need for these guidelines. One attitude is revealed by those librari- 
ans who have shown a concern for the development of human 
resources, but have considered it, as defined by McGregor,14 as a pro- 
duction problem-if enough inservice training programs are manu- 
factured and enough employees are directed to take them, staff 
development will autonlatically follow. A second attitude is evidenced 
by those who have been unsure or unaware of the values of staff 
development and are reluctant to make a full coillmitment to it. The 
second attitude is shown, for example, by supervisors who have been 
either apathetic or antipathetic toward continuing educational oppor- 
tunities for their staff.15 This paper hopes to offer concrete guidelines 
for the first instance and a new perspective for consideration in the 
second instance. 
One of the pressures which intensifies the need for personnel de- 
velopment in libraries is the influence of modern management concepts 
which have tried to adapt to such contemporary realities as those 
summarized by Bennis in a recent article: "1) rapid and unexpected 
change; 2 )  growth in size beyond what is necessary for the work 
being done . . .; 3)  complexity of modern technology, in which inte- 
gration between activities and persons of very diverse, highly special- 
ized competence is required; 4 )  a change in managerial values toward 
more humanistic democratic practices." l6 This last factor has largely 
developed out of basic research in the behavioral sciences and 
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has sought to understand the behavior of people as workers and 
members of organizations. This has resulted in a trend toward partici- 
pative management. According to contemporary behavioral scientists 
such as Likert,l% participatory management is the most effective man- 
agement pattern for achieving organizational goals. From the point at 
which classical organizational theories view individuals in the or-
ganization merely as passive components of the system, participative 
management moves to a new stance of active involvei~lent of employ- 
ees in formulating and achieving organizational goals. A recent study 
by Marchant l8 found that libraries in general still tend toward the 
former, traditional attitude. 
Democratic leadership involves shared decision-making. There are 
various degrees of this kind of participation. In one library it might 
take the form of allowing employees to share in all decisions which 
affect them directly. In another, participation might apply to sharing 
in the decisions relating to the alternatives open for the accomplish- 
ment of the objectives set. The report of Cornell's Committee on 
Continuing Educatioll and Professional Growth in University Libraries 
reveals how vitally continuing education and staff development are 
linked with participation in decision-making by stating: "it appears 
that education without responsibility for decisions is hopelessly 
abstract, while decision-making without continuing education is in- 
evitably inadequately informed." l9 
Democratic leadership involves more than just participation in 
decision-making. I t  also implies a "climate" in which employees have a 
chance to grow and develop, where supervisors are concerned about 
the development of those they supervise, where employee attitudes 
and involvement are solicited and respected. Thus, democratic leader- 
ship calls for a "state of m i n d  in which the management is committed 
to the recognition of the dignity of employees as men and women 
and not merely as factors contributing to the efficiency of the library. 
Scott 20 states that the realization of greater personal potential stems 
only from an organizational atmosphere which allows its participants 
freedom to decide and to act. If not allowed and encouraged, the 
organization as well as the individual suffers. 
The constant need for change is another pressure which intensifies 
the need for personnel development. The role of the library in its 
changing culture seems to be an issue everywhere. Evidences of cul- 
tural change alter the missions and goals of the library, modify its 
priorities, and call for change within the library to meet the challenges 
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and needs of the society. Social factors, as the study "Social Change 
and the Library: 1945-1980" has pointed out, are redefining the 
responsibilities of libraries and shaping the future in which they will 
operate. Among the widely varied channels of communication needed 
to keep this "complex, highly integrated, and powerful society going 
. . . libraries have a special role as the only medium giving its user a 
wide freedom of personal choice and an opportunity to inform himself 
in depth by the use of a wide variety of material^."^^ Further, "the 
events of the next decade may indeed sweep libraries into positions of 
unprecedented importance, or they could be bypassed and superceded 
by other agencies and devices that can serve the public more effec- 
tively. . . . If we are to survive as a free society, albeit overcrowded, 
tense, divided, and uncertain, people must be helped to think ration- 
ally and to maintain their perspectives. Libraries are better fitted than 
any other agency we now have to do the job." 23 
The challenges of rapid and unexpected change that libraries face 
offer a route for obsolescence or for greater realization as a functional 
part of our society-depending on the response to those challenges. 
This has a direct relation to personnel development, as pointed out by 
David Kaser, director of the Cornell University Libraries: 
Libraries are going to be able to meet the new challenge of change 
only if working personnel keep their professional "implements" 
honed to maximum working capability. Library personnel, however, 
can best accomplish this if library management makes it as desirable 
as possible for them to do so. I feel therefore that a strong and co- 
ordinated program of continuing education and professional growth 
is in our best interests, both individually and collectively, and that 
it is incumbent upon the library administration to do all it can to 
foster one.24 
Scott 23 maintains that those interested in planned organizational 
change have found that they can have the greatest impact on an 
organization through personnel development. Other reasons often 
used to justify staff development efforts include: increased job compe- 
tence, improved interpersonal competencies, improved understanding 
and methods of conflict resolution between and within groups to re- 
duce tension, development of more effective team management, at-
titude and value change to encourage creativity and innovation in 
problem-solving, and creation of an open organic system as the base 
of operation.26 
Before proceeding to the section on the human resources approach 
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in action, another concept must be presented-the importance of a 
systems approach to library personnel development. "Systems ap-
proach as used in this paper, is viewing the library organization as an 
orderly whole, of perceiving clearly the interrelationships of all the 
parts of the library to each other as well as to the whole library 
structure. 
As a basis for our discussion, a concise definition of a system as given 
by Knezevich is presented: 
A system can be defined simply as any collection of persons with 
a plan, and a goal. The various elements within it are ordered and 
arranged to accomplish a stated mission in a particular 1t7ay. . . . A 
system may be pictured as a device for converting inputs (such as 
manpower, machine power, space and money) into desired outputs. 
All this is done according to a plan and any constraints that apply 
must be spelled out. Components within a system are interactive 
and interdependent. 
Stated another may, every system has boundaries. There is an en- 
vironment that surrounds it--a kind of skin that separates the unique 
entity called a system from factors outside it. If there is interplay 
between factors within and those outside the system, it is called an 
open system. If there is no interchange . . . it is called a closed 
system. Closed syste~ns are unstable in the long run, for they lack the 
mechanism to sense changes in the surrounding environment which 
have implications for the effectiveness of internal operation^.^^ 
The systems approach consists of several components or subsets: 
analysis, design, operations, and evaluation. For our purposes, "systems 
analysis" is conceived as only one dimension-one part-of the total 
approach and thus has a restricted meaning. Systems analysis bears a 
close relationship to operational analysis and generally involves a 
quantitative oriented study of a system, and is not within the scope 
of this paper. 
The systems approach in terms of staff development needs to be 
applied fully with regard to: 1) the relationship between the system 
of management of a libraiy and the content of the development pro- 
grams, 2 )  the internal consistency of the content of management de- 
velopment courses,28 and 3)  the congruence of the methods used in 
the programs with the management approach of the library. Many 
problems and frustrations arise when the philosophy used in the area 
of staff development is incongruent with other components of the li- 
brary's management system. For example, in a library in which the 
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structures and procedures are based on an authoritative style of man- 
agement, a personnel development program based on the concepts of 
participatory management is likely to be disfunctional to both. The 
systems approach emphasizes that the goals and objectives, the organi- 
zational structure, the policies and procedures, the management ac- 
tivities, and the selection process must be compatible with training 
practices. For example, Likert warns that a system which does not 
have such total integration will fail to benefit from a training program 
which is democratic in its structure and the results may even be harm- 
f ~ 1 . ~ ~  
TO sum up, thus far we have attempted to show, using a systems 
approach, the "what" and the "why" of personnel development. Now 
we will proceed with some guidelines to present the "how." These 
guidelines, we hope, will offer individual librarians at any level in the 
organization (not only the formal library administration) the oppor- 
tunity to review and reexamine their present program, to plan for the 
future extension of their past efforts, or to initiate and develop a new 
comprehensive and interrelated (i.e., systems) approach to the de- 
velopment of human resources within the organization. Therefore, 
with the systems approach still in mind, we suggest some important 
elements for an action program within the library system related to 
personnel development. 
THE HUMAN RESOURCES APPROACH IN ACTION 
The responsibility for personnel development is shared by the in- 
dividual and by the institution. Neither of these alone can fully assure 
a staff successfully working toward established organizational goals. 
Individual responsibility is based on professional commitment and a 
belief that learning is a lifetime excitement and reward. Institutional 
responsibility is a more formalized awareness of the organizational 
need for an alive, vigorous staff malting the library capable of meeting 
changing societal needs. Fulfilling each of these responsibilities re- 
quires real conviction and commitment. 
It must be emphasized, however, that the total organizational struc- 
ture and overall management philosophy of the library as represented 
in policies, operational practices, and associated managerial pro-
cedures often affect the growth and development of the individual 
just as much, and sometimes more, than the policy statements and 
practices that deal specifically with staff development and continuing 
ed~cation.~'J statement: de-A few examples may clarify this 1) a 
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centralized organizational structure can provide an environment in 
which the individual is encouraged to take greater responsibility for 
his own behavior, thus increasing his feelings of accomplishment and 
self-assurance, in turn motivating him to take still more responsibility 
and contributing to his further growth; 31 2) a system of tight control 
often has the opposite effect as constant tight surveillance by superiors 
tends to increase staff anxiety, and employees are apt to complain of 
detailed supervision and boring work; 32 3)  since all levels of the 
staff fear performance measurements which are used in a punitive 
manner by their superiors, measurements that can be applied by the 
individual to his own performance and that can help guide group 
decisions and actions are the most acceptable and useful both to the 
individual and to the library; 33 4 )  personnel who are growing in the 
direction of specialized professional competency are as useful to the 
library as those who will become high level managers; consequently 
the rewards and punishments (both formal and informal) should be 
so designed that they will encourage both kinds of 
A key factor in personnel development is the head librarian for his 
approach affects a great many other people in the organization. There 
are many specific ways the chief administrator's leadership has an 
impact on the library's staff development program. His leadership is 
important in developing, with his employees, a clear statement of 
policy on personnel development and continuing education-a state-
ment which is known and understood throughout the organization and 
which is made realizable through supportive procedures, adequate 
financing and a positive working atmosphere. His leadership in de- 
veloping a strategy for the selection of highly motivated employees 
based on the institutional objectives to be achieved is also important. 
The responsibility for creating and maintaining a climate in which 
the full potential of all employees is recognized and used rests largely 
on the chief administrator. What creates this climate? Perhaps the most 
important factor is the application of the principle of supportive re- 
lationships-supervisors with coddence and trust in employees. "The 
leadership and other processes of the organization must be such as to 
ensure a maximum probability that in all interactions and in all rela- 
tionships within the organization, each member, in the light of his 
background, values, desires, and expectations, will view the experience 
as supportive and one which builds and maintains his sense of per- 
sonal worth and importance." 36 
The chief administrator is responsible for the nature of institutional 
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decision-making. Recent research and experience in organizational de- 
velopment indicate that leadership toward participative decision-
making is important to st& development. Participation in decision- 
making by those to be affected by the outcomes of those decisions 
either as a group or individually provides for both motivation and 
continuous learning experiences. At each level in the library's organi- 
zational hierarchy there is an opportunity for the supervisor to use his 
work group to identify problems, to cast them into opportunities for 
improvement, and to work for solutions to those problems that con- 
front them. In this way fulfillment of organizational objectives proceeds 
hand in hand with personal motivation and fulfillment of the employee 
as well as his growth in both personal and organizational terms. The 
principle of group decision-making does not take from the supervisor 
the responsibility for the quality of all decisions made by his work 
group and their implementation. Since he is accountable for the de- 
cisions and results of his work group, personnel development becomes 
an important concern to him. 
The leadership of the chief administrator is instrumental in moving 
those responsible for the library's funding to provide adequate financial 
support for personnel development and continuing education. This 
implies that all resources-those within the library itself, and those 
without (library schools, library associations, universities)-offering 
opportunities for expansion of conceptual, technical and human skills 
needed in the library are fully used. Opportunities outside the library 
offer many advantages which cannot be obtained through an in-house 
program 36-such as the opportunity to think, to do research, to ques- 
tion, to discuss job problems and situations anonymously without fear 
of jeopardy to one's job. Asheim 37 has stated that library administra- 
tors must accept responsibility for providing support and opportunities 
in the form of leaves, sabbaticals and released time for continuing 
education of their employees. For inservice programs funding should 
be sufficient so that no particular individual is deprived of its benefits. 
-
The administrator's commitment to a systems approach strongly af-
fects the quality of the library's program. The systems approach is a 
way of anticipating new environments, developing plans for coping 
with emerging expectations, and maximizing benefits from resources 
allocated for reaching various goals. Such an emphasis implies that the 
chief administrator seeks to anticipate the impact of various forces 
acting upon the library from the outside and that he uses his influence 
to prepare the staff for change. It means that he will view with a long- 
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range perspective staff needs and development, and will not be totally 
occupied with a "crisis management" approach. 
The systems oriented administrator by definition is future oriented 
and mission oriented. He  is characterized further as a strategist who 
places a premium on those executive functions related to goal 
orientation, planning and coordination. . . . The modern day ad- 
ministrator is judged no longer, as was his historical counterpart, 
by merely how well or efficiently he operates the system at present 
levels or as a maintainer of the status quo. Recognizing the dynamic 
quality of institutions in a troubled world, a key role of the ad- 
ministrator is that of a change agent. He is a prime agent for in- 
novation,38 
As a prime agent for innovation, a systems oriented administrator will 
lead in creating conditions within the library which will encourage 
and promote creativity and innovation among his staff. Such activity 
on his part was seen by participants in a recent survey as being an 
important way to encourage and motivate staff members.39 
In summary, those library administrators who provide the leadership 
essential for keeping libraries alive, vigorous, and capable of meeting 
societal needs will be aware of change, make necessary adaptations 
in the program, discard outmoded procedures, not be afraid of innova- 
tions (even when they might disturb the "status quo"), delegate au- 
thority in the development of programs, prevent the library from 
splintering through over-emphasis on some types of specialization and 
failure to keep the "whole" library and its objectives constantly in 
mind, maintain supportive relationships of confidence and trust with 
subordinates, provide subordinates with all information regarding both 
library operations and profession-wide developments that apply to 
their area of competence and specialization, and realize that programs 
and procedures do not cause staff development of themselves but that 
the staff grows within the total environment created by the adminis- 
t ra t~r .~O 
In some libraries there may be a development staff (or single per- 
son) whose primary concern is the personal growth and continuing 
education of employees. The chief role of such a staff would be con- 
tinuous strategy planning with top management. In this capacity it 
would be concerned with improving the organizational environment so 
as to provide a climate in which personal, professional, and organiza- 
tional goals could be achieved. In pursuit of this objective it would 
demonstrate to library management the effects of organization struc- 
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ture, policies and day-to-day managerial behavior on the growth, de- 
velopment and motivation of employees. 
A second important function for such a staff would be that of pro- 
viding competent counsel and help to managers who are attempting to 
fulfill their responsibilities for the development of their subordinates. 
If a development staff is competent in this, their advice will be sought. 
The emphasis here should be that such a staff would seldom be en- 
gaged in developing training courses per se but rather would help the 
managers themselves and the employees-individually or collectively- 
to find and utilize whatever means of development would best meet 
their needs and help them in their planning and implementation. 
A third but much less important function would be keeping records 
for purposes of planning, but, as McGregor 41 emphasizes, records and 
statistics are not methods for developing talent; they are means of 
keeping track of the process. An example of the type of recommenda- 
tion that such a staff might make follows. As the supervisor at each 
hierarchal level is entrusted with human assets for whose development 
he should be responsible, he should be asked to answer regularly and 
in detail questions such as these: "What are you doing to further the 
self-development of each person under your supervision? What are you 
doing to help those in your work group gain skills in group interaction 
and small group decision-making? Have you held target-setting con- 
ferences with each of your subordinates that will help him in estab- 
lishing specific targets or objectives for a limited time period?" 
Within the institution the employee's immediate supervisor is 
probably the most important iduence affecting his staff development 
and The supervisor is, in large part, responsible for the 
job environment in the work place and should assume the responsibility 
for creating a climate conducive to growth. The climate created by 
the relationship between the individual and his supervisor on a daily 
basis is far more real and tangible to employees than occasional work- 
shops or nicely printed policy statements. The day-by-day contact be- 
tween a supervisor and his work group will reinforce or modify the 
attitudes, habits, expectations, and thus, the performance, of em-
ployees, and will overshadow what they learn in other settings. This 
obligation of the supervisor to develop his work group must be given 
recognition by top management, and the supervisor must be made 
truly accountable for creating a climate conducive to growth. Unless 
the supervisor's rewards (promotion, salary increments, etc.) are 
clearly related to his perfonnance in the area of staff development, 
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supervisors will characteristically give scant attention to this function.43 
Moving from the institutional responsibility for staff development to 
that of the individual staff member, the focus is less complex but not 
less important. With the individual rests much of the initiative for 
seeking and utilizing the opportunities ofIered within the organization 
and those outside. The improvement of personal and professional 
competency requires the individual to assess his needs and to de-
termine his goals and directions as the starting point. Concurrent with 
this is the need for awareness of the issues, trends and developments 
in the field of librarianship, plus a sensitivity for the relationship of 
libraries to society, both on social and technological levels. 
Fulfillment of the individual responsibility for staff development re- 
quires levels of involvement, time and energy commensurate with the 
level of commitment and the nature of other responsibilities the indi- 
vidual feels. The individual is the only one who can decide to what 
degree and in what direction he wishes to extend himself. To make 
those decisions requires a self-awareness as well as a knowledge of 
available opportunities and a sensing of the implications such an in- 
volvement might have. The institution's role, particularly that of the 
immediate supervisor, enters here. Present and intended work situa- 
tions-their needs and potential-must be considered by the individual 
and the supervisor to assure that both individual and library goals are 
kept in sight. 
Specific routes to the individual's approach to his own continuing 
education would include: reading and writing, not only in pro-
fessional library literature, but also in general and specialized lit- 
erature; involvement in research projects; active participation in 
civic, social and professional groups; participation in formal course 
work, institutes, workshops, etc.; involvement in new and developing 
areas of the library; and working beyond the department boundaries 
in planning, task forces and study groups. Implicit in all of these sug- 
gestions is the ability of the individual to use the many opportunities 
for continuing education that present themselves daily. Also not to be 
ignored are the resources of the library collection itself-offered to 
patrons but often overlooked by those who work there. 
Thus far in this section we have considered suggestions for action 
programs related to the growth and development of employees on the 
part of the individual and on the part of the institution, including the 
effects of the library's philosophy and policies on personnel develop- 
ment, the responsibilities of the chief administrator, the responsibili- 
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ties of a development staff (if one exists), and the responsibilities of 
the immediate supervisor. Next we turn to specifics involved in effec- 
tive program planning for personnel development within the library. 
Planning for Personnel Development 
The purpose of a systematic, comprehensive program must be di- 
rected toward greater organizational effectiveness through increased 
individual competency. The time, money, and effort its initiation and 
maintenance require can only be justified by this overall objective. The 
best program is based on a long-term plan with continuity and se- 
quence, although short-term programs may be designed to meet im- 
mediate objectives within that long-term plan. 
Before a program is developed, careful decisions must be made. 
Does a training need exist-is it really a training problem? If so, what 
kinds of training content and method are needed? What results are 
expected from such a program? The following review of basic prin- 
ciples can apply to all levels of in-house programs as well as continuing 
education programs developed by library agencies and professional 
association^."^ 
1) To be accepted and effective, training must be based on valid 
present and emerging interests and needs of those for whom it 
is intended. 
2) 	The objectives, responsibilities, and expectations of individuals 
and the organization(s) involved must be clearly defined and 
understood. 
3) Training methods and media must be congruent with organiza- 
tional structure, management approach, and available resource^.^^ 
4)  All available resources-financial and human, as well as physical 
facilities-must be used to the best advantage. 
5) Planning, implementation, and evaluation must actively involve 
participants. 
6) 	The program must support the long-range goals and planning 
of the organization (its effective functioning) as well as the in- 
dividual (his continuing education). As such, it must be flexible 
and open-ended. 
7) 	The program must be evaluated in terms of its objectives-to 
what extent is it meeting the objectives set for it? Evaluation 
must be planned from the beginning. 
Since the ultimate test of a personnel development program will be 
the extent to which it brings about effective libraries providing good 
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library service, results should be expected to be revealed over a long 
period of time, rather than immediately. 
Specifically, evaluation can be in terms of the individual (compe- 
tency), the unit (organizational operation) or the training program 
(effectiveness). Evaluation must formulate criteria in relation to 
the objectives of the program at the beginning, collect data relating 
to the criteria during the program, analyze and interpret the data 
during and following segments of the program, and make modifica- 
tions indicated during and after the sequences. 
8)  	The design of the program must be based on the nature of the 
adult as a 
A. 	The adult is a self-directed human being. As such, he is cap- 
able of controlling the learning process, of self-diagnosis of 
his own needs, and of self-evaluation of progress toward his 
goals. He must WANT to learn. An informal social and psy- 
chological learning climate is the best medium for encourag- 
ing the desire to learn and for the learning process itself. 
B. 	The adult has accumulated a reservoir of experience which is 
a unique resource for learning-for himself and for others. 
This enables him to gain progressive depth of meaning from 
each new learning experience and make the best use of a 
variety of learning methods and techniques. 
C. An adult's readiness to learn is oriented to the development 
stages he is in. He will learn what he feels the need to learn. 
This timing and relevance are important, a sense of progress 
is important, and the grouping of learners must be appropri- 
ate for the kind of learning. 
D. An adult tends to be problem-solving oriented to his learning 
experiences. The organizing principle for the design of learn- 
ing experiences should be focused on problem area rather 
than subject, and emphasis should be on the practical appli- 
cation. 
Each of these factors points up the validity of actively involving the 
participant in the personnel development program-to make full use of 
resources and to assure commitment of those involved. 
9 )  	A support base must be built to assure a stable foundation. The 
elements of this support base are: established policies, budget 
allotments, structures for incorporating new resources, structures 
for a constant inventory of training needs, structures to enable 
full awareness and use of continuing education opportunities 
within and outside the organization. 
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10) The value of the program must be communicated and understood 
throughout the organization. 
Professional development and continuing education are a nationwide 
challenge which ultimately call for the best thinking and planning of 
individuals and groups. Some relevant groups are to some degree ac- 
countable for planning, implementing, and cooperating in the area of 
continuing education. These guidelines conclude with some specific 
suggestions regarding involvement of four relevant groups-state li-
brary agencies, the U.S.Office of Education, graduate library schools, 
and library associations. These recommendations represent the opin- 
ions of the committee writing the guidelines and are submitted with 
the intent that such a listing might stimulate responsible leaders in 
each of these groups to move ahead in developing continuing educa- 
tion programs uniquely adapted to the needs and resources of their 
specific groups. In addition these statements might indicate some 
prime areas for cooperative action between these groups. 
Recommendations to Relevant Groups 
The major concern of each agency responsible for library develop- 
ment at the state level is to strengthen the quality of library service. 
As such, continuing education becomes a major function of the state 
library agency. The need for continuing education for librarians is 
paramount today because of the increasing needs and demands of 
society for improved service, the need to make fuller use of the human 
resources recruited to the profession, and the development and plan- 
ning for information networks now made possible by new infonna- 
tional technology. State agencies will not fully meet their responsibility 
until they: 
1) assign individual staff member(s) major responsibility for de- 
veloping human resources in the libraries of that state, including 
conducting and reporting periodically on staff development and 
continuing education activities in the state; 
2) 	initiate, promote and implement continuing education oppor- 
tunities directly or support efforts of others doing so-opportuni- 
ties and programs which reflect the needs of library personnel in 
the area and make use of a variety of educational methods and 
resources, including the use of newer educational technology 
which is able to make those opportunities more conveniently 
available to all librarians in the state, at the time, place, and pace 
convenient to them; 
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3) 	adopt policies and operational procedures that \\ill enable key 
agency personnel to join with other agencies, associations and 
institutions as well as libraries in thinking through broad prob- 
lems and issues and developing long-range plans in advance of 
crises to solve these problems; 
4 )  	provide a clearinghouse function for program ideas, leaders, and 
facilities which can be used in planning, implementing and 
evaluating continuing education opportunities, including staff 
development efforts. (Building the knowledge and skills of the 
state library staff in reference to program planning and design, 
educational technology, evaluation methods, and criteria is neces- 
sary to directly serve the needs.); and 
5 )  	evidence concern and commitment for the continued growth and 
development of their own staff, both at the state library and in 
the field. 
Without the active support of the federal government, personnel de- 
velopn~ent and continuing education programs developed at local, 
state, and area levels, no matter how well conceived, will have little 
chance for successful impact. In supporting personnel development 
and continuing education throughout the nation the Office of Educa- 
tion should: 
1) provide national leadership in finding ways and means by which 
all librarians may have equal opportunity to continue their pro- 
fessional education so that they will be able to meet adequately 
the new demands for service that society imposes on them; 
2) 	provide national leadership in finding ways in which local in- 
adequacies in continuing education opportunities for librarians 
can be minimized or eliminated by new educational patterns 
and technology; 
3)  	plan, extend and coordinate at the national level all types of con- 
tinuing education programs, including seminars, workshops and 
institutes so that the needs of each geographical area are ade- 
quately met; emphasis in long-range planning should be based 
on two criteria-need and cooperation with all relevant 
agenciesj7 
4 )  	sponsor major research programs that would develop empirically 
validated curricula for persons for new and emerging roles in li- 
brarianship, employing wherever possible individualized and 
multi-media approaches to learning; 48  
5 )  	call working conferences to identify the skills, knowledge and 
insights needed in areas where new approaches to the dissemina- 
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tion of knowledge demand new skills from personnel, such as the 
development of networks; 
6 )  provide leadership and long-range planning in training and re- 
training personnel in the concepts of networks; and 
7)  	provide research effort which will continually evaluate the ener- 
gies and resources that the Office of Education has expended in 
the realm of continuing education. 
The library school, in order to contribute fully to the development 
of the profession, must not limit its program to pre-service education. 
The many expert resources in a library school should lend themselves 
also to continuing education for the librarian. The perspective as well 
as the professional expertise and responsibility of the library school are 
unique. Research efforts can be used to supplement curriculum op- 
portunities. The professional commitment of library schools can be 
given tangible form through: 
1) support for the development of post-M.L.S. level continuing edu- 
cation opportunities (courses, workshops, institutes, packaged 
courses, etc.) which make maximal use of the new media and 
technologies (cassettes, electronic video recording, talk-back 
television, closed-circuit television, etc.); 
2)  	constant assessment of the relevance of course work to the actual 
needs of practicing librarians based on continuing research to 
identify those needs; 
3) 	initiation and implementation of policies to make wide use of all 
available resources for use in continuing education; 
4 )  	developing skills in faculty to enable the school to provide "con- 
sultant assistance" for personnel development and continuing 
education programs; 
5 )  	promoting the use of the school as a medium for free flow of 
communication between faculty and field as well as within the 
school itself; 
6 )  development and promotion of new teaching methods that may 
increase the effectiveness of the student's educational experi- 
ence; 
7) 	cooperating with and contributing to other professional efforts 
at state, regional, and national levels for developing and distribut- 
ing professional continuing education programs; 
8 )  realizing that the provision of new effective services (such as 
provision of interlibrary communications and information net-
works) will demand new specialized skills, creativity and open 
minds, and agressive reeducation at all levels based on continual 
individual learning and growth; and 
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9) 	accepting the challenge: To implement a library without walls 
we need a university without walls.4g 
Professional library associations-local, regional and national-pro- 
vide organizational frameworks which can enable interchange of 
ideas, cooperative planning of programs, and pooling and develop- 
ment of resources. These are significant functions. 
Local, state, and regional associations are uniquely able to assure 
that programs are relevant and feasible and specifically related to the 
interests, needs and resources of each area. With continuity of effort 
assured, possibly through standing committee structures, these associa- 
tions can: 
1 )  constantly assess and inventory interests and needs; 
2) be aware of and develop resources at state and regional levels; 
3)  develop active programs on issues of concern to librarians; 
4 )  use and develop leadership potential in the area in order to 
broaden program planning expertise; 
5) urge, conduct, and publish models of staff development endeav- 
ors; 
6) use meetings and publications to further staff development efforts 
and available continuing education opportunities; and 
7) 	cooperate closely with agencies, library systems, institutions 
(especially library schools) in developing avenues of continuing 
professional education. 
National professional associations, having the advantage of greater 
continuity of staff and funding, can: 
1 )  support more localized levels with expertise in program planning, 
provide a research base, and seek funding with strong 
emphasis on developing these abilities at local levels possibly 
through regional demonstration conferences on staff develop-
ment; 
2 )  	assign staff member(s) responsibility for working with other as- 
sociations and organizations (in the library field and outside) to 
initiate and develop programs; 
3)  	involve all of their members, individually and collectively, in 
activities that will lead to a better understanding of the values of 
continuing education; 
4)  	aid in identifying and utilizing leadership potential at local 
levels; 
5) provide for dissemination and outcomes of their programs to 
others in the field (i.e., publish what they will do, are doing, 
and have done); and 
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6) 	establish and maintain liaison with library schools, business and 
industry, governmental agencies with regard to their goals and 
objectives in continuing education. 
The purpose of these guidelines is to stimulate responsible librarians 
to match their concern for personnel development and continuing edu- 
cation with meaningful action directed to that end. The committee 
feels that a recognition must permeate the profession of the ultimate 
need to develop a conceptual and practical blueprint for the provision 
of equal, coordinated, educational opportunities for every librarian in 
the country who wants to extend his education throughout his working 
career. The committee sees personnel development and continuing 
education as a profession-wide problem which calls for planning at a 
national level. We further believe that any plans or programs which 
are evolved must, to be successful, meet the individual criteria of 
librarians themselves, and thus must involve individual librarians in 
developing those plans and programs. What is needed is a wide spec- 
trum of continuing education opportunities, including in-house de- 
velopment programs in individual libraries. 
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The Educational Third Dimension: I 
Continuing Education to Meet the 
Personalized Criteria of Librarians 
MARY  V .  G A V E R  
THEDIRECTIVE FOR THIS PAPER,as it was planned 
by the issue editor, was to examine the role of the individual profes- 
sional librarian in a plan for continuing education-his motivation, his 
criteria for such a program, and his strategies for developing a course 
of lifelong learning. As a partial data base to assist in the development 
of her own thoughts on this very challenging subject, the author turned 
to a small, highly selected sample of colleagues for their opinions on 
aspects of this problem. A series of three open-ended questions were 
used: 
What was your motivation for getting involved in continuing edu-
cation? 
Name the forms (kinds) of continuing education which have been 
most effective for you. Characterize briefly. 
What strategies-objectives-for continuing education would YOU 
recommend to the young professional starting his career today? 
These questions were mailed to a non-random sample of librarians 
whom the writer knew or had reason to believe would be likely to 
answer the above questions and who represented a range of ages 
and types of positions. The aim was to select persons who could be 
called "achievers," whether at the beginning (relatively speaking) of 
a promising career, or midway into or nearing the close of an ac- 
complished career. The assumption is that such persons must have 
carried out, whether consciously or unconsciously, some kind of con-
tinuing education program-and their opinions should therefore carry 
some weight. 
Mary V. Gaver is Director, Library Consulting Services, Bro-Dart Industries, Inc. 
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Tabulation of the returns along with data from standard sources 
such as the ALA Membership Directory and Wlzo's Who in Library 
Service revealed the following information: 
Number of questionnaires sent 






M.L.S. (or equivalent) degree 





















Special library work 

















ALA officers (past or present) 

* The data here do not add to 47, by reason of multiple assignments, 
e.g., administrators or educators primarily associated with a particular 
specialty were tallied twice. 
All returns were signed and all but one completely filled out; in this 
case, the respondent felt she had graduated too recently to be able 
to complete all answers. The group appears to be fairly representative 
of the profession as a whole so far as age is concerned, but certainly 
not as to sex. In type of library or type of work allegiance, it probably 
ovenepresents educators and administrators and underrepresents spe- 
cial librarians. Although it was a personally selected, non-random 
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sample, the author feels justified in claiming that it does represent a 
group of "achievers" in the library profession, possibly even some of 
the "establishment." Stone in her recent dissertation analyzed some of 
the same variables reported here, but no effort will be made to (di- 
rectly) compare findings with her study, though reference will be 
made where it is appr0priate.l A study planned to make such compari- 
son possible with Stone's data, using her sample of the library school 
classes of 1956 and 1961 and a structured sample of achievers might, 
in fact, be a useful way of discovering needs in continuing education. 
The respondents' answers to this inquiry will be given in their own 
words, as examples of informed opinion of the group described. I t  is 
hoped that such quotations, in each person's own sometimes colorful 
style, selected for pertinence and relevance, will have greater impact 
and significance for the reader than cold statistics. 
Many of the respondents commented on the lack (which was delib- 
erate) of a stated definition for "continuing education," reflecting no 
doubt the lack of agreement among librarians on the precise meaning 
of this term. Stone in her recent dissertation equates the term with 
"professional development" and uses both terms to refer to "all activi- 
ties and efforts by the individual to upgrade his knowledge, abilities, 
competencies and understanding in his field of work or specialization 
so that he can become a more effective professional." Drucker makes 
a distinction between extended schooling and continuing education 
which characterizes each and appears to the writer to be useful in this 
context: 
Continuing education assumes that school becomes integrated with 
life. Extended schooling still assumes that one can only learn 
before one becomes an adult. Continuing education assumes that 
one learns certain things best as an adult. . . . Continuing education 
assumes . . . that the more experience in life and work people have, 
the more eager they will be to learn and the more capable they will 
be of learning. . . . We will, in other words, rediscover experience- 
but order it on a knowledge basis. Experience argues strongly that 
the assumptions of continuing education are a good deal more valid 
than those of extended s~hool ing .~  
Houle defines two major kinds of inservice education, the first deferred 
or extended pre-service education and the second, continuing educa- 
tion, which occurs when "fully equipped professionals maintain and 
develop their ability as a normal part of their life-work responsi- 
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bility." These three imply the same point of view which will be used 
in the analysis and recommendations which follow. 
What motivated this group of librarian-achievers to engage in con- 
tinuing education activities? Stone analyzed a sample of library school 
classes of 1956 and 1961 in her study, and it may be assumed that a 
group selected because they are achievers would respond quite differ- 
ently. The classification of motives which she used has two parts: 
work-study forces, incentives, and internal-individual forces were 
categorized as direct influences, and development opportunity group 
forces and situation forces were categorized as indirect influences. 
This classification will be used in presenting the motivations of the 
group sampled here. 
Direct motivations which were internal-individual in source were 
typically reported by the respondents as follows: 
To acquire and maintain for myself a functional awareness of the 
total current social climate and to relate this awareness (however 
factional and faulty) to the more effective use by all citizens of 
libraries, books and other media of communications so they might 
more effectively shape sound personal and public policies and 
decisions. 
My basic commitment to librarianship is based on my faith in in- 
tellectual growth as a way of life. This is a large part of what 
libraries are all about. . . . Like many others, librarians as well as 
non-librarians, I feel a sense of urgency concerning the needed 
inlprovement and dramatic change in libraries and, of course, 
librarians. 
A joy in reading, a maturing perspective, a fondness for young 
people, and a faith in self-determination and education as a force for 
social progress, all contributed to one of the wisest decisions I ever 
made: to continue my education. Always a champion of women's 
rights (my grandmother was before me), I know now that I had to 
find my niche and test my deepest beliefs. I was fortunate to find 
my metier in librarianship and teaching. 
Since the age of four I have believed in the potential miracle that 
lies within the library's power to perform for each user. 
A sense of commitment is assumed to be a reason for choice of a pro- 
fession; as such it should certainly carry over into one's motivation for 
development in the chosen career. 
Another form of direct influence is that categorized as the extrinsic 
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incentive-"on-the-job atmosphere," mandates from employers or em- 
ploying agencies, and the like. These were stated by the respondents 
as follows: 
Here I have been directly involved in all aspects of continuing edu- 
cation for labor management. I have gone into such detail to indicate 
that my motivation has been not so much inner-directed but rather 
required by the circumstances. 
It seems to me that one-the-job atmosphere or climate has been, 
under some circumstances, the important motivation. Unless job 
surroundings create a climate for continuing education, only the 
very highest personal motivation is sufficient stimulation. 
As I recall, my initial motivation was related to my library job at 
the time. I undertook a fonllal course to help me on the daily job 
but this soon changed to recognition of the need for further educa- 
tion. 
In the first instance, because I was told that I had already hit the 
ceiling for advancement in librarianship without [more] professional 
training. 
The primary motivation was involvement during doctoral research 
in information and computer technology and seeing the initial im- 
pact of this infant (at  that time) on my own areas of specialized 
interest. A secondary motivation was working with people who had 
the vision to see the impact of these new technologies on traditional 
disciplines and who believed in the idea of continuing education 
enough to provide the opportunities to participate in programs. 
I believe my primary motivation was an economic one. Recognizing 
that librarianship was relatively down the economic ladder and 
that there were relatively few high level positions in the library 
profession, it was obvious that con~petition for good paying jobs 
would be keen and that extra effort would be required to stay ahead 
of the competition. An important but secondary motivation was a 
sense of insecurity stemming from a weak formal educational back- 
ground in both the humanities and library science. 
In the beginning: Necessity for meeting certification requirements 
and conditions for promotion and increased salary. Later: Desire to 
do a better job and native yen to see what was going on in my pro- 
fession and in the world. 
In library school, there was constant recognition of the need for 
education beyond library school. . . . Staff associations and employ- 
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ing agencies have also encouraged me by offering full or partial 
tuition on a merit or application basis. . . . Unfortunately, this rather 
spoils one who then goes to a place where it is not encouraged. Also, 
I grew up in a family where attendance at meetings and conven- 
tions, responsible work with groups, office-holding, etc., was cus-
tomary and where we were encouraged to have similar responsi- 
bilities. 
Two respondents described how they provided this atmosphere for 
their staff members: 
In order to stay abreast of new concepts and developments in the 
field, I have always felt that it was imperative to read most of the 
professional journals and attend professional meetings as well as 
institutes. At the same time, I have encouraged my staff to attend 
conferences and institutes and to keep up with the literature in their 
field. I remember being told by one of my colleagues where I served 
as chief librarian at one college that "We never read the professional 
journals until you began routing them to us." This comment led me 
to institute a discussion of provocative articles at staff meetings in 
order to help the staff engage in professional self-renewal. 
As it became apparent that many in our profession have become (or 
are becoming) obsolete technologically, I became increasingly con- 
cerned about providing opportunities for continuing education. As 
an administrator, I tend to use a word much stronger than "oppor- 
tunity," something similar to "insist." One criterion for promotion 
and pay raises at -State College was an individual's willing- 
ness to engage in self-education activities. 
A third respondent, not an administrator, in describing her choice 
of strategy spoke to this point from the view of a staff member: 
First of all "opportunity." The young professional must be given 
opportunity (time off) to participate in workshops, institutes, con- 
ferences whenever possible. Early opportunities will show him the 
benefits to be accrued from this type of activity and later when 
greater involvement with the job forces the individual to make 
decisions, he will not forego the continuing education for the job. . . . 
The second key is "support," both financial and moral, for those 
desiring continuing education. Look for an employer who believes 
in, participates in, and supports continuing education, and realizes 
its values. 
On this point, Stone reports findings of actual opposition among some 
administrators to continuing education activities on the part of staff! 
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Still another kind of direct motivation is that represented by the 
availability or accessibility of opportunities for continuing education: 
Just sheer opportunity. Someone in a local, regional, or divisional 
organization either within the profession or a university decides to 
make a program available. Obviously there has to be some sense of 
need, but availability is sometimes the principal reason for attending 
a program. [Also] a genuine recognition that training or informa- 
tion in a particular subject or function is needed to understand the 
direction the profession is taking or to do better work in one's own 
position. 
Availability of -State College and courses that were given in 
the late afternoon and evening. 
After four years in the Army, I was frankly stimulated by the G.I. 
Bill to continue my formal education. By this time I was interested 
in the extension of library service to include non-print materials and 
my objective was to secure a degree in educational communications. 
Curiously enough, in this day of the availability of HEA fellowships 
and scholarships, this respondent was the only one to mention avail- 
ability of federal financial assistance for continuing education. I t  
should be noted here that Stone reports three major deterrents of con- 
tinuing education found in her study, of which the first was lack of 
available time and the difficulty of fitting activities into the schedule- 
certainly an aspect of climate or opportunity which is the administra- 
tor's responsibility. 
Job mobility is mentioned briefly by S t ~ n e ; ~  two respondents in this 
sample noted its possible significance as a direct motivating factor: 
While this may be unorthodox and certainly outside the general 
definition of continuing education, I consider the changing of jobs 
(assuming the change to be upward in terms of the kinds and 
ranges of responsibilities involved) and the on-site learning of a 
new position to be a rather practical form of continuing education. 
Since I have changed specialities several times (from public to 
school libraries, from traditional library to media center, and from 
work with the public to supervision to administration to staff work 
to library education), the changes in the tasks I have undertaken 
have required more education. . . . The fact that I have moved into 
and out of several large cities has also meant that affiliation with a 
professional group was one way of becoming acquainted with a seg- 
ment of the community with which I might find much in common. 
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Indirect influences were stated frequently by the group of "achiev- 
ers" selected for this sample. The author's subjective analysis of the 
returns indicates the likelihood that this group of achievers was more 
highly motivated by indirect motives, perhaps more "inner-directed," 
than was the case with the sample used by Stone. One indication of 
this was the almost total absence of any mention of deterrents such as 
those reported by Stone. The "threat of personal obsolescence" cate- 
gory cited below should not be taken as a deterrent in this sense, since 
it is stated as a personal, indirect motivation. I t  might be significant to 
study two different kinds of samples for this factor using a structured 
sample of achievers, in comparison to Stone's sample of two library 
school classes. The answers fall under 1)the threat of obsolescence or, 
conversely, the desire for advancement in the profession, and 2)  
changes desired in one's own qualifications. 
Statements which can be explicitly categorized under "threat of 
obsolescence" or desire for advancement were typically made as 
follows: 
I feel that it is imperative that librarians keep abreast of the new 
techniques, ideas, innovation, and information that concerns the 
profession and the cornmunity it serves. 
I was forced to just for self-preservation. Just because I had "obvi- 
ously" something of leadership ability, I quickly rose to supervise 
15 people (four professionals and 11non-professionals). Running a 
large department forced me to read management material. And I 
enjoyed it also. But I felt my great lack of background in adminis- 
tration. 
A realization of the change taking place in librarianship and a 
realization that there is a real limitation as to what and how much 
you can learn in library school, particularly if you have had no 
previous good library experience. 
The motivations were many and various. I suppose that the two 
most important were, in order, personal interest in particular fields 
and increasing my abilities in librarianship. There is the corollary 
which I do not lose sight of, that continuing education increased my 
marketability. While I like money as well as anyone, my primary 
purpose, however, in increasing my marketability was primarily to 
increase my capacity to effect some kind of changes or to have 
influence on the profession. 
I t  has always been the problems to which I have no answers, the 
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continual changing patterns of library service and the philosophies 
of service that startle one into examining one's own motives and 
reasons for doing things that have kept me reaching out. I can't call 
the process that I have followed continuing education in the formal 
sense, but I do feel it is typical of many public librarians who never 
get sabbaticals for study and have to absorb all there is in the library 
meetings, professional literature, inservice training courses given 
around them. 
I was primarily motivated to become involved in continuing educa- 
tion because for 11years I served as chief librarian of two predom- 
inantly black colleges and for seven years in a rather isolated setting. 
I felt a compelling urgency in this isolation to establish Great Books 
discussion groups for the people of the community, which not only 
helped blacks and whites to meet and intellectualize over the great 
philosophical questions, but it was also a mechanism for keeping 
my own mind open to new ideas. 
As the director of school libraries in a rapidly developing program 
it was necessary for me to seize every opportunity to participate in 
informal continuing education activities-a year-around position 
allowed little time for formal advanced study. 
Initially the motivation was simply a desire for upward mobility in 
the profession and continuing education, rather broadly defined as 
a means of achieving such mobility. However, in subsequent posi- 
tions, it became clear that continuing education was vital to carrv 
-
out new responsibilities, and then continuing education became a 
necessity for continued professional growth and for maintenance of 
the skills needed on the job. 
My conviction that librarians, especially young adult librarians, 
needed fresh perspectives relative to their work. And a personal 
promise to improve personally and professionally. 
Another group of indirect motivations falls more clearly in the cate- 
gory of a desire for change in knowledge, skills and understandings, 
and, in some cases, specified particular needs which were felt: 
There are inevitably not one but many motivations to consider, 
including the desire to learn and to understand, as well as the desire 
to share, to participate, to enjoy, to compare, and to brag a little. 
To update my library education in order to meet the changing and 
growing responsibilities in my own career; to strengthen my knowl- 
edge in those fields which increasingly touch that of the urban 
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public library and which were not included in my library education: 
politics, urban sociology, municipal finance, regional planning con- 
cepts, etc.; to keep current on concerns which occupy the thoughts 
and motivate the responses of younger staff members. 
My reason was to develop a deeper understanding, supported by 
objective research methods, of the problem of book selection and 
censorship in the high schools of America with the possibility of 
publication. Continuing educational experience in the past has 
served the purpose of broadening my scope of knowledge as well as 
to sharpen my professional consciousness about more effective and 
meaningful library service. 
My motivation for whatever involvement I have is clear. It is simply 
the pressing need to keep up with advances in the library field in 
order to do my job properly. I include under this heading, of course, 
the need for a steady input of new ideas as well as factual infonna- 
tion. In my own situation (and this is purely personal) the motiva- 
tion has not been a desire for professional advancement. 
My main motivation was to extend my horizons beyond the im- 
mediate positions which I have held in order to be in step with 
trends, developments, new ideas, and experiments that were being 
discussed, criticized, implemented, etc. Perhaps equally important 
is my general inclination to enjoy meeting people with common 
interests, goals, etc. 
My motivation for continuing learning has been developing personal 
interests (and no doubt self-interest), supported by the encourage- 
ment of library school faculty and an employer. 
I simply don't know enough about numerous aspects of librarianship 
in general and administration in particular. [This respondent is one 
of 15 Ph.D. holders in the sample.] I firmly believe that in order to 
run a library, I need to have at least some familiarity with various 
activities under my supervision. Furthermore, the field is changing 
so rapidly that I'm hard put to keep up on the job. 
This is not an easy question for me to answer. I think, however, 
that curiosity and desire to perform well rank high for me as motiva- 
tion for continuing education. 
Having just completed the doctorate, I'm still recuperating from 
the rigors of formal study. However, I'm fast becoming motivated to 
begin study in the areas of technology (needed for personal survival 
on the job), educational technology (some expertise is desirable for 
classroom presentations) and higher education (the subject interests 
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me and also should prove helpful to my academic career). The 
strongest personal motive for my engaging in continuing education 
would be personal pride, i.e., the desire to stay abreast of current 
trends so that I can keep the respect of my students and colleagues. 
Of course, interest in the field, intellectual curiosity, also plays an 
important role. 
To summarize the statements of motivation quoted above from a 
group of library achievers who represent the full span of ages in the 
profession today, their own statements of motive suggest a high degree 
of similarity: both direct and indirect motives have been reported, 
with indirect (and internal-individual direct) motives appearing to 
have had greater weight with this particular group than forms of 
direct pressure. Stone concluded that "length of time in librarianship 
makes a difference in kind of motivation and degree of motivation 
toward continuing education." Degree of aspiration and number of 
years between the bachelor's and master's degrees also seemed to be 
significant factors. Stone's Professional Index Score was the single indi- 
vidual measurement that seemed to have the greatest overall relation- 
ship to degree and kind of motivation. Whether achievers selected, as 
they were for this sample, would also rate high on the Professional 
Index Score is another interesting question for further study. 
The question of criteria for programs of continuing education for 
librarians was not directly asked in the inquiry used for this report; 
however, some indications of the criteria which this particular sample 
would set can be gleaned from their responses and from the literature 
of continuing education. Houle has perhaps studied the subject of 
continuing education in the professions more intensively than any 
other scholar today, and he has pointed out that "all professions have 
marked similarities of approach when they undertake continuing edu- 
cational programs. . . . Yet this similarity of approach is almost en- 
tirely ignored in both theory and practice." In describing further the 
characteristics of a program of continuing education for a profession, 
he identifies two aspects: 1) a formal program set by external agen- 
cies, a collective approach, and 2 )  the internally set program laid out 
for himself by the individual member of the profession. This paper 
will deal only briefly with the first. The second, the strategy of the 
individual librarian, will be dealt with in more detail. 
Houle points out in connection with the collective approach that: 
If the term "continuing education" has any meaning at  all, it implies 
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sequential experience in which one module of learning, however 
independently valuable it may be, gains force and direction from 
the cumulative impact of its integration with other modules. 
At present, the most startling and ironic characteristic of continu- 
ing education is its discontinuity in the experience of the professional 
himself. Sequence is seldom planned-at least in the entrepreneurial 
professions (such as law, medicine, or architecture) or in the organ- 
izational professions (such as teaching, engineering, or librarian- 
ship ) .g 
As a past officer of the American Library Association who has had 
the responsibility of chairing conference committees at divisional, as- 
sociation and state levels, the author can confirm that Houle's assertion 
is certainly true of the library profession. The fragmented planning, a 
new committee each year, each member with different notions as to 
what is of concern, and with subjects broken up among "regular" 
conference sessions, preconference sessions, divisional publications, 
etc., reflect certainly an "age of discontinuity" so far as continuing 
education may be concerned. I t  seems safe to say that at present there 
is no long-range planning of either state or national association pro- 
grams for the continuing education of membership. The content of 
each activity is based on whatever is, for the moment, new and de- 
manding. The institutes held in the past few years by the new Infor- 
mation Science and Automation Division (ISAD) of ALA, however, 
seem to the writer to be the most hopeful sign of a countermovement. 
It  is therefore recommended, as being of the strongest urgency, that 
each division of the American Library Association, as well as the 
association itself, examine its program planning with the aim of setting 
up a long-range plan for the continuing education of its members. The 
experience of ISAD indicates that it can be done. State associations 
should work closely with state library agencies to the same end. 
The comments from the respondents to the questionnaire imply 
some support for this recommendation, though it is generally by 
implication and is stated directly in only one or two responses. The 
responsibility for such action was clearly assigned by Houle in his 
speech to the American Library Association at its 1967 midwinter 
meeting: 
The professional association crowns all other efforts at continuing 
education and bears the chief collective responsibility for it. A mani- 
fest function of every professional association is the continuing edu- 
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cation of its membership; indeed, scarcely any other function has a 
longer tradition than this one.lO 
The admonition to young professionals to join state associations, to 
join the national association, and to become involved in their activities 
was made almost without exception by the respondents and implies 
that the professional association plays an important role; but almost 
invariably this admonition was coupled with the comment that it was 
the personal contact achieved at the meetings which was the impor- 
tant component. 
The role of the professional association in furthering continuing 
education is, however, only one side of this coin and, in the opinion of 
the achievers responding to this questionnaire, possibly not the most 
important part. The other side of the coin is the role of the individual 
librarian/professional in furthering his own continuing education 
through his own efforts. This comes from the general literature on 
continuing education as well as from the responses. A federal judge, 
speaking in another context, has stated: "The most fundamental pre- 
mise of our constitutional scheme may be that every adult bears the 
freedom to nurture or negleot his own moral and intellectual 
growth."ll And in one of the most widely quoted books of the past 
decade, John Gardner stated: "The ultimate goal of the educational 
system is to shift to the individual the burden of pursuing his own 
education." l2 And Houle confirms this as it applies to the professional: 
For ultimately every professional must accept the responsibility 
for knowing and for serving, for facing the daily task of applying 
his specialized knowledge to the particular cases which he en-
counters and for guiding and shaping his own career. . . .When the 
young professional moves into the field, the prime responsibility for 
his learning passes from the professional school to him and to the 
association to which he belongs.l3 
As one of the respondents to the questionnaire so cogently put it: 
"Every professional worthy of the name has to keep up with his profes- 
sion or he wakes up years later and finds himself buried and forgotten 
in his own rut." Another respondent closed by saying: "This letter may 
explain why I do not believe the whole responsibility for continuing 
education rests with the graduate schools." But though many would 
share this former dean's opinion that the responsibility is shared, few 
have recognized as explicitly as is needed the fact that the prime 
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responsibility rests in the long run with the individual librarian him- 
self. 
If this point be recognized, the question then becomes "At what 
point in his career should he start on continuing education?" The re- 
spondents had very decided opinions on this question: 
The young professional should very early in his career plan for the 
systematic up-dating of his professional and technical knowledge 
through continuing education. 
Start planning your continuing education (ideally with the help of 
faculty) even before you leave library school unless you really have 
a "fix" on one type of library work. 
I would recommend to the young professional that he come to the 
realization at the beginning of his career that he has already entered 
the first stages of obsolescence. Once he understands and accepts 
this fact the strategies for continuing education will be determined 
by the individual's perception of his role in his chosen career. 
Upon graduation, begin right then to take courses which will sup- 
port and extend his formal library school education . . . every 
librarian must recognize that his amount of professional satisfaction 
and success will be in direct ratio to his ability to relate and to 
respond to current forces . . . only through continuous education 
can this be achieved today. 
Since I have only been out of library school for four years, I am 
just now getting to the point where I feel the need for some continu- 
ing education. 
As for a timetable, a beginning professional should have identified 
at least one area of professional concern by the time he has put in 
five years. At this point enough experience has been gained to take 
advantage of greater specialization with IittIe loss of enthusiasm. 
I t  is interesting to see the author's preliminary assumption confirmed; 
i.e., unless the professional has decided on a specialty and made a 
beginning of a continuing education program within five years after 
graduation from library school, he will, in the opinion of this group of 
librarian achievers, be hopelessly lost and "behind the eightball." 
In any development of a plan, the setting of goals or objectives is 
normally one of the first requirements. The respondents saw this ac- 
tivity as being both long-range and "operational" and more immediate 
in nature. One administrator of a large university library had some 
doubts about objectives, but then described her own long-range goals 
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as advice to the beginning professional: "If young librarians today are 
at all like me, they will not have very articulate objectives for continu- 
ing education for some time, but will take the opportunities that suit 
their temperament and seem relevant to their hopes." Most of the 
respondents however felt very strongly that it was important to set 
objectives, for example: 
It  seems to me important for young persons to think seriously about 
their future goals. Where do they want to go? What do they want 
to achieve? A hit-and-miss professional advancement which just 
seemed to propel me along is not really a satisfactory way of operat- 
ing. In my own defense, however, I will say that university teaching 
has always been my ultimate goal. The young person should con- 
sider his goals and what type of continuing education is important 
as he achieves them. 
I t  might be useful for the beginning professional to set himself 
career goals and educational goals for say three years, five years, 
and ten years after graduation from library school. In my own case, 
there was an interrelationship between career advancement and 
educational achievement. Which came first is difficult to say. [This 
from a younger library school dean.] 
And from a young professor, recently completing the doctoral degree: 
Establish career goals early in life and then choose those continuing 
education programs most likely to help you achieve these goals. 
Keep in mind that the longer the time period since your last formal 
study, the greater the effort you must put into continuing your edu- 
cation via more informal approaches. 
Operational objectives were implied by the sequential recommenda- 
tions made by several of the respondents, for example: 
Maintain alertness to developments in the field by: 
widespread reading of library literature; 
being active in professional library organizations; 
participating in conferences and institutes where high level in- 
terest and relevance in coverage of dynamic problem areas are 
maintained; 
taking advanced study for delving more deeply into changing 
patterns of library service and the critical issues of the times; 
keeping up with regular library journals plus several of the better 
state journals; 
attending as many seminars as possible in your state; 
starting such seminars yourself with other young professionals; 
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attending state library meetings; and 

pushing for active, substantial programming plus follow-through. 

When practitioners come across technological developments that 
they are unfamiliar with or do not understand, they should take 
the initiative to fill in the blanks either by registering for an insti- 
tute, attending a short course, or by encouraging others in their 
community to establish a course. I think the keynote is to take an 
active role rather than remaining passive until someone else takes 
the initiative. 
The principles for determination of areas of study within the con- 
tinuing education program are implied by the respondents rather than 
stated explicitly. The individual librarian must assess his own compe- 
tencies, interests and needs and determine what he needs on that basis. 
Many of the respondents stated specific individual needs but these will 
no doubt change as time passes-and as interests and needs change. 
Young professionals should as soon as is practicable, select a spe- 
cialty or an area which interests them (information retrieval, work 
with the disadvantaged, etc.) and involve then~selves in as many 
continuing education activities dealing with this chosen area as is 
possible. 
Establish an area of specialization as early as possible so that con- 
tinuing education can be directed toward specific goals. Be alert to 
innovative aspects of the profession and, if compatible with his own 
interests and capabilities, search out opportunities to prepare himself 
for a role requiring the new skills and knowledge. Analyze the 
competencies needed for the type of position he hopes to attain. 
An ALA officer and director of a large urban public library system 
feels the need for continuing education in the following areas of study: 
Management principles (e.g., program planning and budgeting 
system, etc.); library buildings; planning techniques; urban plan- 
ning as it ties in with the library; and community and public rela- 
tions. 
He says further: 
In terms of strategy, I have found that my master's degree in a 
subject field has been of enormous importance in relating to faculty 
from the teaching departments on campus; therefore, I would 
strongly urge young librarians who desire academic library careers 
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to acquire a second master's degree in a subject field and in some 
instances . . . the Ph.D. degree would be an asset. 
Two young professors report the following formidable programs of 
continuing, post-doctoral education already accon~plished and import- 
ant to their current careers: 
1) Formal courses in mathematics and managements at  the graduate 
level which provided necessary tools in advancing my performance 
and knowledge in information science. 2) Formal short courses in 
computer programming, information technology, and coordinate in- 
dexing, which provided background and practical experience in 
developing systems which were not yet part of formal library school 
programs. 3) Informal programs such as attendance at conferences, 
participation in and attendance at workshops (i.e., Rutgers Seminars 
1964-65). To a certain extent through consulting activities although 
one is usually hired because of subject expertise. Active participation 
on professional committees although this too usually involves pro- 
fessional expertise at first. 
1) Library institutes: e.g., 1968 Federal Library Institute sponsored 
by Catholic University/USOE. Proved enormously helpful for teach- 
ing government publications because of personal contacts made 
through it as well as current information given. 2)  Educational re- 
search workshop, USOE sponsored, a week long, 1969. Helped me to 
improve statistical skills and other basic techniques. 3) Participation 
in state committee meetings. Helps keep me informed of what is 
currently happening in the field and provides opportunity to visit 
libraries. 4 )  Attendance at professional conferences, e.g., library 
school curriculum conference at University of Illinois, 1970, as well 
as state and national association conferences. 
Other recommendations are more general: 
Identify both general and special areas related to your chosen field 
and plan some ways to get involved and to learn. Consciously plan 
a reading program for yourself to extend your horizons as well as to 
reinforce. Be selective in choosing the best ways to spend your 
money in relation to conferences attended, associations to become 
involved in, etc. 
One of the most important gaps in our knowledge, no matter how 
much is written about it, is our ability for interaction with people- 
so one should keep one's eyes peeled for that. Second is the knowl- 
edge, true knowledge, of what today's technology is, what it costs, 
what it can do to achieve the objectives of the institutions we are 
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serving, rather than a means for itself. Third, one must realize that 
one is not frozen in time, so that newer devices, techniques, and 
ideas are always around. One must therefore read voraciously in all 
fields of knowledge. 
I suggest that the beginning prodessional attempt to identify areas 
of concern around which he or she can orient his or her professional 
aspirations. The identification of these areas necessitates increasing 
the level of specialization. Becoming involved in professional associ- 
ations is one way of getting exposed to various areas. . . . This is the 
most important aspect of continuing education-identification of in- 
terests. 
This last quotation leads directly to the next pertinent question- 
how to set priorities-and is itself one answer to the question. Only 
one respondent stated a basic priority, which no doubt is taken for 
granted, but nevertheless will bear repeating: 
One of the most important things is to get as much fornlal education 
as early as you possibly can. While there are many complaints about 
formal education, anyone with the intellect of a moderate-sized 
rabbit can easily cover the prescribed requirements of a course and, 
at the same time, get from the professor and from course activities 
which he generates for himself an understanding of the area that is 
really tailored to his own needs. Too many people don't understand 
how to do this and I must confess that I learned it very late myself. 
I happen to think that collecting all the little labels indicates that 
you are qualified to practice your profession and teaches you quite 
a lot about librarianship. Even if it did not, the ability to carry 
through on this shows that you can do all of the conventional things 
and gives you the necessary licenses to have a reasonable amount of 
influence, without sounding like a malcontent who is complaining 
only because he can't meet the existing criteria. 
Others state priorities in more general terms: 
If I had it to do over again, I would rate the potential quality of 
supervision very high in job consideration. 
Take every chance you get to work on the "edges" of your profession, 
where people are playing with new ideas, trying new experiments, 
working out new combinations of activities, procedures, and organi- 
zational patterns. Don't let yourself get committed too firmly to any 
long-term "well-laid plans. 
Get in on the programming. . . . Plan a dynamic realistic program of 
continuing education in terms of needs and resources. 
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Select, if possible, employment opportunities in systems which offer 
inservice programs. Make some long-term decisions, e.g., whether to 
work toward a degree and if so, what one. Determine whether (or 
more probably, what kind of) continuing education may be needed 
for the goal one may have in mind, in terms of specific jobs, types of 
libraries, etc. Review one's goals and one's progress toward them 
periodically but regularly. 
In considering the final question of strategies for continuing educa- 
tion of librarians, the writer must confess that the idea had not oc- 
curred to her before that strategies should be selected and plans made. 
Like the majority of the respondents to this questionnaire, her ration- 
alization obviously was that continuing education consisted primarily 
of externally organized course work. This, in spite of the fact that also 
like most librarians worthy of the name, the writer is a constant reader 
and critic of professional literature. However, the work done at 
Harvard Graduate School of Business by Dill and his associates has 
been most helpful and is recommended, along with Stone and Houle, 
as basic source material on this topic. Selecting a strategy, choosing a 
learning agenda, is only the first step in continuing self-education. 
Putting the agenda into effect is the real nub of the question; Dill 
recommends three approaches which have been used in business: 
The acquisitional process: "knowledge, opinions, or cues to under- 
standing and skill development are absorbed by reading and 
listening. . . . It  alone is not enough. Acquisitional strategies break 
down if there are no experts to consult or if what the experts offer 
is difficult to understand and use." And by the time the expert 
has published, he probably knows something better. 
Experimental strategies may suffice where acquisitional do not. "Man- 
agers learn by living, acting, watching, and listening for results, 
and reflecting on the relation between what they see happen and 
what they expect to happen." Limited because ''it provides diffuse 
ambiguous signals which are hard to interpret . . . likely to be 
rooted in the past." 
Exploratory learning is appropriate when the problems are un-
familiar, or when the costs of finding experts or accumulating 
experience are high. It  is "a deliberate organized search for in- 
formation and experience. I t  involves posing questions, testing 
hypotheses, and running experiments. The end objective may be 
to find 'answers' or it may be only to learn how to pose sharper 
questions or more believable hypotheses." l3 
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Stone in her recent research on professional development of li- 
brarians found that: "No matter how the librarians were classified they 
all were generally spending the most time and energy on the same 
professional development activities and they generally thought that 
those activities were the ones which would do most for their growth 
in the profession." l5 She further concluded that: "The librarians were 
less involved with activities which call for independent action. Most 
of their time was devoted to library association work; meetings and 
conventions; visiting other libraries; recruiting for the profession; and 
reading professional literature, particularly library journals." l6 
An analysis of the returns from the forty-seven respondents desig- 
nated by the author as librarian-achievers confirms that this is indeed 
the case with almost all of this particular group, as well as the two li- 
brary school classes with which Stone worked. Without categorizing 
the continuing education activities too closely, it would appear that the 
great preponderance of forms (kinds ) of continuing education re-
ported by the respondents would fall under Dill's first two strategies: 
acquisitional and experiential. Only a few of the statements will be 
quoted here as typical: 
The most important form of continuing education for me has been 
reading. The kinds of reading have included not only the strictly 
professional literature of library publications, but also a much 
broader span of books, journals, and documents which reflect what 
is going on in the whole field of higher education. The formal litera- 
ture seems to me perhaps less useful than such things as the annual 
reports of librarians and reports of various special committees. 
As someone has noted, librarians are the only professionals who are 
not up-to-date in their field if they are reading only in their field. 
Professional reading provides information and background, general 
reading the raison d'dtre for the work of librarians. 
As I see it, the newcomer needs to be a sponge, soaking up as much 
as he can about the field in general, his personal interests within it, 
and about his kind of library and position within that library in 
particular. 
Reading of the professional literature in itself was neither most 
effective nor most important, except that it was fundamental to satis- 
factory participation in other forms of continuing education. 
Institutes, workshops, short seminars seem to be indigenous to librar- 
ianship; the evidence is that a majority ( a  minimum of thirty-seven out 
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of forty-seven) of the respondents have been involved, either as par- 
ticipants or leaders in some form of institute, another example of 
acquisitional strategy. There was enough questioning of this activity, 
however, to be worth quoting in more detail: 
Pro: Participation in short-term (usually 1-5 days) meetings and 
conferences, I would rank second, especially the stimulation and 
chaI1enge received from others who are knowledgeable in my chosen 
field and in other disciplines. 
I have found that the institute or workshop approach seems to be 
the most effective, if done properly. It requires a good mix, a small 
group (no larger than 35 I would say), the possibility of splitting 
into smaller groups, a combination of lecture, media, practical and 
tutorial sessions, with a certain amount of socialization thrown in. 
And finally it requires feedback and follow-up devices when the 
sessions are over. 
Con: Workshops and such things are often fun and you meet people 
there. But you can do better by going to visit people's shops. . . . It 
doesn't mean to say that I'm against workshops, but rather that they 
cannot serve, at least as presently constituted, the role that we are 
constantly setting for them of retreading old skills. 
Qualified approual: I have found inservice training courses and the 
longer institutes to be more effective than the shorter sessions. In 
part this is because systems and management are complex topics 
and a one-day institute can do little more than whet one's appetite. 
The same can be said for the one-day institute that purposes to train 
people in automation. It can't be done. 
Seminars, worksllops and institutes where in-depth study of spe- 
cfic problems can he carried out have been most effective for me. 
Numerous comments were made of the superior value of institutes by 
-
non-library agencies on library-related topics, for example: 
A program on management offered jointly by the USOE and the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture was very enlightening concerning 
modem administrative techniques-and applicable. to library prob- 
lems. 
The most effective types of continuing education for me have been 
primarily those which were not related to librarianship, at least not 
sponsored by library agencies. Among these are: a training course 
in management sponsored by the State Personnel Board; a training 
course in Program Planning and Budgeting System (PPBS) de-
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veloped by the State Bureau of the Budget; an IBM customer 
seminar on the use of automation in libraries. 
A number also bore witness to the special effectiveness of formal 
course work, pursued after completion of library preparation and at a 
time in the individual's career when a specific need had become 
pressing, for example: 
I am pretty sure that I set a very high value on learning and under- 
standing in a long-term structured, theoretically oriented program 
of education. For instance, the 16 quarter hours which I recently 
took in the public administration program seemed more fruitful 
than anything I had done previously because the graduate courses 
provided theoretical insights for the experiences of the past and the 
problems of the future; although I did not find time to continue the 
program for the degree, I benefited immeasurably from this mind- 
stretching. 
I think that people tend to forget that formal education is one of the 
most effective, well organized, and worthwhile forms of [continuing] 
education. . . . I would put formal education among the top ways of 
increasing one's personal effectiveness as well as learning. 
As a further confirmation of this last point, Stone found that "if an 
ideal is to be achieved, it should require, among other things, more 
advanced study, both formal and informal in areas which did not ap- 
pear to be of major concern to the librarians in this study." l7 
One gets the feeling, both from reviewing the literature on continu- 
ing education in librarianship and from reviewing the respondents' 
answers, that the profession must be filled with people frantically, even 
frenetically, searching for help in upgrading their qualifications-a 
search which, however, it must be remembered, is not peculiar to li- 
brarianship but is today shared with all professions, from the most 
ancient to the newest and most recently established. And yet, in 
measuring the library profession against the recommendations from 
other fields, one is also forced to recognize that relatively little atten- 
tion is being paid by librarians to the third strategy of self-education 
recommended by Dill: exploratory learning as a "deliberate, organized 
search for information and experience." l4 This low attention paid to 
exploratory learning would also appear to have a close relationship to 
the well documented lack of esteem for research on the part of li- 
brarians, as a learning activity in which the practitioner should engage. 
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In applying her research findings to the field of school librarianship, 
Stone reports that: 
One of the significant findings in this study was the minimal interest 
of all librarians in research: 77.5percent of the total population and 
94 percent of the school librarians had not engaged in any research 
projects since receiving their MLS degree. . . . In actual practice, 
however, probably the best device to combat librarian obsolescence 
is giving the librarian responsibility for solving library problems 
through the use of research findings.18 
Only seven respondents gave evidence in their comments of having 
used as a part of their own continuing education programs this explora- 
tory approach; in several cases it is closely tied to the obligation to 
write or to prepare speeches, an activity which, if effectively done, cer- 
tainly requires an exploratory approach. Some examples are quoted 
here: 
I suppose my own study and research in preparation for speaking, 
teaching, and coordinating workshops and federal institutes would 
be rated as most effective. 
I consciously decided to take the route of independent study and 
publication, both of which in any event appealed to me. My con- 
tinuing education has therefore been built upon this model. Writing 
seems to lead to speaking, and this stimulus (with its built-in dead- 
lines) was added to my own interests as they continued to develop. 
The most effective kind of continuing education for me has been my 
personal engagement in research activities-for the required reading, 
the search strategies, and the writing of articles-for beyond a 
shadow of a doubt, I learned a great deal which did not culminate 
in the publication of a paper, but more importantly, I discovered 
new ideas and methods that I could bring to bear upon problems 
that I had to solve as librarian. 
And from a past president of ALA, who has been a major contributor 
of new ideas and new solutions to old probleins in the profession, the 
following terse statement came: "Intellectual curiosity, continuously 
applied to every feasible approach to increasing one's knowledge and 
skills in all areas of librarianship at every opportunity." 
In final summation, then, this paper has attempted to portray the 
motivations of a group selected as "librarian-achievers." On the basis 
of this admittedly superficial survey it appears possible that a group 
of achievers may be somewhat more indirectly motivated and perhaps 
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more "inner-directed" than would be the case with a cross section of 
two library classes-a finding which may be worthy of further in- 
vestigation. Further, in describing criteria for a continuing education 
program it has been pointed out that other professions have found two 
kinds of programs to be important: on the one hand, that of external 
agencies, a collective approach and, on the other hand, the internally 
determined program set in motion by the individual professional. 
Criteria for programs of continuing education and strategies for self- 
learning seem to the writer to be confused both in the minds of the 
respondents and in the literature cited. For example, strategies for self- 
learning found to have been followed by achievers are reported as 
follows: 
There are three strategies which the achiever tends to follow 
throughout his life: 1) Achievers like to set their own goals; 
2 )  Achievers tend to avoid extremely difficult goals, prefer moder- 
ately difficult ones that will be challenging and at the same time 
possible of accomplishment (the achiever wants to win); 3) Achiev-
ers prefer tasks which give prompt feedback. For the achiever in an 
organization, motivation can be provided through building more 
achievement characteristics into jobs, such as personal responsibility, 
individual participation in the selection of productivity targets, 
moderate goals, and fast, cleancut feedback on the results each 
individual is attaining.lg 
The criteria cited from the replies of the librarian-achievers included 
the selection of a specialty and the initiation of continuing education 
during the first five years after graduation (or earlier if possible); the 
setting of goals (preferably by the professional himself); the choice of 
positions where there were opportunities for continuing education and 
a degree of mobility as providing this opportunity automatically, were 
indicated as three of the priorities. The selection of continued, struc- 
tured educational opportunities for continuing education as part of 
the self-education program was also considered important and a num- 
ber of areas of study were designated, with indication that administra- 
tion, human relations, and automation are particularly significant at 
this time. 
The evidence seems to indicate that many librarians are participating 
in programs of external agencies, but that there is a very definite need 
for a more organized structure with the professional associations and 
the library schools sharing the major responsibility. Current efforts of 
the associations are fragmented, lacking in continuity, with no culmina- 
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tion but rather a tapering off, and little of sequential learning resulting 
in many cases. A strong recommendation has been made to the Ameri- 
can Library Association for a more structured approach in this paper, 
by Rothstein five years ag0,~0 and as one of the suggestions derived 
from Stone's research.21 
I t  will, however, do little good for the finest structure of external 
courses to be built up (and in many cases non-library courses and 
programs may be more profitable), unless the individual librarian 
makes it his personal responsibility to initiate and plan his own con- 
tinuing education. Strategies for the individual's self-learning have 
been identified as being acquisitional, experiential, and exploratory. 
Considerable evidence has been found that librarians are making 
heaviest use of the acquisitional strategy, possibly somewhat less use 
of the experiential strategy, and even less use-as measured both by 
involvement and esteem for it-of the exploratory strategy. Evidence 
from the field of business, however, shows that the exploratory strategy 
is in fact the most effective method for solving the extremely difEcult 
problems and for producing the greatest change in knowledge and at- 
titudes. 
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The Educational Third Dimension: I1 
Programs for Continuing Library Education 
J OHN  F.  HARVEY 
A N D  
B E T T I NA  LAMBERT  
THISPAPER DISCUSSES some aspects of the prob- 
lems inherent in keeping librarians up-to-date and educating them 
after library school graduation, and suggests approaches toward solv- 
ing these problems. The need for improving the contemporary program 
of continuing education is described and specific changes are sug-
gested. The paper is based upon the American situation, and although 
public librarians are used as subjects, the generalizations should also 
be useful to all other librarians. Its theme might be a quotation from 
Jesse and Mitchell: "A rapidly changing age is forcing the professions 
to attach a new importance to continuing education." l 
Houle states that every profession must be concerned with the total 
education of its members, and continuing education is just as impor- 
tant as pre-service education. Each institution has the responsibility of 
educating its staff, particularly in keeping up with new concepts and 
methods and in preparing for new positions. Because the library school 
curriculum can only briefly cover all that the librarian needs to know, 
it should include nothing which can be learned better later.2 
Idea Obsolescence 
One of the librarian's problems is an inadequate background of 
goals and ideas against which new activities can be evaluated and 
full understanding eventually acquired. If college and library school 
curricula were more comprehensive and current, perhaps the begin- 
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ning librarian would not be educationally handicapped. Because these 
curricula include too few courses, they cannot include all that a stu- 
dent needs to know to be a knowledgeable citizen, consumer, cultural 
leader, and librarian. Nor does a student have the desire or ability to 
learn all the material presented to him. Furthermore, in most cases it 
is not known what type of librarian (public, academic, school, or 
special) the student will become until his five-year educational period 
is nearly over, and sometimes not even then, thus making his educa- 
tional programming difficult. In any event, the problem is further 
complicated by his having to learn some things by experience. 
The courses in all curricula are to some extent based on a synthesis 
and idealization of conditions perceived by faculty members several 
months or years ago, when their textbooks and other basic sources 
were written, or else when they worked in the field. Since a course 
seldom teaches the most current conditions, it is difficult for the in- 
structor to incorporate recent changes, and consequently he is behind 
actual practice. This is more significant for technique courses than for 
theoretical courses, but even principles are modified and may become 
historical or obsolete. Obviously, then, some ideas and techniques are 
being taught that have ceased to be useful. Teaching effectiveness may 
be further reduced by outdated or ineffectual techniques. 
It is possible to conclude that at graduation the typical librarian does 
not completely understand the ideas, methods, techniques, trends, 
and problems of the library world, nor the society to which his library 
must contribute. He is already somewhat out-of-date, incompletely in- 
formed, and beginning his career with a handicap rarely overcome. 
Today, ideas and methods dealing with acquired response patterns 
obsolesce rapidly. An idea becomes obsolete because of its failure or 
because of its replacement by a more useful one. Ideas about book 
selection change as well as ideas about neighborhoods. However, idea 
and technique obsolescence are not as important as the incorporation 
of change and adaptation. Attention to current activities in a given 
field will bring the most thoughtful solutions to its problems and an 
understanding of its trends. The ideas formulated about last year's 
poverty program may not be as useful now as they were then, especi- 
ally if the related social agencies have modified their approaches. Un- 
doubtedly a table could be constructed which portrayed the annual 
obsolescence rates of fundamental theories as changing relatively little 
(they may not change in the extent to which they are true, but only in 
the extent to which they are useful, relevant, or are being taught), 
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while practical techniques and equipment would portray a much 
greater change. 
In his first position a librarian is seldom able to survey similar posi- 
tions well enough to collect currently effective ideas and practices, thus 
instead of becoming au courant, he merely becomes oriented to one 
position. As he obtains more experience, visits other libraries, and talks 
with friends, he learns more but probably never reaches a widespread 
understanding of trends, developments, ideas, or techniques. His fa- 
miliarity with practice covers only a small geographic area (i.e., county 
or city), whereas happenings in Sweden or Iran might also be relevant. 
Often state library field specialists are knowledgeable enough about 
public library activities, but their understanding is confined to one 
state, to libraries visited recently, and to particular areas of operation 
observed. 
Idea Generation 
Not only is everyone somewhat out-of-date, but not enough good 
new library ideas are being produced. Much of librarianship produces 
good ideas laboriously, and then treats them with bureaucratic com- 
plexity, complacency, and inflexibility. Better ideas are needed for 
continuing education and better problem solutions must be derived 
through organized or private brainstorming, or experimentation. The 
primary need is for two kinds of ideas: 1) those which present new 
understandings of basic situations in which the library is relating to a 
new condition or agency, and 2) those demonstrating how this has 
been done successfully. 
We must brainstorm better or we will obsolesce sooner. Brainstorm- 
ing is most needed in the newer areas of library involvement, since in 
many of the older areas, two or three generations of activity have pro- 
duced workable solutions. For example, a few years ago the entire 
service area for the disadvantaged needed basic principles and specific 
solutions. This area is currently in intermediate flux with many li- 
braries participating actively. Other older relationships, such as those 
to garden or social clubs, may be relatively settled or "solved" prob- 
lems. However, few service relationships exist where all problems are 
solved and librarians can quit worrying. 
How can new and useful ideas, viewpoints, solutions and techniques 
of all kinds be generated? How can idea production be organized for a 
specific occupation? Ideas are produced by knowledge and imagina- 
tion, Solutions to a specific problem are arrived at by combining 
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knowledge and imagination with need, the opportunity to study a 
problem carefully, reviewing previous solutions, considering the solu- 
tions suggested by informed colleagues, and then experimenting until 
the best answer is derived. 
Useful ideas usually come from a person whose imagination is 
strong, whose creativity is well above average, whose knowledge of 
past solutions and present practice is quite extensive, whose contact 
with real situations is close, and whose appraisal is shrewd. Seldom 
can a combination of all these characteristics be assembled in librarian- 
ship. If the members of a committee possess them together it is un- 
usual, if one person possesses them it is phenomenal. Individuals with 
some of these talents should be identified and put in situations favor- 
able to idea generation. In this connection certain researchers in li- 
brarianship and a few professionals from other disciplines have been 
useful, but very few of them are presently attempting to solve library 
problems. Traditionally the graduate school has been the center for 
new solutions, so perhaps there is a dearth of idea-producing and 
research-oriented library school instructors and students. Useful brain- 
storming is expected to occur at such places as the Institute for Ad- 
vanced Study at Princeton, but a similar center for library thinking 
has not been established. Asking the Council on Library Resources to 
subsidize Jesse Shera full-time is, however, closely related.3 
Some thought is stimulated by library association conferences which 
schedule discussions of current activities in leading libraries, and 
which plan programs around provocative and broadly based questions; 
unfortunately these programs seldom incorporate sufficient detail for 
evaluation. A conference can bring together a committee of specialists 
who are problem oriented and can find tentative solutions by compar- 
ing experiences, but more often this is a side effect and not a direct 
result of conference planning. Few association committees have been 
equipped to experiment or have been oriented toward creativity. 
More small and closely matched discussion groups similar to the public 
library personnel directors meeting at ALA conferences should be 
established. They are successful because everyone attending has a 
similar background and similar problems, and can share solutions face 
to face. 
Idea Dissemination 
Extensive idea production does little good unless it is extensively 
distributed to the appropriate people. So'mething done well in Bangor 
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will not help in Tehran until it reaches the right Tehrani. The plaguing 
problem is that many good ideas are being used which would be useful 
elsewhere if they were known about. Phinney mentions the lack of 
written information about what is going onB4 Even when there is no 
necessity for a new idea, locating an older one is difficult. Published 
ideas are oversimplified and omit many facts related to their successful 
use. Because controls are inadequate, complete and exact policies and 
procedures are seldom available within the library, and there is no staff 
of researchers and writers to record idea prospects, implementations, 
successes, and failures. Leadership like that of the Enoch Pratt Free 
Library in Baltimore is partly due to its staff members exceptional 
activity in writing and speaking of their successes. The communication 
of their failures would also be instructive. 
The time lag between idea production and arrival at a given library 
must also be dealt with. An idea may be used successfully in Phila- 
delphia for several years before it arrives at Swarthmore where it is 
equally needed. Then it may be in garbled or incomplete form, and 
consequently prove less than successful. Library service would have 
improved sooner had the idea been transmitted earlier and in com- 
plete and accurate form. 
Publications are important as an idea source, but their dissemina- 
tion is usually only done in small numbers, and often omits important 
details. Also, publication reading is very selective, with each li-
brarian reading only what interests him and omitting the rest. Almost 
the only persons reading library literature carefully are library school 
faculty members and students. Librarians are deluged with library 
literature with which they are somewhat familiar, and thus tend to 
"thumb read," or not read at all. Even though the dissemination of 
ideas through publications is less than desirably widespread, publica- 
tions are still the best carriers to large groups of leaders and remain 
the best way of keeping a permanent record and disseminating solu- 
tions. Ideal dissemination would require early release and full details 
of an idea, along with adequate research data and controls. 
Not only must we replace obsolete ideas with newer and more useful 
ones, but we must also get them quickly into the stream of library 
consciousness. The librarian's cultural lag must be combatted by 
spreading the word faster. The ERIC program to distribute certain 
library information can hardly function successfully if the information 
is not readily available.5 Getting the right idea into the right head at 
the right time is the problem. 
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Idea Anticipation 
So librarians could plan better, it would be desirable to have trends 
and changes so analyzed and controlled that they could be predicted 
five to ten years before their actual appearance. For instance, if the 
recent trend of intensive public library use by students had been pre- 
dicted, then these libraries could have planned and budgeted for the 
changes necessary to absorb the additional load gra~efully.~ Through 
municipal administration, social service, and sociology, much has been 
learned about social behavior that should have been introduced into 
librarianship, but continuing education for librarians seems not to be 
keeping up with the increasing accumulation of knowledge and under- 
standing about society. What are good barometers of library change? 
How can public librarians be educated to anticipate changes in their 
cities and their services? There are many questions and many answers. 
Usually the library exists as a small unit within a large governmental 
structure-local, county, state, national-and feels administrative, po- 
litical, and financial trends and changes within that institutional set- 
ting. Changes should be easily anticipated from within. Demographic 
changes are now used to predict the library future. However, too few 
sets of statistics are available, usually the library has no analysis staff, 
and instruction is needed to interpret them. All levels of government 
legislation and departmental activities provide indicators of trends. 
Government subsidized programs are felt by the library, so it must 
learn how to anticipate their effects, for example, in urban redevelop- 
ment housing. Someone to watch reports of enacted legislation and 
alert library staffs to their implications would be useful. 
Public librarians seem to be improving their contacts with school 
officials but still have difficulty fully anticipating school needs. Closer 
cooperation with state and local school and college systems will better 
inform the librarian of educational trends and new activities likely to 
affect student use and demands for library service. A full-time liaison 
and coordination staff should be assigned to schools and colleges. The 
present efforts of children's and young adults' librarians seem super- 
ficial. It would be more reasonable to make a significant budget and 
personnel commitment to conduct a continuous, comprehensive, and 
thorough study of those persons whose library use is motivated by 
school and college requirements-the public library's largest discrete 
patron group. Such an educational anticipation service should be 
staffed by persons familiar with both institutions. This study should 
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lead eventually to forecasts of school and college student use patterns, 
followed by attempts to influence this use toward certain types of 
superior materials and services. Certainly, if modern corporations had 
a similar large and easily identifiable customer group, they would 
carefully study and cultivate it. That the public library has retained a 
submissive and apprehensive attitude toward such a large group of 
customers seems to indicate an unprofessional, uncreative, and out- 
dated posture toward community service. 
Because the public library is so imbedded in education, public 
librarians should understand educational theories and techniques and 
take a more active role in educating their patrons-during and after 
formal schooling. Trying to educate children and adults without having 
studied education and without close daily coordination with schools is 
difficult, but remains the librarian's responsibility. The public librarian 
must develop his own educational theories and practices for elemen- 
tary, secondary, and adult levels; they should be entwined with formal 
education but differ in orientation. The short inroads made in this 
direction can be measured by the poor staffing school services re- 
ceive. An illustration of misdirection is found in certain library poverty 
programs where more effort is expended on attempts to locate pupils, 
rather than on learning how to teach them or attempting to anticipate 
their needs and interests. 
Now that poverty program librarians have gotten outside the library, 
perhaps other personnel can be sent out for similar user contacts.* In 
the business world a library department should carry out an anticipa- 
tion function by contacting businessmen and chamber of commerce 
leaders in their offices. The businessman, whose information needs are 
important to the economy, has been neglected by the public library. 
Services to forceful and influential business leaders surely are as 
important as those to garden clubs. A department is needed to antici- 
pate business trends and relate them to library planning so materials 
and services can be ready for these patrons. 
Closer association with club groups requires at least one offer of 
assistance to the president each year for specific programs and com- 
mittee projects. This should lead to other interviews with committee 
members shortly thereafter, and eventually to close working relation- 
ships with every group organizing specific club functions. 
Librarians must anticipate trends in publishing and the availability 
of material useful to specific groups. As an important customer the 
librarian has influence on publishers, and closer contact and liaison 
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with them could lead to the publication of more books for particular 
library uses, as well as better distribution of them. As an example, the 
poverty program suffers from a lack of juvenile reading books which 
hold adult interest. Librarians should attempt to anticipate subject 
interests by reading level and have the material published before the 
demand becomes acute. If this relationship is not fruitful then librari- 
ans could form their own publishing firms; the market should be large 
enough to support several such companies. 
Government and cultural groups studying community developments 
can provide information about trends which involve the library. Read- 
ing their publications, hearing their speakers, and conversing with 
them help the librarian anticipate changes that will affect him. Careful 
study of local and national periodicals and theses containing social, 
political, and economic trends will also help the librarian, e.g., Kip-
linger's Newsletter which forecasts business trends, city periodicals 
which concentrate on local happenings, or university theses which dis-
cuss local trends. 
Perhaps a profession-wide group should moniter societal trends 
which will create new library problems. Prediction would be more 
accurate if a staff was interpreting each trend for librarians, and as a 
further service, turning them over to brainstormers for problem solu- 
tions. Trial solutions could then be tested by pilot programs within an 
experimental library. Perhaps both the monitoring and the brainstorm- 
ing would be best manned primarily by social scientists. Recently 
many significant contributions to library science have been made by 
those outside the field. 
Currency 
Librarians who are themselves attempting to educate, need an 
effective adult education program to keep them up-to-date in librarian- 
ship and tangential subject areas. Adult education techniques must be 
used because return to the campus has been resisted, even for refresher 
courses, let alone for advanced degree curricula. Whether the same 
techniques can be used for all librarians is difficult to determine since 
they serve different audiences with different materials and staff mem- 
bers; many principles and techniques are, however, similar. Whether 
the continuing education program should concentrate on the post- 
master's degree period only, or can also improve learning at the 
college and library school level, must be subject to experimentation. 
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Recommendations should be made for all educational levels. Whether 
or not the ERIC program can substantively satisfy these infonnation 
needs of librarians is yet to be seen. 
Thousands of worldwide information sources should be coordinated 
by a data bank and separated into three categories-administrative, 
professional assistant, and clerical-so pertinent information can be 
distributed to the specifled category soon after its discovery. Five 
major subject divisions should cover all of librarianship: administra- 
tion, technical processes, materials, adult services and children's serv- 
ices. Further, information dissemination should be separated by the 
four major types of libraries, although there will of course be over- 
lapping. A constant stream of ideas and problem solutions from li-
braries and other sources that range from major policy decisions to 
clerical assistant techniques should be aimed for. 
There should be good system coordination from theses, workshops, 
conferences, and extension courses to periodical publication^.^ Such a 
system must give more data about more new solutions so more knowl- 
edgeable actions can be taken sooner by all parts of the profession. 
The problem is to find freshly proven ideas, present them usefully and 
objectively, then broadcast them throughout the profession. Because a 
librarian cannot take a hit-and-miss approach toward solutions, he 
must have fully considered the alternatives beforehand. Immediate, 
full and accurate information must be presented for each position. 
There must also be a provision for users to offer suggestions for data 
bank system improvement. 
The ability to browse for specific topics should be available in the 
data bank. For instance, if a children's department head wishes to solve 
the fifth grade simple vocabulary book problem, he should be able to 
learn what solutions are used in other cities. He should have a wide 
and thoroughly descriptive selection from which to chose a specific 
adaptable solution. Now, when seeking solutions, librarians are de- 
pendent upon periodicals, friends, and their own experience. 
The librarian should not have a haphazard approach (have nine 
specific problems, ask three vague questions, and hope the fallout will 
contain all the needed infonnation), but rather should expect the data 
bank to give the fullest possible answers to the right questions. The 
bank's information should be arranged by specific subjects so the user 
should gain most by giving careful study and concentration to one 
problem at a time. 
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Enlivening Types of Work 
Continuing education and information vitalizes all employees-jani- 
tors to trustees. As janitors handle more numerous and complex ma- 
chines, maintenance instructions and demonstrations become increas- 
ingly important to them. Trustee education is the most important and 
difficult of all since trustees must be aware of major developments 
and be knowledgeable about administration. Their concern for role 
and mission and for the library's integration into city government and 
community should be as great as the chief librarian's. Yet trustee pub- 
lications are almost nonexistent, and only a few states offer workshops 
for them. 
Since administrators are believed by some to be a weak part of the 
library's organization, their continuing education is very important. 
Because they have primary responsibility for change, many periodicals 
are addressed to them, and it is likely that their experience with people 
and ideas causes them to read more conscientiously than other librari- 
ans. Trustees, department heads and city officials eagerly instruct them. 
They do not do research, but probably their association conferences 
are informative and helpful, and sometimes they attend special work- 
s h o p ~ . ~Although few of them study beyond the master's degree, the 
increasing complexities of the administrator's position are forcing more 
formal, specialized study. 
The administrator, whose information needs are universal, needs an 
assistant to alert him to the material useful in examining his library 
problems. First, he must tend to his own job of personnel, finance, 
relations with superiors and outside groups, organization, planning, 
and supervision. Then, for possible adapted solutions, he needs infor- 
mation from other sources-public administration, education, business, 
hospital administration, social service, etc. Also, he needs to learn the 
trends within his community: shifts in power alignments, emergence of 
new ideas, operations of new political and economic groups, residential 
pattern changes, employment shifts, and entertainment changes. 
The technical processing staff would be helped by closer contact 
with the Library of Congress. They should also publish their poten- 
tially useful classification system adaptations, local cataloging and 
filing rules, and acquisitions and catalog department policy and pro- 
cedure manuals. Acquisitions needs better bibliographic services and 
more prepublication information, including more comparative data on 
publisher and jobber prices and services. 
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Adult service librarians should know more about adult interests and 
needs and what materials will best serve them. Hawes lo said that 
there was not enough research literature to ascertain what reading 
does to people, or even if most people prefer group to individual 
education. Monroe 'l made a distinction between training and educa- 
tion and said there had been much training to improve skills but little 
education to improve understanding for library adult work. She com- 
mented also that since the American Heritage and Library Community 
Projects produced principles, it was time to think about education for 
adult work. The beginning could come in the library school, supple- 
mented by field work, internship, work-study programs, and subject 
preparation. Formal advanced education could include on-the-job 
training, staff workshops, conferences, courses, exchange and study- 
grant programs, consultant advice with some experimentation, self- 
surveys, professional reading, travel, and observation. She concluded 
that we must educate students to carry on present services and at the 
same time be innovators. She agreed with Phinney that research must 
become commonplace, with libraries and library schools working 
closely together. Stone l2 said that for adult workers there has been 
too much to teach and too few qualified to do so. Committee assign- 
ments under skilled leadership and participation in the workshops of 
other community agencies are needed. 
Children's librarians should partake of recent insights into child 
psychology and education and relate them to reading interest patterns. 
The children themselves must be listened to as well as teachers, cur- 
riculum planners, and recreation leaders, who can also help in pre- 
dicting reactions and planning library-related programs. Instilling life- 
time reading habits should be a primary goal. 
Prepublication of critical librarian-oriented evaluations are needed 
for children's books. They should be available despite the difficulties 
of reviewing for different kinds of readers and getting advance infor- 
mation printed. At present, summer workshops and extension courses 
help school and children's librarians learn about new books. 
Only in certain colleges and universities do librarians and faculty 
have equal opportunities for continuing education. Jesse and Mitchell 
found: "As professionals, librarians should have the opportunity for 
further study and research, just as they should have faculty rank. 
Opportunities should be provided when they can be without the 
interruption of good library service." l3 Although very often there is 
no policy for course work or research, most academic libraries allow 
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their staffs to interrupt work in order to take courses at that institution. 
In two-thirds of the universities and half of the colleges, librarians 
were eligible for study or research leaves, but only a few college 
libraries and one-third of the university libraries gave released time for 
research. 
How Research Should Proceed 
Joeckel and Winslow said: 
Research is an indispensible foundation for library planning and 
for the development of library services. It ident3es needs and dis- 
covers methods of meeting them. It  evaluates the results achieved 
by library programs. Library objectives, the framework of organiza- 
tion, techniques, service procedures-in determining all of these, 
research is useful and essential. [Vastly more emphasis should be 
placed on research simply to make a minimum adjustment to the 
world libraries serve. Even though we cannot afford basic essentials, 
research is often worthwhile.] 
Emphasis is naturally placed on applied research which may be 
directly useful in the solution of library problems, but the impor- 
tance of basic research which may have little immediate practical 
application is fully recognized.14 
Gilbert Prentiss made three points about government involvement in 
research: 
1) The government should direct most of its support for libraries 
into research; 2) Research is needed on all kinds of library service 
since it plays similar roles in all kinds of libraries; 3) If we assume 
that libraries are similar, one total picture should define needs and 
functions in terms of government levels. This should be done only 
once, and should have government continuity in support level.15 
A recent Wilson Library Bulletin view of library research calls it 
the greatest problem facing the profession.lB Ennis l7 points out that 
it is noncumulative, fragmentary, generally weak, and relentlessly 
oriented to immediate practice. He cites Joanne Stewart's thesis, "An 
Evaluation of Empirical Studies Dealing with Students in Public Li- 
braries in the United States," which portrays the inability of public 
librarians to do their own research successfully. She found their studies 
to be poor, with samples inadequately drawn or too small, and their 
primitive methodology yielding few useful conclusions. Bundy claimed 
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the public library had organized a shockingly small amount of research 
into fundamental problems.18 
As a continuing education method, research has not been widely 
used. Yet, for obtaining a valid picture of library conditions, it is ex- 
cellent. A few libraries have employed competent coinmercial research 
organizations or individuals for articular projects, but many of these 
projects seem less useful to the ~rofession than formal thesis research, 
since there is no way of judging if they were done properly. Formerly, 
library school master's theses contributed more information than they 
do now. 
Before seeking solutions to existing and future problems, the state 
of each area within librarianship must be researched and evaluated. 
Then the questions needing research can be laid out, priorities estab- 
lished, and projects assigned. The next step is for the profession to 
define its goals. Evidence suggests that the public library does not 
have a clearly defined set of goals. It  is attempting to do several things 
in which it is succeeding poorly, and is not attempting several things 
it might be expected to do. Its leaders appear to have underestimated 
the magnitude of their task and overestimated future budgetary sup- 
port.lQ 
A philosophy is needed to rationalize library existence, explain pur- 
poses and goals, immediate and ultimate, and place them in their 
proper perspective. This discussion should spell out relationships to 
both formal and informal education programs, the political system, 
recreation programs, organized research, the business world, formal 
organization life, and to persons at all economic levels. Philosophical 
research is needed-writing, reading, thinking, and discussing. A 
larger number of patrons served surely is not the ultimate goal. In fact, 
it may be more sensible to seek a citizenry increasingly competent to 
solve its own problems, and not to use the library directly. The reluc- 
tance of patrons to ask librarians for help suggests their self-service 
preference, and it is doubtful that they will change. 
Because very little library school research is being done, a way 
must be found of studying the field." Ennis has several suggestions 
about current activity: establish library positions for researchers and 
systems analysts, organize long intensive INTREX-type seminars to 
study library problems, and recruit research-oriented staff from other 
fields. He lists the most important research as measuring library per- 
formance, analyzing print users, and studying the organization of 
knowledge.21 For processing centers Peter Hiatt suggested that "the 
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area delineated by technical services lends itself to measurable research 
more easily than do public services."2VWe should do research on 
methods of handling non-book materials and political and social 
research relating processing centers to state government trends. 
Several other authors had useful suggestions. Goldstein recom-
mended forming a research arm of the profession at all governmental 
levels and believed many basic ideas could best be established by 
testing. He also noted that most public libraries were too poorly 
financed and staffed to provide more than minimum ~ervice.~"iatt 
urged librarians to create social change and seek greater understand- 
ing of society. Doms urged clarification of the public library's role 
vs. that of the school library. Anderson was eager to know user and 
non-user motivations and the city's changing character.24 
Conant suggested establishing research teams to review on a con- 
tinuing basis the local library service market; routine data collection 
mechanisms should be developed and consumer and management 
studies are also desirable. The number of possible points of entry for 
new influences should be increased. Also, provision should be made 
for the mid-career administrator to take a year off to study business 
administration or urban planning.25 
A detailed description of the staff manual policies and procedures 
used in each department in every library and their success under de- 
scribed conditions is neededaZ6 Evaluations of successes are also needed 
against objective criteria, some of which must be adapted from other 
fields; Wasserman pointed out the technique for measuring perform- 
ance success q~antitatively.~TIn many library areas success is still 
indistinguishable from failure: "In sum, the public library remains a 
basically purposeless agency with relatively weak resources, diversified 
commitments, and fundamental biases which severely circumscribe 
its effectiveness." 28 Time has marched on but the public library has 
stood still; it may atrophy further. 
The Educational Media-Library Literature 
Library literature should be creative and scholarly and attempt to 
prove or disprove ideas, to define goals and roles, report research, 
and detail techniques and procedure^.^^ When the research to identify 
goals and successful programs is done, and the refocused library has 
begun to work intensively in its primary emphases, probably the most 
efficient medium of education providing a permanent record will be 
library publications. To some extent library periodicals are already 
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disseminating useful material, but little of it is detailed and thorough. 
Currently a major periodical trend is toward increased proliferation 
without any improvement in quality or co~rdinat ion.~~ There is much 
overlapping and competition, yet some areas are still underrepresented 
while others are briefly and superficially treated. Probably the library 
periodicals most successful in carrying out a useful role are Journal of 
Chemical Documentation and American Documentation, both quite 
specialized, but both objective with respectable scholarship, providing 
considerable detail and no news. Perhaps a journal like Public Library 
Abstracts came close to the ideal also, though it was short on details. 
Some library literature appears in book, report, or pamphlet form, 
often an improvement over the periodical form in providing more 
detail. 
More reading and thinking about library literature and closer inter- 
relations between publications is needed. Perhaps each library should 
hold a weekly group discussion of new idea applicability. Study and 
discussion groups should provide better brainstorming. 
A librarian would read more if the material were interesting, di- 
rectly relevant and useful to his own position, and in sufficient detail 
that he could see exactly how the idea was carried out and in what 
context. Also, each librarian needs a bulletin copy for his own desk, 
not just a reading room copy. Since distributing periodical and mono- 
graphic material to all librarians would be expensive, perhaps it should 
be done by government subsidy for publishing costs, or block subscrip- 
tions where one library payment per year brings several copies. 
Conferences and Workshops 
Educationally, the association conference is contributory by its 
formal program papers and informal discussions. Usually the formal 
programming is aimed at the less specialized levels, some national 
associations excepted. Local associations need improved programming 
guided by their state and national units, since their programs seldom 
provide more information than a suggestive summary of different 
developments. Programming should aim at the high level specialists, 
not the general audience. Except for the recent series sponsored by 
the ALA Library Research Round Table, programming for library re- 
searchers is nonexistent. 
Most special workshops, seminars, or institutes are well above 
association conferences in educational quality. Workshops are usually 
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led by "experts," whereas too often conference speakers have had less 
experience than some of their listeners. Unless association speakers 
have developed original viewpoints or have had unusual experiences, 
learning from well recognized experts is more rewarding. Association 
programs often include limited case studies, whereas workshops often 
provide a more comprehensive and cohesive picture, cover back-
grounds and develop several topic phases. Frequently, the pre- and 
post-ALA conferences are more useful than the conference itself. 
Special workshops on a single problem which last several days allow 
greater subject expansion and greater learning opportunity. They are 
the shortcut to knowledge, if well organized, topic-focused, and com- 
bine theory with experience. Usually the workshop succeeds in im-
parting more knowledge in depth than does the conference, which is 
often too brief, fragmentary, and distracting. 
The libraries which send staff to workshops, and thus gain by them, 
should also subsidize them. The USOE workshop subject breakdown 
shows need for more goal study, technical processing, leadership edu- 
cation, and supervision, as well as attention to the subjects in library 
school curricula.31 There is also the problem of applying the new 
knowledge to the job. 
The visible trend is toward polishing-more workshops and confer- 
ences instead of further schooling. In order that the entire staff can 
share the information gained at conferences and workshops, reporting 
should not be neglected. Libraries should sponsor local conferences 
during which their activities are reported, analyzed, discussed, and 
evaluated, and community leaders and staff members from other li- 
braries should participate in them. 
For administrators, leadership workshops are useful when they con- 
sist of a concentrated session of two or more full days where: 1)visit-
ing speakers analyze shifts in community life, 2) several committees 
focus sharply and extensively on specific library problems, or 3)  a 
combination of the two occurs. They allow administrators to pause, 
study, reappraise programs, and gain fuller understanding of com-
munity trends. Administrators should also join the leadership work- 
shops of other groups and learn how to coordinate with them. 
Because practicing librarians so seldom demand formal graduate 
courses, few are offered even though several library schools now offer 
useful advanced electives. Workshop education is one of their ways of 
expanding course offerings to serve alumni and the profession at large. 
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Extension Courses 
Extension courses are too rare and remain another untapped source 
of continuing education. For a long time they have been a part of pre- 
professional and beginning professional education, but do not help 
the professional. Those run by state libraries can be useful to trustees. 
Boaz pointed out that in 1965 about 40 percent of the accredited 
library schools offered extension courses in thirty-five places, with 
Indiana, Syracuse, Illinois, and the University of Southern California 
having well known programs.32 There seems to be no trend toward 
expansion here and Monypenny found few formal extension courses 
in state libraries.33 Communication between libraries and library 
schools is defective regarding extension courses, many of which should 
be subsidized by the state or local library system.32 
Doctoral Programs 
More first-class student minds must be attracted before the library's 
value as an education medium can be realized. Doctoral students can 
study a field sufficiently to become completely current in one or more 
aspects of it. Study is the best way of understanding theoretical mat- 
ters, while certain practical aspects can be examined in the thesis. 
Library science doctoral programs provide at least three kinds of con- 
tinuing education for leadership: 1 )  preparation qualifying the gradu- 
ate to carry on research, 2 )  preparation for teaching, and 3)  prepara-
tion for administration. 
So far, doctoral programs have produced leaders in library educa- 
tion and university librarianship only. Doctoral students in public 
librarianship, for instance, are so rare as hardly to exist at all. A large 
increase in enrollment would help to meet the research problem and 
suitable staff members should be sent, with full salary, to do doctoral 
study and research. 
Inservice Education P~ograms 
Public administration literature suggests that in large library systems 
continuing education programs should be directed by an inservice 
training officer. Commonly, libraries provide continuing education 
through staff association meetings, st& workshops, newsletters, man- 
uals, daily supervision, orientation sessions, and other devices. In 
administrative meetings chief librarians transmit knowledge and advice 
to their department heads along with situation evaluations. Through 
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hourly contact, professional assistants learn from their supervisors in 
much the same way. 
Recommended executive development ideas have been listed by 
Stebbin~,3~and Wheeler and Goldhor described on-the-job training 
and s~pervision.3~ City-wide orientation sessions, workshops, and even 
formal course work for municipal employees are being used in certain 
cities like Detroit. Serving as an understudy, having a guide appointed 
to help achieve the next position level, job rotation, and role-playing 
are useful in learning decision-making.34 Millen listed several continu- 
ing medical education devices-internships, residencies, and company- 
supported courses;36 Bryan described induction training, education to 
maintain efficiency, education for new responsibilities, and education 
for adopting new proce~ses .~~  Stone presented a long-range adminis- 
trator's development plan.38 
Toronto provides one example of a well developed orientation and 
inservice education program led by department heads and adminis- 
trators. It provides orientation for new staff members and gives all 
other staff: 1) knowledge of the library, its collection and services, 
2) continuation of the previous ability level in a specialty (i.e., work 
in a segment of the community), 3) better management or operational 
skills, and 4)  explanations and tours of the library. Courses are given 
in storytelling and epic literature. Meetings featuring special speakers, 
informal reports, and book discussions are held frequently. A six-week 
course on professional responsibilities is offered to assist subprofes- 
sionals toward promotion. Staff members visit new departments or 
take formal courses. They consider a staff member's full familiarization 
with librarianship to cover a five-year peri0d.3~ 
In North York, Ontario, the goal of inservice management training 
is to educate and utilize staff to the utmost level of their abilities. 
Weekly ninety-minute sessions are held for three months with separate 
series for professional and nonprofessional supervisors. Each session 
is started with a film and continued with a discussion of problems and 
theories. Sample topics are: overcoming resistance to change, leader- 
ship styles, supervisor-subordinate relationships, judging people, cre- 
ative thinking, work attitudes, engineering agreement, delegating 
responsibility, developing management material, and coordination?% 
In other libraries such sessions may last for several working days and 
include talks on the library's history, objectives, service areas, book 
selection, human relations, financial policies, organization chart, branch 
system, the role of major administrators, policies of the coordinators of 
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children's and adult services, a tea where staff members can meet 
neophytes, and a tour of the central library and branches.40 New 
specialists such as children's or history librarians are given further 
orientation by the department head. 
Formal all-day orientation programs are most often found in large 
systems and might include half of the nation's new professionals. State 
and national association conferences attract only a handful of librarians 
from each staff, and extension and other course work, a negligible few. 
Library periodicals, local conferences, departmental and type-of-work 
staff meetings therefore may be the only continuing education pro- 
grams involving a majority of librarians. 
Librarianship has not felt the need for updating its practitioners as 
extensively as has the field of engineering. Stebbins said that libraries 
lagged in carrying out staff training programs.34 However, almost no 
library has professionals with backgrounds in information science, 
audiovisual materials, and recent findings in related fields. Obviously 
the professional librarian has little interest in most forms of continu- 
ing education and receives satisfactory pay raises and promotions 
without them. 
Coordination and Professionalism 
The trend toward increased federal and state government involve- 
ment in continuing education should be encouraged, but until ap- 
propriations are stabilized this support is undependable. State libraries 
have sponsored more public library research and had more influence 
on library association programming than have the library schools. 
Through the state libraries, the U.S. Office of Education's Library 
Services Branch has coordinated a national program of continuing edu- 
cation.40 Either USOE or ALA would be the logical group to carry on 
coordination and system planning of continuing education, although 
metropolitan area library organizations may also play an important 
role. Rothstein believes ALA should take this responsibility, and that 
special courses and certification should be developed.41 
If USOE has developed overall continuing education goals and 
principles for librarians, they are not readily available. Before setting 
any overall goal or principles the problem must be resolved of an 
occupation group which is not improving educationally within an in- 
creasingly complex society. There is no modern and effective, coordi- 
nated and continuing education program in a field where awareness 
is necessary and educational levels are already low (many public 
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library branches operate without professionals). To emphasize the 
situation's seriousness, there is evidence that librarianship is more 
nearly becoming a trade or clerical occupation than a profession, e.g., 
increasing dependence on outside consultants and trade unions for 
creative thinking, major decisions, and continued personnel status; the 
prosperity of undergraduate library science programs; inability to 
conduct research; persons with no library education continuing to 
enter the field; and recent papers showing its paucity of professional 
qualities. 
Bundy and Wasserman have recently discussed library professional- 
ism and indicated their fear of a custodial future. Unfortunately, 
librarianship is not yet client-oriented but remains medium-oriented, 
doctoral work is merely an academic exercise, and faculty members do 
little useful research.42 
Planning Continuing Education 
The role of each participating continuing education program should 
be clearly described, allowing leeway for variations by locality and 
support, immediate and ultimate. Educational needs by levels and 
types of personnel should be identified, and there should be careful 
alignment of each staff member's goals with his present position and 
his continuing education program. Berelson points out the conflict over 
deciding who is the more skillful practitioner, the one with a broader 
and more basic education or the one with a narrow and specialized 
education.43A coordinating agency must establish the most efficient 
system for educating personnel initially and continuously. Statewide 
plans and provision for emergency learning are needed.44 By 1975 
good progress should have been made on a program, and by 1980 
it should be completed and operating smoothly. Administrators should 
be the first to benefit since they are the decision-makers, but a pilot 
program for clerical assistants may be more practical. 
As an example, a children's assistant may need five years of full-time 
formal higher education, plus continuing education, to fill in gaps and 
keep her up-to-date as her position and field change. Exactly how 
much continuing education must come through floor experience, work- 
shops, lectures, reading, discussion, course work, or other activities, 
is not certain. However, a minimum of one departmental meeting 
per month, one national seminar or workshop per year, one association 
conference per year, one formal credit graduate course in this or 
another field per year, daily advice from the supervisor and weekly 
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periodical reading is suggested. The weaker the educational back- 
ground, the stronger the need for supervisory education; a person weak 
in a specific subject will need to reinforce his knowledge of materials 
in that subject. 
Fifteen Ideas for Dissemination 
1. A public library staff member should be assigned full time to 
help students and faculty members of nearby colleges use the pub- 
lic library more successfully. Individual conferences should be held 
with many students and faculty library users. After the project has 
proven successful, the college should subsidize it. 
2. Selective dissemination of information ( SDI ),an alerting service, 
should be particularly useful to patron groups having discrete and 
serious subject interests, such as colloid chemistry or art education, 
and want the newest material. Such a service would combat the idea 
that the public library offers no reference senice for the serious and 
qualified student. 
3. To demonstrate their function as scholarly institutions, public 
libraries with special collections should subsidize research and pub- 
lication about the collection. 
4. Though a significant percentage of library patrons fails to find 
the material desired, they have seldom been studied carefully. Further, 
there are few studies of patron needs apart from their requests. A 
list would be useful of all the material required to satisfy patron needs 
at  a branch library for one month. 
5. In many towns, the residents who do not speak, read, or write 
English are no one's responsibility. Perhaps the public library should 
teach them English. 
6. A list should be made of all desirable community services, then 
of those locally handled poorly or not at all. The public library could 
select one new service to budget, staff, and promote each year. 
7. A special library service could be established on a break-even 
fee basis. For instance, scanning service for phj~sicians could be 
offered by photocopying the tables of contents of 100 leading medical 
journals, binding, and sending them to subscribing physicians. 
8. A library could operate a fully stocked bookstore to give patrons 
a choice of buying or borrowing material, and then study the results. 
9. A literature search goes quicker with a dictation machine than 
by hand. Dictating machine and secretarial service should be provided 
at cost for research patrons. 
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10. The library faced with a continual shortage on any subject 
could hire a writer to produce its own books. 
11. A comparative study of two businessmen of the same position 
level in the same firm should be made, one a heavy library user, the 
other a non-library user. How does the second get along without the 
library? Does the first increase his effectiveness by its use? 
12. Match closely two elementary school groups, one of which uses 
its own school library and the other using the public library, to see 
which group gets better grades. What are the implications for service 
improvement? 
13. Studies are needed by subject field to match library materials, 
user interests, user needs, and use. HOW are they mismatched? What 
are the consequences and remedies? 
14. A large number of studies of leading non-users is needed. How 
can so many leading citizens be non-users? How can so many poor 
people be non-users? 
15. Intensive user studies should ask in detail who the patron is, 
what the material is, where he will use it, how, and for what. Only 
general characteristics have been described; no one has yet discovered 
an essential difference between users and non-users who appear alike 
in all other m7ays. 
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The Educational Third Dimension: I11 
Toward the Development of a National 
Program of Continuing Education for 
Library Personnel 
PETER  H I A T T  
CYRIL HOULE IDENTIFIES FIVE areas influencing 
continuing education: the individual, the informal group, the employ- 
ing institution, the university, and the professional association.' This 
chapter deals with the last area. The author argues that it is necessary 
to coordinate, plan, stimulate, develop and evaluate continuing educa- 
tion for library personnel, and that the responsibility for doing so 
should rest with the professional associations at the national level. 
Even so, the origination, consumption and ultimate responsibility for 
one's continuing education rests with the individual; any system of 
continuing education for library personnel must recognize this truth. 
This chapter briefly reviews the need for continuing education of all 
personnel working in libraries, discusses the elements which presently 
contribute to our "system" of continuing education for library person- 
nel, and concludes with the reasons for the author's belief that a 
national program of continuing education is necessary. A suggestion 
is made for the location of a national office for library continuing 
education, and a description is given of a model for a national program. 
Need 
This issue of Library Trends is entitled "Personnel Development 
and Continuing Education in Libraries." Most efforts to bring new 
skills, knowledge and attitudes to our field have been directed at the 
professional aspects of our work. In workshops designed for the non- 
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professional, the typical effort has been to instill professional attitudes, 
or to make it possible for these workers to carry out duties usually con- 
sidered professional. Thus, the title of this issue of Library Trends calls 
attention to the need for broadening the scope of the audience for 
continuing education to include all levels of library personnel: janitor, 
clerk, technician, librarian, administrator, subject specialists, and other 
professionals. A search of the literature from 1876 to the present re- 
veals almost no evidence of librarians' concern with the additional 
training that the clerical staff needs to perform effectively in library 
situations. Somewhat more attention has been given to pre-profes- 
sionals (today's library technicians ) . 
Yet, the entire library staff neecls continuing education if the institu- 
tion is to react positively to technological and social changes. Physi- 
cians are concerned not only with their own continuing education, but 
also with that of nurses and technical assistants. They recognize that 
innovations they wish to introduce into medical practice must be 
understood by the full range of medical personnel, not just the physi- 
cian. The library profession can ill afford to assume a different view. 
Further, with the growth of library technician programs, the education 
of professionals \\ill be modified as technicians take over tasks once 
performed by librarians. These changes must be reflected in continuing 
education for present library staff. 
The need for continuing education in a profession, indeed in most 
occupations these days, is n7ell known. The literature of our field, as 
well as that of similar service professions, has dealt well and thoroughly 
with the need for continual re-tooling to keep up with the changes in 
technology. Librarianship should be particularly sensitive to social 
change as well. The most recent figures available indicate that the 
median age of librarians (academic, 44.9; "school, 50.2; public, 50 4, 
emphasizes the need for updating. The years between last formal edu- 
cation and present practice (academic, 9.4;%chool, 19;6public, 22 7, 
further dramatize the need for librarians to be concerned with their 
continuing education. Statistics could not be found for special librar- 
ians. How realistic is it for us to expect necessary changes in our pro- 
fession to come from the newer professionals, if they must expend 
energy battling an Establishment working from a philosophy and 
utilizing skills learned, on the average, two decades ago? 
Continuing education for librarians is one of the most important 
problems facing library education today. The damage an out-of-date 
librarian can do may not be as visible as the results of a physician's 
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application of outdated techniques, but the neglect of a client's in- 
formation needs may have greater social consequences. 
Another need for continuing education of library personnel is too 
often overlooked. Much of the literature, indeed this article, stresses 
the need to update practice, i.e., to bring the most recent knowledge of 
the field to those no longer involved in formal education. This might 
best be described as passing on the knowledge of the Establishment. 
But experts from within and outside the field have been telling us 
that the library of the 1980s must be a very different institution if it is 
to meet the needs of society. Passing on the wisdom, experience and 
knowledge of the past is necessaly, but this knowledge may not bring 
the change in libraries and librarianship necessary to serve the society 
of the 1980s. The other task for continuing education, then, is to help 
librarians prepare themselves and their institutions for change. 
For a profession committed to the education of others, it would be 
ironic if we were the last to get the message. Unfortunately, there is 
some evidence that we have not yet formalized the lifelong pattern of 
learning necessary for the health and growth of our own profession. 
In July 1970 the American Library Association adopted a new policy 
on library manpower and education. This policy conveys the profes- 
sion's sense of urgency and commitment to continuing education: 
Continuing Education is essential for all library personnel, pro- 
fessional and supportive, whether they remain within a position 
category or are preparing to move into a higher one. Continuing 
education opportunities include both formal and informal learning 
situations, and need not be limited to library subjects or the offerings 
of library schools. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Library administrators must accept responsibility for providing 
support and opportunities (in the form of leaves, sabbaticals, and 
release time) for the continuing education of their staffs.* 
This brief discussion merely summarizes the very real need for 
continuing education of library personnel. A look at the present situ- 
ation is necessary to demonstrate that a program of continuing educa- 
tion does not exist, and that such a program is necessary in order to 
effectively meet the needs identified. 
Present Continuing Education Activities 
Other authors in this issue have dealt with various components of a 
continuing education system for library personnel: staff development, 
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interprofessional cooperation, and individual continuing education. In 
1965 the federal government began funding institutes for library per- 
sonnel under Title I1 B of the Higher Education Act. Federal funding 
of institutes for library ~ersonnel is probably the most important and 
significant breakthrough for continuing education of library personnel 
in recent decades. And, of course, formal education programs after the 
first professional degree, such as a sixth-year degree, degrees in other 
disciplines, and doctoral work in librarianship or other disciplines can 
be considered continuing education. 
It should be noted, also, that library personnel have available to 
them a wealth of "non-library" continuing education activities. Lec- 
tures, individual courses, conferences, regional meetings, mass media, 
and their own library collections can contribute to their continuing 
education if related to a specific learning goal, and not simply ab-
sorbed at random. Such a systematic approach can be self-managed by 
an individual or can be constructed on a massive scale by an agency or 
institution. In either case, the library profession has not yet attempted 
to coordinate the many elements of continuing education into a co- 
herent pattern. Title I1B institutes illustrate this lack. 
The lack of coordination of these institutes results in a scatter-shot 
approach. It is not yet possible for a person to build from one institute 
to the next. I t  is still impossible for an individual to plan a program 
of institute attendance, for example over a five-year period, to increase 
his effectiveness in his specialty. Equally important, it is also not yet 
possible for a successful institute to be repeated and receive federal 
support. 
In summary, we see many elements of a continuing education pro- 
gram for library personnel which have not yet been put together into 
an organized pattern. 
Need for a National Program for Continuing Education 
To improve continuing education opportunities for library personnel, 
four objectives must be fulfilled: planning, experimentation, funding, 
and, finally, the institutionalization of continuing education. 
Planning must involve a survey of present continuing education 
opportunities available and appropriate to people working in libraries, 
including both "library" and "non-library" activities. Such a survey 
would reveal gaps in continuing education activities and would 
identify existing resources, human and material, which could be used 
in creating a coherent, planned program of continuing education. 
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Concurrent with a survey of available continuing education activi- 
ties, potential resources and gaps in present programming, a reexam- 
ination of the continuing education needs of library personnel must 
be made. Some typically identified continuing education needs of 
library personnel include the following: administration and manage- 
ment; the role of libraries in a changing society; and changing patterns 
of library service, e.g., reaching the unreached. However, some library 
educators and practitioners are skeptical that these needs typically 
expressed by library personnel accurately reflect their real needs and 
especially those needs of the profession as it seeks to change to meet 
the emerging social problems of the decades ahead. As noted earlier, 
the passing on of the wisdom of the Establishment should be only one 
objective of continuing education. Planning of this scope must be done 
at the national level and should involve setting long-range goals. 
This writer has been particularly critical of the many institutes 
which have failed to take advantage of the flexibility and innovation 
which such an educational format allows. All too often institutes are 
nothing more than a classroom transferred to another locale and 
labeled "institute"; their content, methodology and format seldom 
reflect the specific needs of the participants or consider the learning 
process of the mature, experienced adult. The techniques described 
in the chapter in this issue by Allen and Conroy are too seldom ap- 
plied to library continuing education. Other innovations, technical as 
well as methodological, need to be tried. Experimentation is needed. 
Far more mistakes must be made in our effort to find ways to effec- 
tively and efficiently meet the lifelong learning needs of our profession. 
Such experimentation is most likely to occur when a broad, regional 
view is taken, and this seems even more probable on the national level. 
With methodological and technical experimentation must come eval- 
uation. Which educational methods are most effective with which 
groups and under what conditions? Is a particular piece of equipment 
more efficient and effective in conveying content to certain groups 
than others? When is telecommunication useful, and when not? Is  
sensitivity training an effective technique for some, and not for others? 
Would multi-media, self-learning packets meet some continuing educa- 
tion needs? Is the invisible college a necessary con~ponent o continu- 
ing education? Evaluation of such materials and techniques requires 
the resources, know-how, and objectivity more often available on a 
multi-state or national level. 
The first two objectives, planning and experimentation, cannot be 
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achieved without solid, long-term financing. A continuing education 
program utilizing a L~ariety of educational methods, providing continu- 
ity, and bringing long-range coordinated educational programming 
activities requires money. A good deal of money is needed if such a 
program is to have any significant impact on improving library services. 
This kind of money is available only if the program has national im-
portance, although at the beginning it need not necessarily be national 
in scope. 
In 1969 this writer, with two other consultants, recommended the 
establishment of a regional continuing education program for library 
personnel, recognizing these same concerns: 
The manpower shortage in the field of librarianship, the increasing 
demands for quality library service, the impact of new technology 
on library services, and many other factors have made continuing 
education for all levels of library personnel increasingly necessary. 
I t  is essential that the library profession develop and utilize its 
present personnel more effectively. One obvious and meaningful way 
to achieve this aim is to implement a continuing education program 
designed to confront these problems. Available training programs 
for library personnel are provided by library schools, state agencies 
and professional organizations. However, investigations by librarians 
and others interested in the field indicate that present opportunities 
are not adequate to meet educational needs. Extensive budgets and 
time, together with skilled staff, are required to plan and implement 
quality programs." 
Ultin~atelya continuing education program for library personnel 
must be institutionalized. Recent discussions and the adoption of the 
ALA Policy on Library Education and Manpower at the 1970 annual 
conference of the American Library Association have emphasized the 
fact that continuing education for library personnel is a nationwide 
problem and that a nationwide plan is the best solution. The institu- 
tionalization of library continuing education must be at the national 
level. 
Location of a National Program of Continuing Education 
for Library Personnel 
The most feasible, logical location for a national program of con-
tinuing education for library personnel is within the American Library 
Association structure. Some arguments could be brought forth to sug- 
gest a Washington, D.C, base (such as proximity to many funding 
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sources, and ease of interchange with USOE personnel). These argu- 
ments probably could be countered, for example, by the fact that sev- 
eral other professional associations conduct continuing education ac- 
tivities from Chicago; furthermore, interplay with professional staff at 
ALA headquarters is vital. But the physical location is not the key, the 
American Library Association is. 
Why the American Library Association? It  has demonstrated far less 
concern with continuing education than the Special Libraries Associa- 
tion (SLA) or the American Society for Information Science (ASIS). 
USOE controls the most significant institute funding, and also has 
people qualified in this area. Library schools have mounted the bulk of 
in-depth institutes in the last five years. The fact that ALA is broader 
in its membership than either SLA or ASIS is one reason. ALA's per- 
nlissive membership requirements mean that all levels of library per- 
sonnel, library trustees and all types of libraries can belong to and 
be represented by one organization. The need for an overview in plan- 
ning and coordinating continuing education activities rules out library 
schools per se, and the focused interests and restricted membership 
of the American Association of Library Schools makes this association 
a less than ideal location. In any case, the professional associations and 
library schools must share responsibility for continuing education. 
But other, more positive reasons argue that ALA should take this 
responsibility. "A characteristic increasingly evident in continuing edu- 
cation for the professions is that it is considered not as a luxury, fringe 
or supplement, but as an integral part of the education of the profes- 
sional." lo The Office of Library Education, the ALA Committee on 
Accreditation, and the Library Education Division all play a significant 
role in shaping the programs of our library schools. Any continuing 
education program must interface with library schools, and can do so 
far more effectively if the responsibility is shared between the as-
sociation which already possesses the mechanism and know-how, and 
the library schools. 
The creation of the Interdivisional Committee on Education of State 
Library Personnel by the (then) American Association of State Li- 
braries (ASL) and the Library Education Division (LED)  illustrates 
the kind of cooperation which ALA can foster. The LED  Newsletter 
listing of institutes is an example of the benefit of a clearinghouse 
function at the national level. The preconference programs, many of 
the division conference programs, and the general conference pro- 
grams all have elements of continuing education. Some of these pro- 
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grams have offered exemplary models of ALA's potential in conference- 
related continuing education activities. 
The current discussions about the creation of an overall Office of 
Library Education and Manpower demonstrate the members' desire 
that ALA take on an increasingly aggressive role in coordinating edu- 
cational and related activities. Houle comments that "the professional 
association crowns all other efforts at continuing education and bears 
the chief collective responsibility for it. A manifest function of every 
professional association is the continuing education of its membership; 
indeed, scarcely any other function has a longer tradition than this 
one. It is, moreover, undertaken not merely by a few people working 
at a separate task but by the whole body of people engaged in the af- 
fairs of the association." l1 
It would be dishonest, however, if it were not pointed out that ALA 
has not yet achieved the level of concern for the continuing education 
of library personnel which is demonstrated by SLA's sponsored semi- 
nars for its members, nor has ALA developed the sophisticated pro- 
cedure for eliciting, reviewing and presenting papers related to their 
annual conference themes. Given the responsibility for such activity, 
ALA could usefully work with other professional associations. 
Funding a continuing education program would be greatly enhanced 
if the program were regional or national in scope. If ALA were identi- 
fied by the profession as the organization responsible for the coordina- 
tion, planning and evaluation of library continuing education activities, 
foundation and federal funding sources would be easier to tap. The 
ability of ALA to make optimum use of resources and to have a na- 
tional impact would be appreciated by funding agencies. 
To be effective, a continuing education program needs capital to 
experiment. The Adult Education Association has stated that the goals 
of continuing education should include the "Provision of risk capital 
for imaginative and innovative experiments and for the initial presenta- 
tion of educational programs in new program areas or for new 
publics." l2 
The example of other professional organizations gives evidence that 
they have found it appropriate and feasible to assign continuing educa- 
tion responsibilities to their associations. The American Hospital As- 
sociation (AHA) and the American Management Association offer 
prototypes for ALA consideration. Each has mounted highly imagina- 
tive and effective programs for its membership. The continuing edu- 
cation activities of AHA suggest areas of particular interest to li-
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brarians. An AHA affiliate, the Hospital Research and Education 
Trust has, for example, with the support of the W. K. Kellogg Founda- 
tion, established seven regional centers of continuing education for 
hospital personnel in universities offering graduate programs in hos- 
pital administration. Programs of continuing education for personnel 
in smaller hospitals, home study courses for hospital administrators, 
stimulation of state hospital association continuing education programs 
by support of half-salary of a director of education in several states, 
and programs to improve inservice training techniques in smaller 
hospitals are examples of AHA'S involvement in continuing education.13 
The 1967 Annual Report of the W. K. Kellogg Foundation gives 
some insight into the breadth and diversity of approach in continuing 
education in the hospital field. Sponsored by the Hospital Research 
and Education Trust of the American Hospital Association, the foun- 
dation has funded cooperating university centers, study programs in 
nursing management, correspondence education, inservice education 
in the hospitals, a clearinghouse of information on training programs, 
and demonstration projects. 
In January 1971 the Boards of ALA's (then) American Association 
of State Libraries and Library Education Divisions approved the rec- 
ommendations of their Interdivisional Committee on Education of 
State Library Personnel. The original charge to the committee stated 
these objectives: "1.To assess the needs of professional personnel per- 
forming functions unique to state library agencies, with emphasis on 
the consultant and administrative-supervisory personnel; 2. To recom- 
mend means and methods of designing educational programs to meet 
these education needs; 3. To recommend a structure for carrying out 
this programming." l* 
The committee's recomn~endations (below) have particular sig- 
nificance for this discussion, and serve to summarize the need for ALA 
to be the profession's active agent for the continuing education of li-
brary personnel. 
In the Committee's attempt to develop a feasible means of imple- 
mentation, the programs of other professional organizations were 
investigated in order to gain some knowledge of how they keep their 
personnel "up-to-date" through continuing education. I t  is apparent 
that continuing education in the professions is becoming, indeed has 
become a major facet of many national organizations representing 
an occupation or profession. Hoping that we might glean some ideas 
from these organizations, an inquiry was sent to a selected group 
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of these. From the replies it was apparent that in at least two in- 
stances, the American Hospital Association and the American Bank- 
ing Association, national organizations carry on extensive educa- 
tional programs of a complex nature ranging from formal to informal 
education opportunities. 
It  would take a great deal of space to describe each of these 
organizations and the structure of their educational programs. HOW- 
ever, it is evident that each has an extensive program and one that 
involves a national network. Essentially, there is an office of educa- 
tion at the national headquarters plus regional and state organiza- 
tions. Each of these relate to the other with the national being re- 
sponsible for coordination and perhaps more importantly, providing 
programs of a more advanced nature, experimental, if you will, and 
developing materials for use by the regional and state associations. 
Many of the programs offered by these associations are self-sup- 
porting. Indeed, the continuing education workshops and institutes 
actually are self-supporting and in some cases develop a funding 
surplus. The American Banking Association seems more advanced 
in the sense that it has a sequence of education from local levels 
to the national, beginning to advanced, with certificates and gradua- 
tion diplomas, actually a school in its own right. 
I t  is, therefore, suggested that the American Library Association 
consider assuming this role at some time in the future . . . . 
Realizing that ALA is not at present in a position to mount an ex- 
tensive program of continuing education, or, indeed, to establish 
an Office of Continuing Education, the Committee has developed 
what it believes to be a practical means of immediate implementa- 
tion which has long-range implications for ALA and the full role it 
eventually could play. 
I t  is recommended that a National Advisory and Action Com- 
mittee for Continuing Education of State Library Personnel be 
established. I t  would have the following functions: 
1. To coordinate with the Continuing Education Program for Li- 
brary Personnel of the Western Interstate Commission for Higher 
Education (WICHE ). 
2. To implement and test on the national level programs and ma- 
terials developed by WICHE's Continuillg Education Program for 
Library Personnel. 
3. To stimulate greater interest among library personnel in con- 
tinuing education. 
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4. To aid state library agencies and library schools to develop and 
implement continuing education programs. 
5. To act as a clearinghouse of continuing education activities of 
all types. 
6. To evaluate the practicality of creating a national office for 
continuing education for librarianship at ALA.16 
The WZCHE Continuing Education Program for Library Personnel 
The ASL/LED report recommends that ALA consider the Western 
Interstate Commission for Higher Education's (WICHE) Continuing 
Education Program for Library Personnel as a model for a national 
program to be housed in ALA. A brief description of this program is 
appropriate. 
WICHE is a non-profit agency created by thirteen western states. 
This commission operates under the Western Regional Education 
Compact, which is an agreement among the states to work coopera- 
tively to improve educational programs and facilities. Program activity 
began in 1953, and WICHE currently administers more than thirty- 
five programs to improve higher education in the West. Among these 
three dozen programs are: the Mountain States Regional Medical Pro- 
grams, Continuing Psychiatric Education for Physicians, Continuing 
Education Program for Nurses, Improvement of Nursing Curricula, 
Minority Students in Higher Education (increased access and educa- 
tional relevance), the National Center for Higher Education Manage- 
ment systems at WICHE, Western Conference on the Uses of Mental 
Health Data, and the Corrections Program. 
In June 1967 the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Educa- 
tion received an invitation to participate in an informal discussion with 
the state librarians of Colorado, Idaho, Montana and Wyoming. The 
purpose of the meeting was to develop a plan to implement a program 
of continuing education for personnel working in libraries in the West. 
In the summer of 1968 three library educators, Lawrence A. Allen, 
Robert E. Lee, and the author, contracted to serve as a team of con- 
sultants to identify the continuing education needs of library personnel 
in the West, to identify resources, and to develop a plan to implement 
a continuing education program to meet the identified needs. After a 
year of study the consultants submitted their final report,16 which out- 
lined a regional plan and called for the hiring of a director competent 
in the area of library continuing education. 
The WICHE Continuing Education Program for Library Personnel 
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officially began on September 1, 1970, when this author became its 
director. The following states were early participants in the program: 
Alaska, Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, 
Washington, and Wyoming. The general purpose of the WICHE pro- 
gram is to effect change in libraries of all types so that they may more 
effectively respond to today's social needs, whether educational or in- 
formational. To achieve this goal the WICHE library program is pur- 
suing the following objectives : 
1) The development of an interstate continuing education program 
which reflects the needs of library personnel in the participating 
states, utilizes a variety of educational methods, and provides 
continuity. 
2 )  	The development of a regional organizational structure for con- 
tinuing, long-range coordinated educational programming activi- 
ties for libra~y personnel in the western states. This program will 
make optimum use of regional resources, including institutions 
of higher education, state libraries, and other concerned agencies 
and institutions. 
3) 	The aiding of library educators and library practitioners to work 
toward the institutionalization of continuing education programs 
for library personnel. 
Of interest here is the fact that the WICHE program is designed as a 
demonstration program to result in the establishment of a self-suppor- 
ing system of continuing education for library personnel in the western 
states. Some of the components of this demonstration are: basic con- 
tinuing education programs to help update and improve library serv- 
ices in all types of libraries in the West; experimental programming 
emphasizing forwardlooking content and a variety of educational 
methods and materials; training the trainers institutes to develop con- 
tinuing education leadership capable of employing a range of educa- 
tional methodology and program planning techniques; identification 
and testing of materials for continuing education (e.g., multi-media 
self-instruction kits); stimulation of the use of good teaching methodol- 
ogy and content; and evaluation not only of its own programs, but of 
continuing education techniques, methodology, and materials which 
could be useful in continuing education programming. 
As a regional agency for higher education, WICHE can help states 
share their resources and specialized know-how to bring a strength and 
depth in programming not ordinarily possible on a single-state basis. 
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Further, the regional nature of WICHE offers the opportunity to de- 
velop a continuity of continuing education by building a sequence of 
educational activities and by repeating successful programs in various 
locations. 
For precisely these reasons the WICHE Continuing Education Pro- 
gram for Library Personnel is considered by its advisory committee to 
be a potential model for a national program. It may be that other reg- 
ional library continuing education programs could serve as models, but 
at present no others exist. If ALA were ready to move, there is no 
reason that it could not immediately assume such a role, and the 
benefits of building on the experience of WICHE would be substantial. 
In 1968 the Adult Education Association's Delegate Assembly ap- 
proved a position statement on the common concerns of adult educa- 
tion. The statement included these goals relating to suitable methods 
for effective adult education: 
The selection of methods, materials, and media to achieve most ef- 
fectively the educational objectives. 
Selection of subject matter in accordance with the educational ob- 
jective of the program rather than on the basis of conformity to 
the boundaries of a subject-matter field. 
Awareness of the process of program development and of those 
principles of learning which are most relevant to adult learning. 
Inclusion of evaluation procedures in the development and design of 
adult education programs. 
Development of evaluation procedures which will permit evidence- 
based judgment of program effectiveness. 
Program design to insure feedback to the learner as a part of the 
learning process.17 
This statement neatly underlines the need for a national continuing 
education program for library personnel. 
The need for any effective continuing education program for library 
personnel to interface with library technician programs, fifth- and sixth- 
year and doctoral programs in library science, library educators, li- 
brary practitioners, and experts, agencies, organizations and institu- 
tions in related fields argues for a national level program with overall 
responsibility in the hands of the American Library Association. 
Continuing education for library personnel is the responsibility of 
the profession, of the library schools, of libraries, and finally of the 
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individual himself. As hlary Gaver points out in her article in this issue, 
some of us are self-initiators, others are not. Cyril 0. Houle told li- 
brarians at the 1967 inidwinter meeting held in New Orleans, "Ulti- 
mately the individual is himself primarily responsible for his own edu- 
cation, and most of his learning efforts must be self-directed." l8 The 
establishillent of a national program of the continuing education for 
library personnel nlust stin~ulate and reinforce the individual's efforts 
to grow professionally. 
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